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CHAPrER I
INTRGDUCTION
British social work, like social work in general,.
is a

/

~ield

plagued by ambiguity.

The term·social worker

has, at various times, been used to describe an individual engaged in the distribution

o~

bread and coal, a Poor-

Law authority, a .school manager, a member

the Charity

o~

Organisation Society, a hospital almoner, a settlement
worker, a social

re~ormer,.

an untrained rifriendly visitor"

and a university-trained social work practitioner.
each

o~

While

these ind.i,viduals had little in common with. one

another, their tasks

o~

social work or social service were

in large part, determined by the society in which they resided.

As society became more complex, the

social worker and social services expanded.

de~inition

of

An early

eighteenth-century society which had defined "social services" strictly in terms of charity (money and aid-in-kind)
and deterrence_ (the workhouse provision

o~

the Poor Law)

made way for a mid-eighteenth-century so¢iety that saw
"benevolent" advice as an essential (and
tool of the social worker.

o~t.entimes

Societal pressures, however,

especially demands for equality by members
class, made both

o~

the working-

inadequate for late-nineteenth-

de~initions

century Great Britain.

only)

The social legislation demanded.·
1

2

during the last two decades of the nineteenth century
was not passed until the beginning of the twentieth century, but its presence had tremendous implications for the
field of social work.

The charity supplied by early so-

cial workers was being supplanted by assistance delivered
by systematic and continuous programs sponsored by the
government.

The "wise" advice, the only basis of which

had been a greater degree of education on the part of the
adviser, was questioned by workingclass and lowerclass
individuals who were themselves beginning to feel the benefits of an expanding system of education.

aocial servic_e

"clients" were demanding not only the basic necessities o:f
life,- but also the benefits (such as higher education)
which had so long-been the property of the upperclasses
alone.
The field of social work had not been oblivious to
the fact that its task was becoming increasing1y compli-cated; agencies which took their responsibility for soci.al_
service. seriously attempted to train their workers, but
training for social service, like soci.ai service itself',
lacked a. widely-accepted definition.

Members-of the

Charity Organisation Society were better-educated than
most of their clients and were wel:J.,-versed in agency policy as well as the techniques of interviewing_a.nd

record~

keeping, but their affiliation with institutions of higher

3
education (and consequently, with the ne111 disciplines
which were studying the

soc~ety

wished to mend) was minimal.

which social workers

The ancient universities of

Oxford and Cambridge were unreceptive to so ill-defined a
:field as social work, but even the modern universities
needed a reason for cooperating in the process of educating social.workers.

Teacher education, for example,

took ·place in teacher training colleges; why shoUld social·
work, another female-dominated occupation, seek and be
granted education within the university?
It appears_ that social work had both a need for
university-based education and a means of entree into the
university system.·

An increasingly complex society

mani~

.rested new needs, but also prompted the development of
disciplines such as sociology, economics and political·
science, which analyzed these needs.

With the development

of these disciplines, social service .finally had a. scientific base from which to expand; but it still needed a .
stable relationship to keep this base and· the field united.
The important point, however, was tha~ !!2.!'!. . a. legitimate
-·
claim to university a:f:fi~iation could be made, ·and the
university could work to foster the stability of the new
relationship between the scientific base and the field of
social work. ·
The field of social work also had a more legitimate

4
· claim to university arriliation.

The university settle-

ment movement was a university-based response to social
problems; workers had come from the universities to the
settlement in an attempt to foster communication (through
education) among members or the workingciass and the
middle and upperclass.

When these workers found that

.their understanding of workingclass society was inadequate
or their tasks needed

redirection~

it was logical that

they should seek assistance from that institution which
had prepared them initially.
The majority of social workers who practiced during
the rirst three decades. of the twentieth century were not
.university educated, but the number of individuals receiving such, an·eaucation as well as the number of
university-based programs continued to grow.

While the

needs of society shaped the development of the sacia.J.
services, the university-based programs of. social work
education \'thich developed were products of s.oc1ety as well
as the university system generally and mdi.vi.dua.l l.trd.-"
varsities specifically.

This study

~l.l

attempt to trace

the evolution of university-based social work education
during the . period 1880 (when the need for social work
education was verbalized but not

re~l1zed)·to

1930 (when

twelve British universities had programs of' social work
education), placing it within the context of' the develop-

5

ment

o~

social services, as well as the general and

institution-specific development

o~

university education.

The following section will briefly examine the concept of "social services" and social work eduqation as
defined by society.
British Social Services and UniversityBased Social Work Education:
Societal- Defiriltions - · - In 1931_, the population of England, Scotland and
Wales (Great Britain) stood at

44,795,357~

Of this number,

- 232,290 were being supported in institutions by local authorities; 1,356,293 were receiving outdoor relief; 632,234
received contributory old age pensions; 873,292 widows and
orphans were given allowances; 18,144,200 we-re entitled to
national health insurance benefits; 1,202,274 received unemployment benefi~ts; 1,187, o6o had war pensions; and
461,794 disabled workmen were receiving compensation. 1

In

other words, a minimum of 24,089,377 individuals, more than
one-half of the population, were receiving or were eligible
to receive government aid.

Only thirty_ years earlier, only

814,578-individuals (out- of a population-of 36,999,946)
were eligible for such assistance •. In 1900, the Poor Law's
provision of b3,166,ooo for outdoor relief accounted_for
lA. H. Halsey, ed., Trends in British Society Since _
!$00 (London: The Macmillan Press, Ltd., 1972), pp. 31, j83,
0-401.

6
9'7 .6 percent of' the government's expenditure on assistance;
while this figure rose to :bl5,616,ooo in 1930, it represented only 6.0 percent of' the total.

Unemployment in-

surance accounted for 38.9 percent (b101,594,ooo) o:f government expenditure on assistance, while war pensions made
up 18.7 percent (b49,205,000.)2
These statistics point to two facts: (1) by 1930, the
British government had committed itself' to provide for the
financial needs of' those citizens unable to provide for
themselves; and (2) this commitment was made outside of' the
framework of' the Poor Law, legislation which equated destitution with needs and which sought to deter rather than
~

help applicants.

Viewed in isolation, these figures_ rep-_

resented an almost unbelievable increase in the amount

or

funding which the government was willing to spend on its

citizens.

When put in proper framework, however, the ex-

penditure was merely symbolic of the actual change which
had occurred in British society.

The legislation, such

as

the Old Age Pensions Act of 1908 _and the National._ Insuranc.e
Act

o~l911~

which permitted such expenditure, was in much

. the same way symbolic.

Expenditures which were becoming

increasingly large and legislation which was becoming. in.-

creasingly permissive were, in fact, products of an evolving
2Ib1d. , pp • 4o2 -4o3 •

7

economic, social and politic£il philosophy "t·rhich had its
roots not in the twentieth ?entury, but in the nineteenth
t

century.

~-.-

~'

~1,

Opposition to Britain's predominant laissez-faire

! '

philosophy had existed prior to this time, _but it t\fas the
'

;·

late-nineteenth century that saw such opposition take an
organized for.m.

The Fabian Society, for example, led by

Sidney and Beatrice Webb and George Bernard Shaw, sought
to foster

econo~c

equality by a means acceptable to soci-

ety, that is, legislation.

Since society had already been

receptive to ·the idea of public services, such as lighting,
sanitation, recreation areas, educational facilities and
·transportation, used

by~

citizens as a right; the

Fabian Socialists sought to-broaden this concept of "serv-..:·
ice" to include better working conditions, guaranteed assistance in time of need, and more
educational
opportunities.
. .
.
British social services eventually incorporated many
of the suggestions of the

Fab~an

Socialists, but new serv-

ices were included not. because they were proposed by a
particular group, but because they

wer~

acceptable, at

least in part, to the dominant social; economic and political forces of the time.

Social service, particularly that

for.m of service which was to be financed by the government,
could be no more than society wished it to be.
Voluntary social service did not rely on government

8
financing, and as a result, was not accountable to any one
body; it was, however, also·a product or·society.

The

same society which viewed the Poor Law as the sole source
of government assistance to those in need allowed and even
encouraged the development of a multitude of voluntary
"agencies" (sometimes a single individual) dedicated to the
task of providing assistance (frequently narrowly defined,
for example, coal, clothing or food) to a specific group
of individuals.

Such charity oftentimes brought greater

reward to the benefactor than the recipient, but was accepted as -a legitimate part-of the system of social service.
When agencies such as the Charity Organisation Society
, sought to coordinate this vast array of charities, their
attempts were met by silence on the part of society.

Vol-

untary social services were given a free hand in defining
societal needs as well as the ways in which these needs
should be met. · The precedent for this freedom had been
set when the major concern was one of "masking" poverty
(by using tangible goods such as clothing or food) rather
than a;Lleviating it 2.!: preventing it. ·While the autonomy
of voluntary social services led to overlapping as well as
inadequacies in the assistance provided, it also allowed
for "experiments" in new types of service.

Octavia Hillts

rent-collecting scheme, which advocated decent housing and
client responsibility was one such experiment.

-·
Perhaps the

9

most

11

radical" plan, however, was proposed by Samuel

Barn~tt;

the 1884 opening of Toynb"ee Hall, the :first

university settlement, marked the

begir~ing

o:f a new at-

titude in social service, and established education as a
:factor which could unite the upperclass worker and the
lowerclass client.

While these :factors were in themselves,

important, the university settlement would play a role :for
which it is seldom given credit.

As a university-based

response to a social problem, it would set the precedent
:for university involvement in social work, and would, at
the beginning o:f the . twentieth century, serve as one of' the
strongest advocates o:f university-based social work
education.
While social service mUst be studied within the·
context of society, university-based social work education
mUst be studied within a double context; it is as much a
part o:f the university system in which it resides as o:f

.

the social service system which employs its expertise.

It

must work to meet whatever this system and society perceive as needs, but its commitment to residence within the
structure o:f university education, as well as the :framework o:f a particular university, define its direction as
well as specific courses of study.

Just as social service

can be no more than society allows it to be, universitybased social work education can be no more than the uni-

10

versitY will allow it to be.

While a number of studies

have acknowledged the first'factor, few have even touched
on the second.
Review of the Literature
Several individuals have written \'Torks which deal
with

so~ial

work education.

The earliest work of this

type was done by Elizabeth Macadam, a faculty member of the
University of Liverpool School of

for Social Work,

In The Equipment of the Social Worker,3 ~ss

in 1925.
·Maca~am

Traini~

gives a brief description of the university-based

social work education programs which had developed up to
that _time.

She views the first thirty years - of the social.

work training movement as experimental, but felt that three
general aims had developed:
"(1) Professional training for those preparing for social administration or in administrative work which
has a social bearing.
"(2) Instruction for the general public on political,
economic, industrial, and social questions which concern every citizen, and advanced courses f'or those
already engaged in responsible work.
"(3.} Research into social and iridust:r'ial phenomena."4

Unfortunately,_however, Miss Macadam fails to give a
3Elizabeth Macadam, The Equipment of the Social
Worker {London: George Allen and Unwin, Ltd., 1925).
4Ibid. , p. 49.

11
rationale
stances

~or

this particular type

o~ speci~ic

development, or in-

university orientation.

The major portion
phases

o~

o~

her book deals with

speci~ic

social work education, such as practical work,

o~

specialization, and extension courses, and although Miss
Macadam believes that the s-ocial work--university relationship had

~aced

and would continue to face opposition, she

viewed the relationship as viable.
While Miss Macadam's work was well-written and presented the first comprehensive look at university-based
social work education, it failed to give a rationale for
the timing

o~

this development.

development of the first

~ormal

The reader begins with the
program but is given little

insight into what.prior training consisted of, or why the
time was right

~or

formal training.

In 1945, Miss Macadam published a second book dealing
with social work education.

The Social Servant in the

Making: A Review of the Provisions of Tra;i.nin5 for the
Social Services5 restated some of the material presented
in the ).925 volume, but concentrated mainly on training as

it existed shortly before 1945, and is, as a consequence,
outside the time period covered by this study.

12

Social work education in Great Britain

.

the subject of a text written by Alice
lished in 1937.

was~

Salomon~

in

part~

and pub-

Education for Social Work, 6 an inter-

national survey on Schools of Social Work, included a section on British Schools of Social Work.

The strong point

. Qf this study appeared to be its focus on the compilation
. qf

factua~ I!IB-te~ials.

Information
included the school's
.
.

object, the length of the program, admission

criteria~

provisions for field work, curriculum, and "special characteristics."

Although the data presented was· for 1935,

a check with other sources indicates that much of the inrormation was valid five years earlier.

While Miss

Salomon makes some attempt to "cla.ssify'.--pr.ograms (according to specialization tendencies), the rationale for
such classification remains vague; too little attention is
paid .to the university as a "host" agent for the social
work program.

And once again, as with M:lss Maca.da.m..'s:. first.

' work, the program is studied only from the time it became
formalized; early attempts at "education" are ignored.
Marjorie J. Smith's volume, Professional Education
for Social Work,7 first published in pamphlet form in 1953,

.

6Alice Salomon, Education for Social Work (ZUrich:
Verlag fllr Recht und Qesellschaft A.-G. , 1937). · .
7Marjorie J. Smith, Professional .Education for
Social Work in Britain (London: George Allen and Unwin,
Ltd., 1965).
'

13
was initially intended to study the origins of social
casework in Great Britain

w~thin

Charity Organisation Society.

the framework of the

In her

Foreword~

Professor

smith states that she was diverted to a study of the
history of social work education.

This diversion appears

. to account for the book' s· strength as well as its. weakness.
While the work acknowledges the existence of other
"training schemes" such as those of Octavia Hill's rent
collectors and the university settlement

the

leaders~

Charity Organisation Society is given almost full credit
fo.r the development of the School of Sociology.

The work

is entitled Professional Education for Social Work in
Britain~

and yet the reader is given an account (albeit a

well-researched arid exceiieuitli.
.

~such

program.

wr~tten

account) of only

In addition, Professor Smith's work does

not place the development of this program w:Lth1n either a
social or an educational context.
the program

developed~

The. reader is told how

but receives

few~

if

any~

clues

as

to why its development followed a particular path.
British Social Work in the Ninet~enth Centur¥ 3 8
.•

written by A. F. Young and E. T.

Ashton~

examines the

methods and scope of personal services aimed at the poor
8A. F. Young and E. T. Ashton~ British Social Work
in the Nineteenth Century (Londorl: Routledge andKegan
Paul, Eta.~ 1956). ·
·

14
of nineteenth-century Great

and attempts to link

Britain~

evolving social, economic and political thought with
developing social services.
ever~

text

is touched on only

or

Training for social

briefly~

work~

how-

and outside of the con-

education in general.

The final work which appears to

consider~

to som.e

degree, the issues covered by this study, is From Charit¥
to Social Work,9 writt~n by Kathleen Woodroofe, and published in 1962.

While Professor Woodroofe begins with a

discussion of social work as it existed during the Victorian
period, and continues with the development of social casework by the Charity Organisation Society, and social group
worl{ and community. organization by other agencies, little
attention is paid to the educational process which pre-

•.
\

pared these workers for their tasks.

~:

The major part of

the book consists of a comparison of the British beginnings of social work with the American results; that.i.s,
the reader learns of the ways in which the Ameri.can system
'

molded a "foreign" system or social work, some parts or
which were unacceptable to American

soc~ety.

While each of these studies is valuable in its attempt to present some aspect of early Briti.sh social work ·
9Kathleen Woodroore, From Charity to Social Work
·
(London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, Ltd., 1962)..
'·
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or social work education, none has viewed the evolution
of social work education fr9m a system of non-education
(based on good intentions alone) to a university-based
system of social work education, 't"lithin a "total" framework.

This framework views British social services as e.

response to the needs o:f the time and education for social
work as a product o:f this response, but within the context
of the educational system.
In order to establish such a framework,.the author
relied on the vast amount of literature which examines
British society as well as British education during.this
period.

The task of placing social work education within

this social-educational context, however, ·proved to be_ more
difficult.

The secondary sources available on British so-

cial work and social work education make ...._._..
use of. a number
of primary sources, but do not always make specific reference to them.

Smith, Salomom, and Young and Ashton do

not include bibliographies in their volumes.

Invaluable

initial bibliographies, however, came from two sources:
Bibliograph~
.•

of

E4ucation~

written by G. Stanley Hall and

.

John M. Mansfield and published in 1886, and A London
Bibliography of the Social Sciences, published in 1931.
The latter contained the titles of material available at
the Royal Anthropological Institute, the University College
Library, Goldsmith's Library, the National Institute of

16
Industrial

Psychology~

the Royal Statistical Society and

the University of London

Li~rary~

of the London School of Economics.

as well as the Library
Although much or the

material published by the Charity Organisation Society is
available in the United
sources~

sonal

a great number of primary

which consist mainly of pamphlets and some per-

papers~

result~

States~

are available only in Great

Brita~n.

As a

much of the material used in this study was com-

piled during the_author's visit to England during the
summer and autumn of 1976.
The condition of' the material available on the
history of social work education is rather poor; while
some materials have been

lost~

the remainder have not been

systematically organized. -Several meetirigs with-the archivist or the London School of Economics and Political
Science illustrated the first problem: the only piece of
information from the School of Sociology whi.ch survi.ves
{at least to the University's knowledge) is a salary schedule for Prof'essor Urwick.

Information on this period can

only be sketched from the writings of _early social workers.

-·

This leads to another problem encountered when researching
this particular field: while numerous pamphlets were
written by social

workers~

much of' this material consisted·

of personal impressions of practical work.
workers~

including those who taught in the

Few social
universities~·
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wrote about university-based education.

Those individ-

uals from other disciplines ·v1ho taught in universitybased social work programs and

~

publish, usually

limited their writings to their primary discipline, and
included little on social work.
·working within these limitations, the author has
attempted to present the development o:r university-based
social work education as a product o:r the social services
which responded to the needs o:r the times,

~education,

especially university education, which also received its-·
peculiar character from British society of that period •.
The following chapter serves as a review o:f society and
"social services" as they existed prior -to the period
studied.

--·

CHAPTER II
AN OVERVIEW OF BRITISH SOCIAL SERVICES TO 1880
Ruling England of 1800 admitted the existence of a
"poverty level" population within British society; the
upperclasses generally accepted this admission as fact, and
a number of' intense but short-lived demonstrations by segments of the poor population kept this fact from becoming
obscured, but it is at this point, that is, recognition of
the existence of a poverty population, that agreement
ceased to exist.

There was a. great deal of disagreement_

as to who the poor were, and what was the best means of
bettering their condition.

The· first major difficulty in
.

.

seeking a· solution stemmed from the ··fact that the poor as
a group were not easily defined.

In Life and Labour of the

People in London, Charles Booth attempted to divide London's
population into eight categories.

He used the following

classification:
"A. The lowest class o:f occasional labourers, loafers.,
and semi-criminals.
"B.~.

Casual earnings-- 'very poor'

"c.

Intermittent earnings}
·
together the 'poor'
"D. Small regular earnings .

"E. Regular standard earnings--above the poverty line.
"F. Higher class labour
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"G. IDwer middle class
'"H. Upper middle class"l.

Even Booth, however, found the definition of poverty to be
an

arbi~rary

one:

The division$ indicated here by "poort' and "very
poor" are necessarily arbitrary. By the word ·"poor" ·
I mean to describe those who have a sufficiently regular though bare income, such e.s 18s to 2ls per week
for a moderate family, and by "very poor" those whose
means are insufficient for tbts according to the
usv.al standards of life in this country; My "poor"
may be described as living under a struggle to obtain
the necessaries of life and make both ends meet; while
the "very_ poor" live in a state of chronic want. 2
While

a definition of the "poor"

was difficult- to formulate~

it vtas even more difficult to arrive at a solution for the
alleviation o:f their condition.

This difficulty stemmed,

in part, from the_ fact that there exi_ste_d a n-umber of theories as to why these people were poor in the first place,
as well as a number of definitions of solution (for example, solutions ranged from keeping the poor at a bare
level of existence to making their lives reasonably livable.)

In addition, the "ameliorative agents" were never

defined--the result being a side-by-side,. but uncoordinated-·growth of literally hundreds of helpers.

Although

individual helpers emphasized their particular uniqueness in
lcharles Booth, Life and Labour of the People in
London (1889-1903), quoted in Peter Keating, ed~~ Into_
Unknown England 1866-1913 (London: Fontana, 1976), p. 113.
2Ibid.
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pursuing this task (which resulted in competition
bene~actors)

~or

helping agencies during the nineteenth cen-

tury can be divided into three types: (a) those linked
with the government (basically the "programsn which came
out

o~

the Poor Law legislat1.on); (b) thoae initiated by

members

o~

the upper and middleclasses· (the·widest cate-

gory, which included everything

~rom

soup kitchens to insel~

stitutional care); and (c) those which were basically
help movements, initiated by members
their own

bene~it

societies.")
~

o~

the lowerclass

(a successful example being the

~or

"~riendly

This chapter will examine the development

o~

these three types of helping. agencies as they existed prior
to 1880, using examples which show the wide range
activities.

o~

It wi·ll conclude with ·an examination· of'

their
~he·

Charity Organisation Society which attempted to coordinate
the efforts

o~

all three types

o~

agencies.

nsocial servicen in England prior to 1800 was vi.rtually synonymous with poor relief.

Poor relief, in turn;

provided a system of indoor and outdoor relief which :frequently stood as the only alternative to starvation for the

poor.

Prior to the Reformat:ion, relief was administered

by the Catholic Church; the poor depended upon cler:tcs who .
were expected to
basic needs.

identi~y

the poor and provide for their

The break from Rome and the disbandment of

the religious orders, however, lef't England

wi~h

a large
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body of people with neither a viable means of support nor
an agency responsible

foro~

capable

of~

providing

food~

clothing and shelter or a job through which these needs
could be met..

The state assumed the responsibility of

caring for the

poor~

approach used by the
of all.

ages~

but rather than follow the "handout"
clerics~

with employment.

opted to provide the poor,
The Statute of Apprentices

of 1563 required every able-bodied youth to serve a sevenyear apprenticeship.

FUrther, it forced every "willfully"

unemployed man under age thirty to accept employment, and
stated that every man under sixty living -in the countryside
could be made to work during harvesting time.

Yearly wages

were guaranteed, but their rate was fixed; employers were
fined for dismissing laborers; laborers were jaiJ,.ed_for
leaving their jobs; hours were fixed and strikes were forbidden.3

Although the Statute made poverty

a .fact

of life

for the workingman by keeping wages low while prices rose,
its provisions formed the basis of the English Poor Law
, legislation which followed.
first

p~ece

The Poor Law of 1601 was the

of English legislation which acknowledged the

responsibility of the state in dealing with its poor population.

The justices of the peace (political officials

3will Durant and Ariel Durant~ The Sto~ of Civi§ization, vol. 7: The ~e of Reason Begins(ew York:
imon and Schuster, 19 ·), p. 47.
.
·
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sanctioned to try minor orfenses and dispense justice)
were to appoint overseers rrom each parish (originally an
ecclesiastical unit which later functioned as an organ of
civil government}; the overseers were -either churchwardens or wealthy householders {the total group or overseers being composed of both).

They were charged with a

number of duties:
"(a) with the advice of the justices to set children
to work whose parents cannot support them;
n (b) to s·et adults to work who have no means of support;

" (c) to raise weekly by taxation of every inhabitant
s'uch sums as are necessary to
"(1) obtain material_ for providing work; · ·
"(2) relieve the lame, impotent, blind, and
others unable to work;
"(3) place out children as apprentices"4
In addition, the legislation empowered the justices to
levy taxes from adjoining parishes when the parish in
question was unable to provide_ support for its poor; the
overseers were empowered to bind out boys as apprentices
until the age of twenty-four and girls until theage of
...

twenty..;one or marriage; workhouses

w~re

establishedj and

legal responsibility for the provision of basic needs for
parents, children and grandchildren was established.5
4nobert CloutmB.n Dexter, Social Adjustment (New
York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1927), p. 50.
5Ibid.

Al-
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though the Poor Law of 1601 did have a workhouse provision, indoor relief, that.is, provision for the needs
of the poor within the workhouse, did not predominate.
workers were deprived of rights (rights here being understood not in terms of broad rights such as education and
the franchise, for these rights were denied the majority
of the population until the late-nineteenth and earlytwentieth centuries, but rather, the right to leave a
place of employment regardless-of working conditions or
wages) , but many remained outside of the workhouse.

An

outsider might perceive of England during this period as
providing for its poor within ·a ·framework which did not
necessarily' confine_ the indigent. to the- workhouse, yet
"confinement" did exist.

'

Indeed, it was perceived by some

as being more degrading and restrictive than it.s predecessor, serfdom..

The poor laboring classes in the fac-

tories which rose during the Industrial Revolution neither
reaped the benefits of industry nor were provided with the
stability of serfdom.

Some writers went so far as to sug-

gesttp.at "industrial serfdom" was a more humane alternative:
• . • the tendency of great manufactories is to degrade
the working classes; the proprietors having no interest
in the people beyond their mere labour; and although
many of the great firms in England have been at the
expense of chaplains to administer spiritual instruction to the people; let us beware of the exercise of.
such .functions • Government has at length put an_ end
to the suttleries annexed to great factories, which
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were established ostensibly for the people's good,
but were a source of evil; and more must be done to
prevent the poor labourers being deprived of all substantial freedom. Now it is, they are free to engage
and to depart,--subject to be cast off at a moment,
to find a home, and food and raiment, where they best
can. Perhaps it was preferable to be corporally the
property of a rich manufacturer, than be doomed to.irremediable labour without due compensation.6
During the mid-eighteenth century, England as well as much
' of Europe was going through a period of fundamental· change;
tpe agricultural revolution together with the industrial
~·

revolution led to the perpetuation of a class system.

Al-

P'.

r.·.

'i though the aristoqracy was a creation of the

~ddle

.Ages,

favorable legislation as well as historical events (notably
wars) provided continuous support for a rigidly controlled
.. class system •. The yeoman class (small-lande-d farmers) had
· . been virtually destroyed in the War of the League of
Augsburg (1689-1697) and the War of the Spanish Succession
{1702-1714); their land was incorporated into the great
estates.

There was a new enclo.sure movement 7 which did.

away with the remainder of the strip system. of farming,
turning the arable land into fields subject to intensive
6.Exce
on the Means of
and Industrious
183o), pp. 6-7.
7The original enclosure movement, begun·in 1558,
·- rearranged open fields into smaller, consolidated units;
the commons were similarly arranged. The rich, both rural
and urban, benefited from this movement: while the aristocracy built their great estates, the capitalists used
the tracts of land to provide the raw materials needed in
·industry.
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cultivation, and using the rest as pasturage.

F'ina.lly,

·land was rented out to tenants, but the tenants were to
work as one labour force in the cultivation of one vast
estate, rather than as individual workers on small plots
of land.

Class legislation supported the system of great

estates; it was not until the electoral reforms of the
1880s that the rural upperclass lost some of its power.
The Industrial Revolution might be viewed as creating a new power base in English society.

Its develop-

.ment was due, in part, to the circumstances of. the time;
the period 1760 to 1870 found Erigland with an abundance ot
inventors and inventions; the English

b~ing.

system was

·sufficiently developed so that capital could be provided
for the development of inventions; and there existed an
employable population--a large percentage of the population
sought employment in the factory system.
of the countryside had a corresponding
the great factory system.

The great estates

urb~

power figure,

While there might. have been some

incompatibility between the two power structures, they were
united _.in one concept, their dominance· over the .lowerclass,;
this dominance was viewed as a right of the upperclasses.
This right, however, also had consequences; since the upper1

classes had such total control over the lives of. the workers, they also had the responsibility for dealing with their
problems, including poverty.

Although the Poor Law of 1601
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placed the responsibility

~or

government, .the government
upperclass.

w~s

dealing with the poor ·on the
comprised

o~

members

o~

the

It is not surprising, therefore, that the up-

perclass came to share in the responsibility

o~

providing

for Englandts poor.
Social Services Initiated by the Government
to 1880
As stated

previous~y.;

first legislation passed

the Poor Law of 1601 was the ·

~or

the purpose of dealing with

0

Eng.land' s poverty population.

Like all other legislation,

however, its success at any particular moment was dependent
on national stability, determined
by international relations
.
~

and internal conditions •. It is for this reason that the
Poor Law provisions nationally enforced in the "patriarchal"
seventeenth century became local concerns during the eighteenth century. 8 Although many local officials were quite·
capable, they found themselves struggling to provide for
the needs of a growing poor population.
however, were not their only concern.

The unemployed,
In 1795, the Berkshire

justices gave the name "Speenhamlaild system" to the already
8sir Robert Walpole's appointment as Lord of the
Treasury by George I signaled the beginning of the trans~ormation of the British monarchy from a position of power
to a nominal institution. Walpole's government turned its
attention to increasing trade and protecting Great Britain's
position as the greatest overseas empire and left much
domestic policy to local officials.
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somewhat prevalent practice of supplementing the wages of
laborers through outdoor relief.

The justices sought to

provide each family with a minimum income based on number
of dependents and price of bread, but in reality, brought
about a subsidization of low wages from poor rate f'Unds.9
Poor rates, in addition to putting an increasing
financial burden on farmers and the middleclass, were
viewed as ineffective in dealing with poverty.

Demands for

the gradual decrease of fUnds expended were made at least
seventeen years prior to the actual refor.m of 1834:
The plan which has been recommended by some high
authorities--of limiting the amount to be expended on
the poor 1n each parish, and diminishing that amount
to a certain extent year by year,--would necessarily
·involve the consideration of character and desert, and
would es.sentially assist ·1n restoring us to the government of 8hose salutary laws from which we have departed..1
.
Help was viewed as having its proper origin in schools,
savings banks, friendly

~ocieties

and similar organizations

which placed more responsibility on the poor.

Growing

criticism of the existing relief system as well as the pressures of a political-economic philosophy

~hich

demanded a

free labor market led to the creation of a Commission to
9John F. c. Harrison, The Birth and Growth of Industrial England 1114-1867 (New York: Ilarcourt Brace
·
J ovanovi ch~Inc • ,
913) , p. 98. ·
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study the Poor Law system, and then, in 1834, to an actual
The Poor Law of 1834 was as

reform of the Law itself.

restrictive as the Speenhamland system had been generous.
The new -law provided for the relief of every ''needy'! ·per- son, but the process of granting relief was governed by
strict regulations:
First, outdoor relief was to be abolished and all re~
cipients made to enter the workhouse. ··Second, ·conditions in the workhouse were made "less eligible"
(that is; more miserable) than the condition of' the .
lowest paid worker outside. A rigorous workhouse test
was thus applied to all applicants :f.'or relief, the intention being to deter all ~~t the really "deserving"
(that is, desperate) cases.·
·
The "machinery" set up by the Poor Law Commission included
a centralized administration: a board of three commissioners
.

...

.

aided by regional assistant commissioners.

"Unions" were

formed by grouping parishes and a workhouse was established
for

e~ch

union.

Rate· payers. in each union elected boards

of guardians who were responsible for enforcing·· the Poor
Law legislation.
The workhouse was not a creation of the 1834 Poor
Law for it had existed prio.r to that time, but it was not

until 1834 that the workingclass as well as the ·poo!.
subjected to its cruelties.

we~e

While members of the working-

class could provide for their basic needs, any type of
problem such as illness or death frequently pushed them
. llHarrison, The Birth and Growth of Industrial
?ggland 1714-1867, p. 99.
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over the poverty line.

At a time when help was most

needed they were faced with. one alternative, entering the
workhouse.

The red-brick buildings resembled prisons, and

the regulations inside helped support this picture.

Fam-

ilies who entered were separated; they woUld reunite only
when and if they left the workhouse.
until 1842, eaten in silence.

Meals were plain and

A-special workhouse dress

was worn and visitors were discouraged.

Economy rather
than humaneness was the aim of workhouse personne1. 12 ·
Poor Law reform in the direction of less aid under

more controlled conditions complemented the predominant
laissez-faire·political-economic philosophy which held that
·government intervention_ in business was · unaccept~ble.

Un-

like other national institutions, including Parliament,
courts of justice and the army, poor relief was not considered a necessary part of society.

In f'act, it was

deemed "unnatural" for people to look to the state for
subsistence.

Within such a framework of thought the new

Poor Law was praised:
In February 1834 was published perhaps the most
remarkable and startling document to be found in the
whole range of English, perhaps, indeed, of all, social
history. It was the Report upon the administration
and practical operation of the Poor Laws by the- Commissioners who had been appointed to investigate the
subject • • • • It was their rare good fortune not_ only
to lay bare the existence of abuses and trace them to

12Ibid. , p. 101.
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their roots, but also to· propound and enforce the
remedies by which they ¢ght be cured. It is seldom
indeed; that the conditions of so vast and sweeping a
reform are found co-existing.l3
If one were to view the Poor Law reform from a purely
statistical point of view, its effectiveness was indeed
impressive.

While the actual expenditure

i~creased,

the

amount spent per pauper and the percentage of paupers· in
the general population decreased (see table 1).

In ad-

dition, an increasing number of people were receiving indoor rather than outdoor relief, and ''ihile the number of .
able-bodied individuals receiving relief decreased, the
number of lunatics and vagrants receiving relief increased·
(see table 2).

Both a decrease in the number of

peopl~

receiving outdoor relief and any increase in those receiving indoor relief were viewed as evidence of the effectiveness of the new Poor Law.

While any increase in

outdoor relief was attributed to careless administration,
increases in indoor relief were viewed as the result of
better service rendered to the poor population.
Although the new system looked

e~fective

on paper,

-·

its ability to deal with actual poor people was questioned.
Wor&~ouses

made little discrimination in the type of

"clients" accepted, resulting in the side-by-side habitation of young children, the elderly, marriedcouples and

13T . W. Fowle, The Poor Law ( London: Macmillan and
Co., 1881), p. 75.
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TABLE 1
NUMBER OF PAUPERS AND PAUPER EXPENDITURE 1834 TO 1880
Per head
s. d.

Year

Population

1834

14~372~000

I0~317~255

1841

15~911~757

4,760~929

8 91/2
5 113/4 1,299,048

1851

17~927,609

4,962,704

5 61;2

1861

20~066~224

1871

22~712,266

5,778,943
7,886,724

883,921
5 9
6 111/4 1,037,360

1880 25,323,000

8~015,010

6 4

Expenditure

SOURCE: T. W. Fowle;
and Co., 1881): 75.

Paupers

%of
Pop.

941,315·

808,030

7-5

5.3
4.4
4.6
3.2

The Poor Law -(LOndon:· Macmillan

TABLE ·2MEAN NUMBER OF INDOOR, OUTDOOR AND ABLE-BODIED
PAUPERS, 1841 TO 1880

Year

Indoor

Outdoor Able-bodied

Lunatics

Vagrants

1841 192,106 1,109,642
1851 - ~14,367

826,948 163,124

14,346

1861 125,866

758,055 145~776

32~887

3,390
. 1,941

1871 156,430

880,930 172,460

48,334

3,735

1880

627~213

61,295

5,914.

and

180~817

SOURCE: T. W.

Co.~

1881): 157.

Fowle~

115,785

The Poor Law

(London: Macmillan
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single people.

Individuals of "questionable" character

round few, if any, restrictions placed on their
with impressionable children.

dealing~

Much effort was made to make

the lives of workhouse occupants as miserable as possible
and, yet, all viable escape routes were virtually blocked.
Dissatisfaction with Poor Law legislation made the
system the subject of

critic~sm

as well as comparison.

In

one such comparison, Andrew Doyle, an English Poor Law
Inspector, studied the system of poor relief adopted in
1853_at Elberfeld in Sa.xony. 14 Prior to 1853, poor relief at Elberfeld was considered to be the responsibility
of existing religious bodies.

Since these religious

bodies, however, demonstrated

~either

interest nor

expert~

ise in providing for the poor, the municipality opted to -·
revise the existing system.

The new system included an

administrative body consit:?ting of a Presid,ent, four members of the Municipal Council a.nd four citizens, selected
from among the most wealthy a.nd distinguished of the com--_
munity; expiration of terms was pla,ced on a rotating basi&
-

-

so that the administrative body was never composed of entirely new members.

The administrative body was.

respons~~le

for super/ising .the visitors and overseers; both types .of
position were unpaid and compulsory, but the detailed
selection process lent an air of dignity to the offices.
l4Andrew Doyle, The Poor Law System of Elberfeld
(London: Knight and Co., 1871).
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Since the Elberfeld system of poor relief was based: almost totally on outdoor relief, the €ntire community,
rather than a few workhouses, was vie1-red as a potential
client base.

Each visitor was responsible for a partic-

ular section of the town and each overseer supervised approximately fourteen visitors.

In addition to receiving

advice from the overseer, each group of visitors met
. every two weeks to discuss their cases.

Each application ·

for relief brought to the attention of a visitor was subjected to careful examination.

While the visitor ·could

give immediate temporary relief, the decision as to whether
or not the client.could.be granted "permanent" relief was
decided by a majority vote.taken at the fortnightly
meetirigs.

The individuals considered for relief included

those who were destitute and unsuccessfUl in obtaining
work:, and those individuals not relieved by private charity.
Persons earning less than the. amount needed for the "absolute necessaries" of life were subsidized ·through grants
of money, food, clothing, schooling, medical care and the
cost of a funeral.
While the Elberfeld system might appear to have been
more strict than the system set up by the English Poor Law,
it possessed one important component which was missing in
England: the presence of a group of interested and welleducated administrators and visitors.

The human element,

~
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almost entirely lacking in the English system, was a
crucial factor in the success at Elberf'eld:
If it ·be thought that the conditions of obtaining relief are harsh and oppressively rigorous, it
is but just to bear in mind not only the instructions
that are given to ·the-visitors, but how these in""'
structions are practically observed. Repeatedly
throughout the regulations are found injunctions to
deal with the poor mercifully, and, if' the provisions
of the law be unavoidably hard, to administer it at
least in a spirit of kindness and Christian forbearance.
The visitor is rejoined to. "hear the prayers or the _.
poor with love and heart," to impress upon the father
the duty that he owes to his child and upon the child
the reverence that is due to the parents; he is to be,
in short, the friend a..."ld advisor of the poor who apply
to him for l~gal relief.l5
_
.
Doyle's discussion of the Elberfeld system views 1 ts. beginnings as similar-to those of the English system; in like.
the administrative bodies were similarly organized,

m~ner,

but it is at this point that similarity ceases to exist.·
The relieving of'ficers of the English system, unlike the
visitors of Elberfeld, were salaried employees.

They were

paid less than skilled laborers and were expected. to supervise the relief of between 400 and 1,000 paupers.

The

volunteers at Elberfeld each handled approximately four
casas.

_.

Many English relieving off'icers had only very basic

skills in reading, writing and keeping accounts.; the volunteers of Elberf'eld were usually the most educated members
or the community.
~ight

Proponents of a laissez-f'aire philosophy

oppose a system such as the one at Elberfeld on the

15Ibid., p. xx.
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grounds that it took away the "freedom" of the poor by
making them the subject of careful study as a prerequisite for receiving relief, but Doyle felt that opposition
would come from another area: " • • • in England it might
be less difficult to reconcile the poor to such a system
than .it would be to find amongst the well-to-do classes
fit and willing agents for its administration. rrl6
The search for fit and willing agents for the administration pf poor relief was not solely the·concern of
individuals such as Doyle who studied foreign systems of
poor relief.

Although outdoor relief was discouraged

··the Poor Law ofl834, it continued to exist.

by

The question

was· no longer one· of whether the State had an obligation ·
to- relieve the indigent; rather, the questions to be asked
were: what type of relief was to be administered, and what
q'talifications were necessary for this task.

Since .outdoor

relief appeared to be impossible to abolish totally, it became necessary to seek out those individuals most capable
of administering_ such a system of relief.

In an examination

of poor relief in the union of Atcham,.Shropshire, Sir
-·
Baldwyn Leighton presented three principles which he .felt
to be at the root of a successful system of poor relief:
"(1) The systematic adoption of strict arid sound, principles in giving out-door relief: the chief one being

16
.
Ibid., p. xxi.
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an attempt to -set a premium on thrift and a discount
on improvidence, as far as the present Poor Law will
allow.
(2) Personal- devotion to the work--a constant and unremitting energy on the part of one or two guardians,
acting and re-acting on the officials. It is unnecessary to remind an audience of practical men that this
minute individual service is the secret and the soul
of success in carrying out any such intricate matters
as the administration of a Poor Law; and that without
such living spirit even the soundest principles become·
deadened and inoperative.
11

~-

-· .

"(3} Sanitary precautions to mitigate as far as may be
that fruitful cause of pauperis~ illness from bad
drainage, and bad ventila.tion. "J.-r
.- -.The third principle involved physical.chan.ge, that is, a
; better system of sanitation, the first attempted to induce
··thrift, but the second principle made a much more difficult
· demand, for it viewed personal commitment as a ·prerequisite
to better Poor Law administration.
Personal commitment to working with the poor and proper training for this task were issues which remained a concern of Poor Law ·administrators into the twentieth century,.
·.but these issues also had to be faced by those individuals
who established programs to replace or supplement Poor·La.w
programs_:-

Private philanthropy, regardle.ss of philosophy,

was forced to answer two questions: (1) -how were the poor
to be helped, and (2) what qualifications were necessary
for the persons who assumed this task.

The following sec-

.
l7Sir Baldwyn Leighton, Pauperization: . Cause and Cure
(Shrewsbury: Messrs. Sandford, 1871), p. 4.
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tion will examine these two questions as answered by
various forms of private philanthropy.
Private Philanthropy to 1880
The Poor Law's failure was due in part to poor administration; poorly educated and unskilled relieving officers were unable to cope with an increasingly complicated
problem..

Much criticism

of

Poor Law legislation, however,

came at a. more fundamental level, for it questioned the
legitimacy of the entire system, not merely its administrative framework:
It is, no·doubt, disappointing to findthat so costly
and elaborate a machinery as ours +s incompetent to
P.revent a very considerable number of· deaths every ·
year, and a certainly large; although imponderable,
amount of suffering which only stops short of death.
It would be satisfactory to be able to lay the fault
of the breakdown on the machinery; but this may not
be done, for the fault is in the system itself. To
say that the mechanism with which it i.s worked is
defective, is to ascribe another fault to the Poor
Law, for it has at its disposal all those resources ·
with which the system of local government is abiS to
acquit itself fairly well in other departments.
Although Edwards' criticism of the Poor Law system itself
and the ...suggestion ih a later part of his paper that voluntary charity was its only logical successor· might have
appeared to be somewhat radical, neither idea was new.

The

Poor Law had found itself the subject of criticism since
18Rev. W. Walter Edwards, The Poor Law: A Proposal.
t_or its Abolition (Shrewsbury: Bunny and EVans, 1875),
pp. 6-7.
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its inception i.n 1601, and voluntary charity was always
viewed as being a viable part of the system of poor relief, if not an alternative to it.
Although private philanthropy was initially a purely
individual effort, that is, almsgiving on the part of
wealthy citizens, groups soon formed around various ideas
about how voluntary charity should be utilized.
-

.

The pro-

'"

grams appeared to be as numerous as their benefactors.

In

a 1861 survey,l9 Sampson Low Jr. esti.m,a.ted. that London
alone had 640· charitable institutions, 279 founded between
1800 and 1850 and 144 in the following ten-year period.
They included: the Metropolitan Visiting and Relief Association; t.he Strangers 1 Friend Society; the Society for
the Suppression of Mendicity; Mr. Carter's South London
Refuge and Mission; East End Relief and Mission Fund;, large "
coal and bread clubs; soup kitchens; visiting and Bible"
societies; Parochial Mission Women's Funds; hospitals; and
charitable dispensaries.

Although some were easily iden-

tifiable, others had vague titles and equally vague purposes.

It was the latter that such individuals as Octavia

···'

Hill and Bernard Bosanquet criticized and the Charity
Organisation Society attempted to either coordinate or discourage.
19sal!ll?son Low, Jr. , The Charities of London in 1861"
(London, 1862).
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One key concern o:f voluntary charity :recused on the
religi.ous status o:f the groups, that. is, should private
philanthropy be solely the domain or organized religious
_groups, or were others equally capable o:f per:forming this
task?· This question was especially crucial when volunteer
workers were being recruited.

A religious sisterhood, f'or

example, would alleviate some o:f the di:f:ficulties of recruitment, since the women would have a bond that extended beyond charity.

Caroline Emelia-Stephen, an advo-

ca'l;e of' the.religious sisterhood, held.that there existed
· a definite difference between a religious sisterhood and
an association established solely :for the purpose of.charity work.

She viewed a religiously-based association as

an organization which saw works of charity, including
teaching, almsgiving and the care of the sick, as a means
to an end: " • • • that end being the spiritual benefit of
the pe!'former or of the object o:f such works •. " 20 Secular
associations, on the other hand, viewed works of charity
as ultimate ends.
were

ca~able

Stephen felt that secular associations

of looking after physical needs, but·spiritual
.

-

.

wel:fare was the concern solely of' religious sisterhoods.
Although :few sisterhoods were established (notably in the
20 caroline Emelia Stephen, The Service .of' the Po.or:
Being an Inguiry into the :Reasons For and Against tbe
Establishment of Reli ious Sisterhoods :for Charitable Purposes London: Mac llan and Co.,
71 , p.

4o
field of nursing) and secular groups assumed a major
portion of the charity work,· a rather strong religious
influence remained at the base of private philanthropy.
It was within this religious framework that much of pri~ .:

vate philanthropy could dispense soup at one corner of the
room and the Bible at the opposite corner.

It was within

such a framework that private philanthropy became the object of criticism.
Early philanthropists did not attempt to cloak their
religious or moral motives when they engaged in charity
work.

Like many who followed, they wanted prevention of,
-.

rather than a remedyfor, destitution, but unlike their suecessors, they attacked neither environment nor bad luck; they
blamed the victim for his lot in life.

In attempting to

bring about change, organizations such as the Society for
Bettering the Condition and Increasing the Comforts of the
Poor in the Town and the Neighbourhood of Liverpool, established in 1809, viewed religion as crucial to this process:
It is hoped that by a due encouragement of industry, and good moral conduct; early education, and
tim~ly instruction in the duties of religion, such
habits of prudence, economy, and piety may be .formed,
and in time be established and confirmed, as to prevent the poverty and misery which are always atten~flt
upon the improvident, the dissolute, and the idle.
21 society ~or Bettering the Condition and Increasing

the Comforts of the Poor in the Town and the Neighbourhood
_of Liverpool, The First Reaort (Liverpool: Society for
Bettering .the Condition
Increasing the Comforts of the
Poor in the Town and the Neighbourhood o.f Liverpool, 1809),
- p. iii.

an
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It should be noted, however, that emphasis was placed on
instructing the poor in the art of better living.

Such

instruction depended on the willingness of individuals to
give of their time, but such individuals were difficult to
find: ". . . the generality of persons are willing to give
their money, but :they will not give their time to the
Poor."2 2 The Society ·emphasized the fact that choice of
workers could not be left to chance.

The workers would be

successfUl only if they were able to communicate with the
poor; they had to empathize without giving into the demands or the poor and enforce restrictions without becoming overly harsh.

Although the only·"tra1ning" avail-

able was act\lal work with the Society, a. precedent ha.d been
set.

Early organizations such- as 'the Sc)ciety acknowledged-

the needs for skilled visitors; it remained the ·task of itS
successors, however, to define more clearly the role of
the visitor and to formulate a training program •.
Religious affiliation was not the only issue to be
decided by voluntary charity associations.· Each association
had to decide how it could best help·tpe poor.

The sug-

gestions.were many, stemming from basics such as better
housing to "privileges" such as better education.
Hill opted for the former alternative. _Like many

Octavia

ot the

charity workers who came after her, Hill's initial inter-22Ibid., p. viii.
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est in the poor stemmed

~rom

the subject, as well as

~irst-hand

poor.

At the age

focusing on some

o~
o~

~ocused

experience with the

eighteen, Miss Hill appeared to be
the concerns which would later shape

her own charity program.
1856

reading articles written on

A letter written to a

on the treatment

o~

~riend

in

children in ragged

schools: 2 3
I went to a meeting about Ragged Schools. Oh
to hear how people talk of others., and think they are.
treating them as Christians I I 1 d rather be a table
th~'l a Ragged School child.
Not .an attempt made .to
show how the teaching influences the children themselves, plenty of statistics about numbers of Bibles
given away, &c. I should like to know, Mary, what yo\J.
think about classes in :society, rank, station, work;
how far you approve of intercourse between classes,
how ~ar you would do work· which is usually done by a
lower class, 1~ it were useful, but not necessary·.
Oh, what a. power for good anyone .has, who does-go
among people as i~ h~ was one o~·them, entering into
all the1r·thoughts~2~
·
Hill was representative of a group

o~

private philanthro;..

pists, appalled by surrounding conditions, eager to engage
in a solution, but unsure as to the proper course and extent

o~

the "treatment."

Working on the assumption that

better housing and a sense of community were viable alter23The ragged school movement, begun in the 184os and
by Lord Sha~tesbury's creation o~ the Ragged
School Union in 1844, was ~'l attempt to educate and shelter
vagrant children. It was ~ded through donations and
staf~ed by voluntary teachers.
The rise· of board scnools
in the 1870s led to a decrease in the number of ragged
schools.
·
~ormalized

·

24Em1ly s. Maurice, ed., Octavia H:ill.: EarlS Ideals· .
From Letters (London: George Allen and Unwin, 192 ), p. 36.

1~3

natives to slums and isolation, Hill began her housing
work in 1860.

In her rent collecting plan, Hill pro-

posed to assume the management of tenement houses, repairthem and then rent them to poor people.

She would remain

in touch with her tenants by visiting them and collecting
their rents.

In her search for suitable dwellings-in

London, however, she found that her criteria for choosing
a. house along with the-landlords'·reluctance to partici--

pate in a previously untried scheme made-buildings almost
impossible to acquire.

iter sister, an associate of Hill's

rent collecting plan recalled- the difficulties fa.ced:
When Octavia. was ·sear-ching for a sui table house to turn
into tenements for the_poor,--she was most anxious to
find one with a garden. We spent many days-looking at
empty houses, and seeing landlords_and agents; but,
whenever the purpose for which the ho1.1se was req~red .· ·
was understood, difficulties were at once raised. ~
It was not until 1864 that Hill was able to acquire suitable dwellings--three tenement houses in London.

Although

she initially visited each of her groups of tenants, the

\

task became increasingly difficult

as

thenumber of dwell-

ings ros.e, for she considered her duty to be more than
merely rent collecting.

She felt herself to be a. direct

influence on the people she visited; she did not o·ffer them
money--handouts were viewed as factors contributing to
· their present condition--but offered her advice and friend-

25c. Edmund Maurice, ed., Life of Octavia Hill as
Told in Her Letters (London: MacDiillan and Co., 1912),
p. 196.
.

,,
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ship.

She viewed her clients not as passive recipients

of alms, but as active part.icipants in the helping process.
While she had the responsibility of securing dwellings and
offering advice to her charges, she considered them responsible for keeping up their houses and not falling victim to the easy handouts which abounded.
As she acquired more tenements, Hill sought help from
those around her, notably her sister and close friends.

She

viewed the task of rent -collecting as a difficult one, for
it assumed none of the glamo':lr or good feelings of almsgiving.

Instead, it demanded continuous effort on the part

of the worker.

By 1879, the rent -collectors controlled·

blocks of housing in London and were well on their way to
setting up the scheme in Liverpooi, Manchester and Dublin.
Hill was encouraged by the expansion of her work, but continued to be facedwith the problem of finding workers to
manage :the· courts:
Everybody is building and buying, but I was appalled
to find, on my return, how few were doing anything
towards training volunteers. And yet, it' you think of
it, all the technical work is new to the very ladies
whose spirit is neededfor the co~duct of these houses
when built and bought; and it is no use to have the
right spirit if the technical matters, all the sanitary
and financial arrang~~ents, are in a mess. Beware of
well meant feelings.
The structure of the rent collecting scheme demanded. work'26octavia Hill, Letter to My Fellow Workers: to Which.
is Added an Account of Donations Received for Work Among .
the Poor DUring !§19 (London, 1879), p. 8.
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.ers well-versed in managing property.
teers were

initi~lly

novices.in this

While Hill's volunfield~

she expected

. them to acquire expertise in their task--a willingness to
·serve was important but inadequate.

Octavia Hill's con-

. cept of training which became more specific after 1880 and
will be fUrther ·examined in Chapter IV represented a new
attitude on the part of' private philanthropists; good in.. tent ions might alleviate some of the· symptoms of poverty,
but they were insufficient to remedy its causes.
As long as charity organizations remained
struction could be given verbally.
number of workers,

however~

small~

in-

With.an increase in the

it became necessary for other

means of communication to be developed.

Ch~les

Bosanquet' s

A Handy-Book for Visitors of the Poor in I.ondon represented
this new thrust--the arrival of "how-to" books containing
hints for charity workers.

Reacting to the inequalities

·.or a rigid class system, Bosa.nquet conceived of the charity

•, worker as a. friend rather than a teacher of the poor.

The

~\

~

visitors were instructed to become familiar with the neigh-

'" borhood they served~ .for the· community .Played a role in··
·-·

every client's life.

Bosanquet provided the visitors with

thirty-three suggestions, ranging from refraining from
making notes in the· presence of' clients, to lending them
suitable

books~

to "combining patience and courtesy with dis-
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crimination and firmness."27
Thus far we have seen·two sources of help offered to
the poor prior to 1880--public programs enacted by Poor
Law legislation and private

philanthropi~

experiments con-

ducted by a number of agents and ranging from one-time
gifts of bread, clothing, coal or money to organized pro_grams such as Octavia Hill's rent collecting plan which
sought long-term results and required trained workers.

The

poor, however, had another resource on which to rely for
help--their own ingenuity.
Self..;help Movements to 1880
The Poor Law program arid private philanthropy alone
or in combination failed to meet the needs of a great number of poor people.

The group which suffered the m9st, how-

ever, were those who were poor but not dramatically destitute; they did not wish to submit to the degradation of the
Poor Law, but failed to attract the attention of private
philanthropists:
• • • in spite of these laws, [the Poor Laws] if·not in
consequence of them, much misery prevails at all times,
and especially in the circumstances that have been noticed as incident to the conditions of the labourer.
So convinced are the working classes themselves
of this fact, that, notwithstanding the protecti.on held
out by the Poor-laws, a very large proportion of them
prefer finding it in their own efforts, and wi'llingly
27 Charles B. P. Bosanquet; A Handy-Book for Visitors '
of the Poor in London (London: Longmans, Green and Co.,
·
1874), pp. 15-25.
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make a sacrifice of present indulgence to obtain security against future want.2~
Th~s

group.did quite well in providing for their basic

needs, but were frequently unable to cope with added expenses due to illness, -job loss or death.

Friendly socie-

ties were viewed as the logical answer for meeting these
needs.

Early .societies ran into a number of difficulties,

. the primary one being miscalculation--they promised to pay
more than they raised through subscriptions., .and consequently, ended up bankrupt.

The individuals who first suf-

fered a misfortune received the beneffts·prom;tsed to them;
their fellow contributors reeeived

no~hing •.

Since- the so-

cieties were Fecognized as being potentially beneficial to
the lowerclass as well as the nation, however, steps were
taken to make them more stable.

For example, they were

legally defined:
The object of the Society must be to raise a_
fund by subscription, contribution or donation, for the
mutual relief and maintenance of the members, their
wives, children or relations in sickness, infancy, advanced age, widowhood 2 or anY other natural state or
contingency whereof the occurrence is susceptible of
calculation by way of a.verage.29
Like the trade unions, which formed around specific occu-
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pations~

the friendly societies

bership.

The Liverpool

example~

to limit their mem-

chos~

Plt~m.'?e:t:S 1

Frien~ly Society~_

foF

limited i-ts membership to plumbers between the

ages of 18 and 45 years.

After being examined and de-

clared fit by a surgeon employed by the

society~

the ap-

plicant paid an entry fee. -The Society 1 s major purpose t>1as
the provision of funeral money; if a deceased member had
belonged· to the Society for a minimum of six months,- his
widow would receive .b5.

The plumbers were not alone in

their attempt ·to cater to their own group.

There also ex-

isted_ societies for clay potters,'pearl..buttonmakers,
kilnsmen~

coppersmiths, and packing case makers, to name

just a few.
While the friendly societies aided the laborers in
time of distress, other societies were formed which
tempted to raise the workers 1 standard of living..

at~

The co-

operative societies sought to provide the laborerwith a.
portion of the profit previously held by the :factory owners.
Although organizations

resembli~-

the cooperative· societies

were in existence in the-1820s, it was !lOt until 1844 that
··-·

the movement gained momentum.

At Leeds, members of the

workingclass felt that they were being forced to pay too
high a price for poor quality-flour.

Determined to provide

their own flour, they raised .b3000 by selling shares in their
venture at 2ls per share.

They used the money for a down
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payment on a mill and began producing a high quality flour
for less than the millers charged.
•

As a result., the millers

were forced to lower their prices in order to remain in
competition with the cooperative's mill.

Although cooper-

ative members and the general public were allowed to purchase flour at the same price., at the end of the year members divided the profits., first equallybased on the share
which each had purchased and then proportionately on the
. amount of flour each had purchased.

Through this system,

the cost of retailing was reduced by 50 percent and the cost
· of grinding by 40 percent.

Yearly profits averaged 25 per-·

cent.3°
Another successfui experiment took place in Rochdale •.
Instead of. a mill, however., members set up a cooperative
store, selling only groceries at first., but later expanding
to meats and clothing; a mill was added twenty years later.
Members were allowed to purchase up to 100 shares., but profits were divided in the same manner as at Leeds:
Up to that time., most of the stores had pursued the plan
of paying their dividends on the capital invested. This
. gave the benefits of the system to the investors and not
to-· the purchasers. The Rochdale Pioneers took up the
plan of paying merely current interest to the sharehol~
ers., · and of dividing the profits with the purchasers. j
Two-and-one-half percent of the profits were reserved for
30Henry Fawcett, Co-oterative Societies: Their Social and Economical AspectLon4on., 1871), pp •. 436-437.
31Robert Archey Woods, En5lish Social Movements
(London: Swan Sonnenschein and Co • ., 1892), p. 32.
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the "mutual improvement" of members, which included a
reading room

~~d

a library.

Although the cooperative so-

cieties were initiated for the purpose of obtaining better
'
goods at lower prices and providing an alternative
to con-

trol by the few, theirs was riot a purely financial
deaver.

en~

Like a few individuals who came before them and

the settlement workers who were to follow, the cooperators
sought to. permanently improve the life of the laborers.
•rhey viewed cooperative societies and stores not merely as
business establishments, but as centers of social life and
education.
The

~receding

pages have shown how the government,

private philanthropists and self-help movements viewed their
responsibility to the poor.

While their efforts were many,

however, their methods were haphazard and their successes
few.

The harshness of the Poor Law made it a court of last

resort; private

pr~lanthropy

which offered soup and a shil.-

ling overshadowed admirable plans. such as Octavia. Hill's
rent collecting scheme; the friendly societies and cooper•
ative societies assumed that the individual had some money
_,

which could be used for other than bare necessities.

In-

stead of complementing one another, the three forms of aid
clashed,_ creating a relief system that resembled a. sieve
'tiith very large holes; while some individuals received help ·
.from multiple sources, others fell through--helpless.

Crit-
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·• 1cs of this system felt that change from within was impos-

t sible.

They sought
an agent of
. reform that. would be neutral
.

R

~··.bY virtue of its separation from any of the a.forementioned

r
~

ameliorative

~.·
~

would eventually come to be known as tne Charity Organi-

;;,.
,.

f

t

agents~

and found a solution in the group which
.

.

sation Society.
The Charity Organisation Society
Although The Society for Organising Charitable Re-

rlief and Repressing Mendicity~ later to be known .as the
~-

~

~·

~

Charity Organisation

Society~

did not formally exist as such

.

.

t until 1869 ~ it resembled~ to some degree~· the Society for

f

t<.
!

the Relief of Distress established

c.186o~

which attempted

to establish a more personal relationship between client
and

alri'l.Oner~

charity.

a.Ild work for a more careful administration of

Early members of the Charity Organisation .Society

denied anY actual link, but were vague as to the relationship between the two societies.

In an 1875 publication en-

·. •titled Philanthropic Tailoring and Historical

Cobblins~

an

attempt was made to explain some of the events which took
place~ thro~h

.. bers.
1870~

the use of the correspondence o.f early mem-

In a letter to the ·Parochial Critic dated

Decemb~r

8, ·

Dr. Thomas Hawksley pointed to the fact that Lord

Lichfield had stated that certain proposed but unadopted
rules of the Society for the Relief of Distress were identical to those of the c.o.s.

Hawksley felt that such a re-
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lationship did not exist; while he viewed Lichfield a key
figure in the C.O.S.'s birtn; he credited the work of
Rev. Henry Solly.

A paper delivered by Solly at the 1868

meeting of the Society of

Ar~s

prompted the creation of the

Association for the Prevention of Pauperism and Crime.
Hawksley continued:
After reviewing the great extent of the field covered
by the title, the Committee resolved itself into sections, each undertaking the investigation of some special feature of the subject. One of these sections had
for its inquiry "The means now in operation for the
Prevention of Pauperism," and a paper connected with it,
entitled t'The Chari ties of London, and Some Errors in
their Administration, with Suggestion~ for an !~roved
System of Private and Official Charitable Relief' was
read at the Society of Arts on December 17th, 1868,
under the presidency of Lord Shaftesbury. After the
reading of the paper, Lord Lichfield, who previously
had declined to act with the Association, signified
his willingness to do so, provided the Association
would, for the present at least, relinquish all the
other projects, and devote themselves to carrying out
the scheme in the pamphlet for the "Organisation and
Better Administration of Charity." This proposal was
accepted by the Association; together with other arrangements suggest~d by his lordship. After thispublic conferences were held, the Rev. Martyn Hart's plan
of distributing tickets to be given to beggars, instead
of doles was added to the other plans; and, at a later
fleriod, the Association 1 s title was changed .. to th&t of
Society for Organising Charitable Relief and Repressing
Mendicity;" but the original association was never dis.sol__ved, nor have its. original principles and modes of ·
action been cha.nged.32
·
Lichfield agreed with most of Hawksley's ideas about the
creation of the

c.o.s.,

but

insis~ed

that the basis for the

. 32Thomas Hawksley, "Origin of the Charity Organisation
.Society," Parochial Critic (London), 8 December 1870,
quoted in Philanthro ic Tailorin and Historical Cobblin
(London: W lliams and Co., 1
, p. •
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c.o.s. and the Society for the Relief of Distress were
virtually identical.

Although speci:fi<: details about the

origin of the c.o.s. might remain vague, its purpose did
not.

It sought to combat pauperism and

th~

illegitimate

use of :funds, both public and private, by coordinating the
diverse charitable organizations at work in London.

To

this end, it directed its attack towards the evils which
created this situation:
• • • the demoralisation of the poor by indiscriminate
charity; the increasing separation between the richer
and poorer classes, the rich becoming richer and the
poor poorer; and the bad social and sanitary arrangements, which leave massesof the people in a condition
worse than that-of beasts, because it is accompanied
by the conscious degradation of human beings.3j
The greatest evil, however, was considered to be the "mis.

.

·taken charity" dispensed by a variety of local organizations.
Sir Cnarles Trevelyan cited an example, .the "Bedford Insti-tute" in London's East-end:
• • • at which from150 to 200 grown-up men are fed upop.
bread and butter and coffee, every Sunday morning, besides occasional "breakfast meetings" onother days,
after which they sing a hymn and join in other religious exercises.. There is also a liberal distribution
of tickets for tea, bread, coals, etc., besides large
issues of nourishing foods of various kinds from the
"In.valid Kitchen," and daily dinners .of soup or pudding
for the children. This is only a single example of the
concentration of misdirected charity from many and
33society for Organising Charitable Relief and Repressing Mendicity, General Objects of the Society (London:
Society for Organising Charitable Relief and Repressing
Mendicity, 1870), p. 1.
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....

various quarters on this unfortunate district of
London. The Report of the Bedford Institute complains
that "a large portion of the East of London is in a
state of chronic' pau:p~:rism." With such -treatment how
can it be otherwise?34
Although Trevelyan's words made sense to those who favored
an organization such as the Charity Organisation

Society~

~

they were viewed by members of local charity societies as
an attack upon the very programs in which they had so
deeply invested themSelves.

Since-the

c.o.s.,

to be suc-

cessful, had to persuade these charities to cooperate, it
was necessary to allow them some degree of autonomy.
question of cooperation vs. autonomy,

however~

The

was one

which would not be resolved for several decades.
Unlike the charity societies which it -sought to co ...
ordinate, the

c.o.s.'

considered itself to be an organization

based upon the principles of applied science, that is, it
was to study the problems of British society and apply this
knowledge to reach a solution.

Within this "scientific"

framework, the C.O.S. did not leave the investigation of
cases up to the individual's discretion, but se.t up uniform
guidelines for inqui-ry:
.,

.•

"The usual practice of the Conunittee as to inquiry is as follows:
"(1) The applicant's own statement is taken, down at the
Office by the Charity Agent.
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{2) The Office form is sent or taken to the Relieving Officer of the Board of Guardians o.f the Poor
Law.
11

"{3) The persons o.f whom it may be requisite to make
inquiries regarding the applicant are seen or written
to.

"(4) The Charity Agent~ or other competent person~ visits the house o.f the applicant to verify his statements~
and communicate with his referees.
"(5) The statement o.f the case is sent to any local
Charity within whose province the case seems to come~
with a request that the way the case may be disposed of
be communicated to the O.ffice."35
It was believed that if these guidelines were .followed and
charity societies

cooperated~

Without a. sufficient number of
would inevitably fail.

equitable relief would result.
howeve:r, the system

workers~

In attempting to cope with the man-

power problem, Rev. H. Solly stressed that charity organization needed to be the task o.f certain well-equipped individuals; if 1 t were left . to the responsibility of every-

one, it would be no one's responsibility.36 While Solly
gave no specifics for a training program, his realization
~\

i\

that effective charity was based on more than good intentions added another voice to the small, but growing, group
..

-

.
36Rev. Henry Solly, "Social Science and Organized
.
Philanthropy," {Rough Draft--Unpublished Manuscript), 1868.

that viewed charity work as a fUll-time occupation; and
while his support -of paid '"'orkers appeared radical -at_ the
time, paid workers would eventually be accepted.
Soon after its initial introduction in 1869, .the

c.o.s.

became the subject of both praise and criticism

from all quarters.
c.o.~

..

Many private philanthropists resented

interference into their charitable organizations.

The poor found in the

c.o.s.

an organization which would

deny them the simultaneous benevolence of a variety of
handouts.

Supporters, however, were almost as numerous as

critics.

The government eyed with interest this society

l'rhich promised reform, something which Poor Law adminis.trators had failed to achieve. _Highly regarded charity
'\:-

workers, such as Octavia Hill, not only found their endeavors compatible with
growing ranks of

c.o.s.

c.o.s.

ideals, but joined the

workers.

Those who supported tne

idea of a society designed not to give charity but to organize it, valued the

c.o.s.

for two reasons: first, it of-

fered to examine all candidates for relief.and to share the
finding~

.

on their finances as well as character with all

charitable

institutions~
'

and second, it was willing to give

an opinion on the case of an applicant.

In this way" ap-

plicants could be given appropriate help.
The Charity Organisation Society in.l88o .stood as
· only a shadow of what would follow.

Its staff was small
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and sometimes divided; its level

o~

acceptance by private

charity was low; little evidence existed to prove that it
could accomplish what it proposed to-accomplish.
progr~

blance

was unp;r-ecedented,

o~

~or

Yet, its

it sought. to _b_ring a sem-

order to a previously chaotic field.

In doing

so, it committed itself to another ·revolutionary idea .
held by only a

~ew

other philanthropists; it admitted that

good intentions alone did not make good charity--a program
of theoretical and practical training (not yet

~ormulated)

was necessary.
If one defined "social services" prior to 1880 in
terms acceptable to the majority, the definition would be
synonymous with poor relief, that is, monetary aid or aidin-kind.

The Poor Law administration and private philan-

thropy traveled a vicious. circle, with Poor Law benefits
·increasingly smaller because private philanthropy provided
help, and private endeavors continuing because Poor Law
benefits decreased.

Programs such as Octavia Hill's rent

collecting scheme which demanded skilled worker.s and responsib1.e clients were exceptions to the rules of the day.
The Charity Organisation Society-was in its infancy as a
coordinating body.

Despite all o.f these negative forces,

however, the seed which would develop into social work
training in the twentieth century had been planted, perhaps
in desperation for the delivery of service was no easy task,

but planted nevertheless.
examine the-development

The rollowing chapter will

o~ soci~l

services-during the

period 1880 to 1903--services which went beyond poor relier, and which would necessitate the development or a
better-derined and erricient system or social work edu· cation.

CHAP.rER III
THE EMERGENCE OF SOCIAL WORK SERVICES AS A
RESPONSE TO THE NEEDS OF THE TIMES

1880 TO.l903
The period 1880 to 1903 was characterized by the
"actualization" o:f the paper legislation which was pasSed
i· prior to that time.

The dec.age 1870 to 1880 had brought

:forth a number
o:f acts, including: the Forster
Education
.
-·

.

~

Act (1,870) which provided the :framework :for

:free~

universal

·compulsory education at the elementary level; the Trade
Union Act (1875) which provided the unions with protection·
:from legal prosecution; the Public Health Act (1875) which
committed the state to provide :for better sanitation; the
Food and Drug Act (1875) which provided :for government
supervision o:f the production o:f :food and drugs; and the
Artisan Dwellings Act (1875) which granted government sub~

sidization for housing :for the poor.

These are only a :few

.,o:f the acts which were passed, in part, to

r~ise

the qual-

ity o:f life o:f each.person, regardless o:f social class; a.nd
yet, while the legislation addressed itself to.problems of
the

time~

it could not deal·with practicalities.

The

Forster Education Act, :for example, could not be enforced

tor there were not enough school buildings in existence.
Actually, however, the legislation ot the 1870s came closer
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to being enforced as the nineteenth century drew to a
close.

The government,

whic~

had assumed a growing re-

sponsibility for the welfare of its citizens had little
choice but to increase its commitment.

The growing middle-

class as well as the increasingly verbal workingclass demanded the vote, better education, and more equality in
terms of housing, jobs, and health care.

Many people were

,'

· no longer content with being charges of the benevolent upperclass whose charity was based in part on religious
teachings, but rather, wanted government assistance in bettering their own condition.

In addition, social reformers

of' this period were not content with. removing the symptoms
· of· social problems; they wanted to

atta~k.

the causes of'

these problems.
The development of charity paralleled the movement
of society in general.

More emphasis was placed on as-

sistance as a right, rather than as aid coming rrom a
gracious benefactor.

The charity which did. exist was be-

coming more organized; the Charity Organisation Society
stressed. careful record keeping as wel+ as cooperation
tween charitable societies.

be-

This did not mean. that the

soup kitchen and Bible type of charity no longer. existed;
(

the Salvation Army started by General William Booth 1n 1878
and formally named in 1880 was to attract many volunteers
as well as contributors, but this type of charity came under

increasing criticism.
The social services which developed during this
period focused on the basic issues of the time: educ$tion,
employment, housing and health, and came from a position
which viewed society responsible to, as well as responsible
for, all of its members.

This chapter will examine this

philosophy as manifested in Fabian .Socialism, the societal
needs which were being verbalized by increasing degrees, and
the social services which resp"onded to both the philosophy
and the needs.
Fabian Soci-alism
Unlike a laissez-faire philosophy which emphasized
individual initiative and rejected government intervention
which it regarded as interference, the Fabian Socialists!
emphasized the fact that all individuals were interdependent~

The labor of one individual-affected the lives of

people at all corne.rs of the earth, and in this way, workers
were placed. in unconscious partnership with one another.
lrn 1883, Thomas Davidson, a former lecturer·at the
Concor9: School of Philosophy, began a·discussion group
whose -topic was the "moral and social duties of the present
time." The group split into two factions, one which focused
on the need for an application of ethics ·to personal life,
and the other which felt that personal ethics could only
develop through service to mankind; social ethics were-of
prime importance. The first group became the New Fellowship and the other was called the Fabian Society. Robert
Archey Woods, English Social Movements (London: Swan
Sonnenschein and Co., 1892), pp. 45-51.
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S:tdney Webb, one of the key figures in the Fabian Society
viewed socialism as one of
industrial revolution.

~he

unforeseen results of the

At that time, the·labor·of the

individual became subordinate to the monetary control held
by the factory owner.

According to Webb, socialism was

checked by a number of forces, but its

triump~

was in-

evitable:
Socialism arose as soon as rent and interest became
important factors; it began with our own century: in
its birthplace in England it was, however, • • • beaten
back for a time by the hasty misunderstandings of
Malthus, followed by the uacute outbreak of individualismt' unchecked by the old restraints and invested .
with almost a reli*ious sanction by a-~certain soulless
school of writers, from which ~ • • England [has
suffered] for the last century~
Webb felt that this socialism, so long misunderstood was,
in fact, not an elaborate plan of society, but a principle
of social action.

There was to be no physical revolution

but rather, " • • . a slowly dawning conviction in the minds
of men."3

This mental.revolution would succeed when men

would change their ideas about what constituted a just society, and what was necessary to achieve such a soci-ety.
While the Socialist conceived of himself as more than a
social reformer, he did not reject social re-form: ·
While repudiating as unscientific, the idea that any
mere palliative of existing evils can effect a cure of
2Sidney Webb, What Socialism Means:· A Call to the
Unconverted (London: The Leaflet Press, 1888), p. 3.
3rb1d. ,_ P. 2 .-

r

1'.

~- ..

;

them, he [the Socialist] is constantly urging the
adoption of every practical measure of immediate relief. It is in his principles rather than in his
- practical politics that 'the Socialist differs from the
mere "social reformer." ~ut principles are the only
lasting spring of action.
The_ Fabian Socialists held that a reorganization of s.ociety should be based on the emancipation of land and
capital from individuals, and their subsequent reinvestment in

~he

community.

I!l this way,_ the benefits of. the

nation would be shared by

all~

instead of a select few.

In their promotion of the mental revolution which would
achieve this

end~

the activities of the Fabians were

di~

rected toward-discussion and meetings--verbal indoctrination
rather than physical violence was their method. · In _a pamphlet published by the Society in 1889, the foilowing activities were viewed as the so·ciety' s modus operandi:
"(1) Meetings for the discussion of questions. connected
with Socialism. ·
·
"(2) Meetings of a more public character, for the promulgation of Spcialist opinions.
~

"(3) The further investigation of 'economic problems.,
and the collection of facts contributing to their elucidation.
"(4) The publication of pamphlets containing information
on social questions, or arguments relating to S<?cialism.
"(5) The promotion of Socialist
other Societies.

lect~res

and debates in

"(6) The representation of the Society in public conferences and discussions on social questions.
4Ibid., p. 6.
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(7) The organisation of conferences of Social reformers, with a view to common action."5
11

.

Although the Society's activities were basically intel' 1ectual, they were intended to appeal to a variety of peo~,

ple; the Society sought recruits from all ranks of life.

i~

,: In addition, t_he Fabian Socialists felt that numbers were
1~.

~--

more important than "totality" of conviction.

Webb stated

that social prophets such as Owen, Fourier and St. Simon
had demanded total faith in their ideas and had succeeded
in creating only "isolated communitiesn rather than influencing all of society. 6

He viewed them as attempting to

use static ideas in a dynamic society.

Webb's wife

, Beatrice, however, placed more emphasis on Owen's early work,
stating that the "co-operative idea"

(w~ich

she considered

to be purely British in origin) was directly linke:d to
-Socialism.

This link consisted of the ideal towards w-hich.

both groups were striving:
'-.

• • • a state of society in whic~ all citizens will
serve the community with wholeheartedness, the community remunerating them, in return, according to the
personal expenditure needful to the full and free use
of' their mental and physical faculties.7
--·

5The Fabian Society, The Fabian Society_ (London: The
Fabian Society, [ 1889] ) , pp. 1-2.
-

6sidney Webb, Socialism in England {London: Swan
Sonnenschein and Co., 1890),-pp.7Beatrice Potter
Great Britain (London:
p. 224.

4-5 ..
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While Owen's group was smaller than the Fabian sympathizers~

both offered a form.of the same change--the re-

placement of selfish individualism with a sense of community.
Although Webb had concluded that the Socialists
would probably never exercise political

power~

concentra-

t
~

ting instead on influencing the government in

t

Fabian Election Manifesto of 1892 called for the formation

~i~~

of a workingclass

party~

power~

supported by workingclass

the

money~

~·, s.nd free from any connections with either the Liberals or
the Conservatives. 8

The Manifesto outlined the problems of

establishing a workingclass party (formed as the Independ. ent Labour Party in 1893); ;i. t stressed that apathy on the part of workingclass members was
to overcome.

th~

most difficult problem

The Society viewed itself as a catalyst in

this process, but refused to take full responsibility.

Its

workers were too few and the task too large:
The Society~ like other Societies of the same kind, has
done what it could during the term of the expiring
parliament to ma_ke the facts pleasanter; but the little
handfuls of men who are here and there devoting them··
selves to the political interests of Labor, cannot
change the condition of fourteen million wage workers
who will do practically nothing for themselves.98 Prior to this time, many members of the workingclass
associated themselves with the Liberal Party, but only_a few
~arty members such as Herbert Samuel and Charles Trevelyan
took any active interest in this group.
.
~he Fabian Society, The Fabian Election Manifesto
(LQp.don: The Fabian Society, 1892), p. 15.
·
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Although membership in the Fabian Society was relatively
f:· small (approximately 1,000), 'its ideas were modified and
~·

f;_

i:

then promoted by other individuals interested in bettering

'<:~

~··

societal conditions.

While "social servi.ce" for the Fabian

[ socialist implied the development of a welfare state, other

lt earlY "social workers" sought something less drastic but
t

~·.

t more attainable.
~·.

In a volume entitled Practicable Socialism, Samuel

~
t.
~~,

Barnett, founder of Toynbee Hall, the first university

t~

~:

~
~

settlement, put together a number of essays he had written
during the fifteen-year period he had resided in East London ..

f~

t

~

He felt that although some advance had been.made during this

~.Period

(the organization of dock labor,

t~e ope~ing

of free.

~~ .

; baths, open spaces and libraries, and the development of
[

~- university settlements) poverty continued to be a reality:

Poverty in London is increas1ng·both· relatively
and actually. Relative poverty may be lightly considered, but it breeds trouble as rapidly as actual. poverty. The family which has an income sufficient to sup-·
port life on·oatmeal will not grow in good-will when
they know that daily meat and holidays are spoken of as
"necessaries" for other workers and children. Education
and the spread of literature_have r~ised the standard
of living and they who c.annot proviQ.e boots for their
children nor sufficient fre·sh air, nor clean clothes,
nor means of pleasure, feel themselves to be poor, and
have the hopelessness which is the curse of poverty as
selfishness is the curse of wealth.lO
·
' ~arnett saw education as the factor which had raised the
10samuel Augustus Barnett, Practicable Socialism:
.
· !Ssays on Social Reform (London: LOngmans, Green and co:,
1 95), p. 71.
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standard

o~

living, and at the same time, had raised the

awareness ot those individuals whose lives did not meet

f

this standard.

He saw education as the means through which

~

,_

W·

l the rich and poor would eventually be able to meet on com~·

~;

[ mon ground.
~>

While the Fabian Socialists- were demanding

~·.

"equality" through commori property, Barnett sought equality

rf

through the common property of education._ This vehicle· of

i:
~~

,~.. equality was to be the university settlement:
~

r
f:

I am a~raid that it is long before we can expect
the rich and poor again to live as neighbours; ~or good
or evil they have been divided, and other means must,
for the present, be found for making common the property of kno!fedge. One such means is the University
Settlement.
It is interesting to note that Barnett as well as other
·promoters of the university settlement saw.education as a

·vehicle

~or

the unity of rich and poor,

~or

it is in the

'

': area of education that great disparities traditionally existed.

The

foll~ing

section will examine these

and will include an examination

o~

di~ferences

the university settle-

\ments' efforts to correct this injustice.

-·

Education: A Source of Class Division
vs. Tfie Sasis of Egu&lity _, .

:/.'Traditionally, English education was a privilege of the
;Jl.pperclass.
~only

Even the Elementary Education Aat

o~

1870 made

a promise of elementary education for each child;. sec11Ibid., p. 113.
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ondary and higher education was not even considered.
children of workhouse paupers suffered the most.

The

Between

1834 l'ihen the Poor Law expanded the wo.i-lthouse system- and
1861 when the study of workhouse schools.
children received little; if

any~

began~

education.

In

pauper
1863~

pauper education was placed under the jurisdiction of the
Poor Law Board instead of the education department.
Poor Law Board,

however~

The

appeared to be even less able to

deal with pauper children thanwith their

parent~.

Board was unable-to secure and retain competent

The

teachers~

and ·the teachers who were found were faced with children
who knew little of the world as it existed outside of the
workhouse.

A number of alternatives were tried; these in-

cluded the use of district and separate schools (where
supervision was in the hands of trained outsiders rather
than workhouse masters), the cottage homes system (where
children were placed with foster parents), the isolated
homes system in which pauper children were grouped in houses
rented by Guardians and attended Board schools, the use of
publi~_

elementa.ty schools, the boarding-out system where

children were boarded out in the

.

country~

-

certified schools

{industrial training schools and institutions for the deaf,
dumb and blind), institutions which were not cert:ttiecf,
training ships (on which boys were trained for sea service);,
and the little-used practice of sending children to schools
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in other unions. 12

Regardless of structure, however, the

schools had one basic purpose: to make respectable, selfsunnorting citizens out of pauper children.

This system

of education assumed no intercourse between classes.

If

chance placed a poor child at a better school, his placement was usually accepted, but there was no effort made to
increase interaction among classes.
In 1884, education, which had frequently been used as
a barrier between classes was to be used as a link.

It was

in this year that Samuel Barnett, influenced by Edward
Denison's work in East London, established the first of a
number of university settlements, Toynbee Hall.

Barnett

'

criticized convential means used to help people:
Societies which helped the poor by gifts have made paupers, churches which would have saved them by preaching
have made hypocrites, and the outcome of scientific.
charity is the working rr~ too thrifty to pet his children and too respectable to be happy.l3
He felt that there had to be individual involvement in or.der for assistance to be effective.
be found, in part, in College
known clergymen.

Such involvement could

~fissions

inaugurated by well-

A clergyman would visit a .college, talk

to the students about their responsibility to help the poor,
rouse their sympathy and then set up committees for such
12sir William Chru1ce, Children Under the Poor Law
(London: Swan Sonnenschein and Co., 1897), pp. 46-254.
13Barnett, Practicable Socialism, p. 165.
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endeavors asr district·visiting and Mothers' meetings.
Ideally, the students would.assurn.e these responsibilities,
but in reality, the burden usually fell on the clergyman.
The responsibility assumed by.the students was a purely
financial one, and very limited at that.

Barnett wished

to use the basic idea of a College Mission, but wanted to
prevent the actual responsibility .from
financial.

b~coming

purely

To this end, he set up four criteria for es-

tablishing a settlement: (1) the place of the settlement
had to be fixed (in a poor area); {2) one individual was
to be chosen as the chief of the settlement; (3) the chief
rr~st

receive a salary and must make his home at the settle-

ment; and (4) "He must have taken a good degree, be qualified to teach, and be endowed with the enthusiasm ot humanity. nl4

The settlement's residents would i.deally in-

clude individuals from all walks of life.

Some would be

permanent residents, while others would live at the settlement during vacation periods.

Barnett envisioned the

settlement as the first successful attempt to unite all
classes of men in a. .common

endeavor.~.;.educati.on

within the

framework of companionship.
Although Barnett established the first university
settlement, Toynbee Hall was not an isolated endeavor.
14Ibid., p. 169.
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' Within eight years it was joined by
, Green,

Mans~ield

Ox~ord

House in Bethnal

House in Cahning Town, the Bermondsey Set-

; tlement, the Women's University Settlement at Southl'tark
f'c

· and University Hall in Bloomsbury; by 1898 there were
twelve men's and twelve women's settlements in London.

r

Settlements also grew in Bristol, Ipswich, Liverpool,

~

~--

!·

Manchester,

She~~ield,

Edinburgh and Glasgow.

While

a~-

r.

~i-liation

with a particular religious sect was common, each

settlement placed more emphasis .on carrying on their
f,

t

e~-

forts in a Christian atmosphere rather than within ·a particular sectarian

~ramework.

Education, interpreted in the

_broadest sense, was the key concern
ments, but

speci~ic

·of each settlement

o~

programs resulted
group~

all of the settle~rom

Toynbee Hall,

the uniqueness

~or

example, was

I

fortunate to have a large number

o~

teachers in its pro-

gram, enabling it to provide a wide variety

o~

educational

opportunities:
There are classes in the literature of classical (including Hebrew) and modern languages, in languages themselves; in di~~erent branches of natural science; in
hj.s-tory; in economics; in ethics; in such technical
subjects as· shorthand, book-keeping, friendly society
fina.nc~, drawing, ambulance, nursing, swimming, etc.
There are ·also • . • a~ternoon classes for girls in
subjects ranging ~rom domestic economy to hygiene, ,
through ordinary class subjects to such things as musical drill, wood-carving and swimming.l5
Other settlements, however, were unable to

o~~er

as wide a

1 5will Reason, ed., UniversitS and Social Settlements (London: Methuen and Co., 189 ), p. 52.
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formal education program.

Instead, they concentrated on

preparing individuals for better jobs, or held discussions
on important issues of the day.

This p.ower of flexibility,

however, extended even further, making the university settlement a rather unique change agent.

Unlike any of the

organizations examined thus far, ·the universi tor settlement
was neither a purely philanthropienor a

sel:f-he~p mov~

nient, but rather a joint effort on the part of members of
all classes.

Since each member was unique, ·he automatically

had something to offer the other members.

His individu-

ality, combined with a specific skill that he might possess,
made him valuable to the settlement, regardless of his social class.

The university settlement was perhaps the first

social movement in which a give-and-take existed between
members of different social classes.
The university settlement was also unique in relation

to the educational system.

Prior to the development of.

Toynbee Hall in 1884, an adult education movement already
existed.

The University Extension Movement begun under the

auspices of Cambridge in 1B73,16·wa.s a.response.to two
..·

16The term, University Extension, had been used as·
early as 1840, but it was equated with an increase in the
number of facilities available for full-time university
study. Part-time university study was later included, but
did not take precedence until 1873. For a more detailed
study of this movement, see Thomas Kelly, A History of
Adult Education in Great Britain (Liverpool: Liverpool·
University Press, 1970), pp. 216-219.
.
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demands: (1) university education for working men, and
(2) university aid in the cause of higher education for
women.

At the same time, however, it served to bring the

workingclass in contact w?-th members of- the upperclass as
well as the universities.
Although the education offered by the-settlements
tended more toward the practical, some writers.felt that
the settlements were capable of playing a role in extending university education to those individuals served
by the University Extension Movement as well as the university settlements:
-·

-

In the movement to develop a real teaching University for London out of existing material, there is
no reason why University Settlements should not bear a
useful, ·though humble part. In the endeavor to make
a complete ladder from the Board School to the University the need of kindly hands to help the stuqent
up the rungs must not be forgotten~ ~d it is to offer these that the Settlements exist .. 7
·
By helping parents and future parents to better themselves
through education, settlement workers felt that the children o.f these parents would almost inevitably benefit.
Aside from its rather unique attempt to use education
as a bridge to cross class lines, the university settlement movement represented one area in which men and women
were organizing on equal footing.

The first women's set-

tlement, the Women's University Settlement at Southwark,
17Reason, University and Social Settlements, p. 53.
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was established in
Hall.

1887~

It was followed by

only three years after Toynbee
Women Workers at Canning

~he

Tm'ln in 1891 and the Bermondsey Settlement (the Women's
House at Rotherhithe) in 1892.

Some

settlements~

such as

the University Settlement at Higher Ardwick~ Manchester~
established in 1896 included both men and women~ although
residences_were separate. 18 Activities of the settlements varied only slightly.
school

management~

The majority took part in

boys' and girls' clubs, the local Char-

ity Organisation Society Committee and educational programs.
In

short~

settlements cooperated with those charity organi-

zations already in existence-, but added a new perspective
to the relationship between worker and client.

While other

helping efforts had accepted the fact that the relationship between worker and client was one of mutual_ responsibility, the concept of

equality~

university

was absent.

settlement~

as it existed in the

Thus far, we have examined·two efforts to bring
about change in society; Fabian socialism proposed a restructuring of society based on the

l~b~rersr

righ~s·to

-'

all of the profit from their labor.

The university settle-

ment movement sought to bring about change by using

ed~

cation as a common meeting ground for all classes.

Both

18Margaret A. Sewell and E. G. Pmiell, "Women's
Settlements in England," in Reason~ ed. University and
Social Settlements, pp. 89-91.

r

t
~···

!
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movements were influential in late-nineteenth and earlytwentieth-century England, put their noble efforts also

~

f

made each the subject of criticism.

While the importance

of education was acknowledged, it was not included in the
.

.

-

-

three "necessaries" of life: food, clothing, and shelter.
For this reason, the university settlements could be accused of not dealing with basic issues.

Fabian socialism,

on the other hand, dealt with issues perhaps too basic
for the average well-to-do Englishman; it attacked the
very system through which he had accumulated much of his
wealth.
. While the development of social services during the
period 1880 to 1903 was moving away from the concept of
almsgiving and towards one of change in society, it must
be remembered that radical change was a threat to the
established classes.

It is f'or this

reaso~ t~a.t

a pla.n

such as Octavia·Hi11 1 s rent collecting plan, begun in the
1860s could still be functioning and supported in the latenineteenth century.

Hill was successful in providing many

poor with a basic necessity of life, hpusing, without

-·

making .the wealthy feel that they were ·being undermined in
some way.

And yet, at the same time, Hill's standards for

delivering her type of social service did not stoop to the
low level of some types of private philanthropy.

The fol-

lowing section will examine Octavia Hill's rent collecting

scheme as it existed during the period 1880 to 1903.

Like the settlement workers, Octavia Hill's rent
collectors lived in close proximity to those individuals
whom they served, but unlike the settlers, the rent collectors met their clients as charges _rather than equals. Although they realized that poverty also meant being hungry and wearing rags, the rent collectors sought to provide the poor with a basic necessity previously ignored,
decent housing.

In 1883, an anonymous pamphlet entitled

The Bitter Cry of Outcast London, An Enquiry into the
Condition of the Abject Poor, took up as p$rt of its subject matter, a description of the housing conditions which
faced the rent collectors as well as other agents of charity.

The pamphlet described a "typical" slUm. district:
Turning out of one of these streets you enter a
narrow passage, about ten yards long and three feet
wide. This leads into a court eighteen yards long and
nine yards wide. Here are twelve houses of· three rooms
each, and containing altogether 36 families. The sanitary condition of the place is in~escribable. _A large
dust-bin charged with all manner of filth and putrid
matter stands at one end or the court, and four water ...
closets at the other. In this confined area all of the
washing of these 36 families is done, a.nd the smell of
the place is intolerable. Entering a doorway_you go
up six or seven steps into a long passage, so dark that
you have to grope your way by the clammy, dirtencrusted wall, and then you firid a wooden stair, some ·
of the steps of which are broken through. Ascending
as best you can, you gain admission to one of the· rooms.
You find that although the front and back of the house
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are of brick~ the rooms are separated only by partitions of boards~ some of which are an inch apart.
There are no locks on the doors, and it would seem
that they can only be fa:stened on the outside by padlock. In this room to which we .have come an old bed,
on which are some evil-smelling rags~ is~ with the exception of a broken chair, the only article of furniture. . • • Rooms such as this. are let furnished ( I )
at 3s 6d and 4s a week, or 8d a night, and we are told
that the owner is getting 50 to 60 percent upon his money.l9
Although a

des~ription

as wretched as this might have been

thought by some to be farfetched, its legitimacy was accepted by both those who had the power to change the. situation, that is, the government, and those individuals such
as Octavia Hill who had been deeply involved for years in
the problem of housing.

In 1884, the Royal Commission on

Housing, which included the Prince of Wales, Cardinal
Manning, and_ Lord Salisbury, attempted to first study the.
situation and then propose a remedy.

"Relocation" pro-

grams, however, were frequently far from succe9sful; slum
residents were uprooted but the government provided only
land for housing, not actual houses.

The poor were once

again depe:pdent upon benevolent individuals who were willing
to invest money in poverty level housing-. Overcrowding as
-·
well as a. lack of sanitation, water, air and sun were common conditions despite government efforts.

It remained the

task of individuals such as Octavia Hill to make slum
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dwellings somewhat more fit for human habitation.
As stated previously, Mill's idea which consisted of
rehabilitating tenements and renting them to the poor, was
based on the belief that the human contact present in the
process.of collecting rents and visiting with the poor was
vital to the "social service" which sought to affect the
lives -of the poor.

Through the re_cruitment of friends and

relatives, and later willing strangers, Hill was able to
establish a number of improved tenements as well as a system of rent collecting and visiting.

In 1903 she and her

workers acquired a twenty-two acre area 1n South London.
The site contained between 500 and 600 houses inhabited by
tenants totally unknown to the workers.

In order to make

the transition somewhat easier, the group o--r fourteen had
their rent books as well as the tenants' b.ooks prepared,
had opened a bank account, set up

a.Il offi~e

and had divided

the area up among themselves; it remained their task, however, to get .the tenants to recOgnize the workers' a.uthor1ty and pay the rent.

Hill and her workers were met with

suspj_cion,- for the only interest shown -bY .previ.ous rent
collectors had. been for the few shillings which. the tenants
paid as rent.

Hill and the rent collectors persisted, how-

ever, and considered their project successful.

Hil.l felt

that continued success was dependent upon the number of
· volunteers recruited; while she was willing to train paid
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workers for the position as manager for new rent collecting
endeavors outside of London, she felt _that there were few
openings for paid workers in London itself.

The following·

makes this clear:
Surely we may hope for more volunteers ready to
work, heart and soul, side by side with us, and form
part of the great company who are sharing our labour,
our joy, and who are feeling the steady progress which
their generosity is securing in one [housing] court or
another. I here refer to volunteer work. we·have enlarged our staff as much as we intend to do, so that
applications for paid work are useless. But Miss
Lumsden and I are each· able, and would-be willing to
give six months' training to any reallypromising candidate who would like to train for a chance of profe- .
sional work opening out. I have h~d three applications
for paid managers.in London during.the past year,
which I have been unable to fill, owing· t·o all our
trained and even partially trained helpers being absorbed by our own extended area, and there are openings
in provincial towns from time to time; but it should
be borne in mind that such would only be open.to those
capable of taking the whole responsibility of' management. They are far more difficu~8 posts than those
side by side with us as leaders.
Octavia Hill's rent collecting plan, .based on the belief
that client and worker were responsible to one another, and
~\

sta.ffed almost entirely by volunteers, was one of' the .first
systems of social service which attempted to supply a necessity of life, decent housing, without resorting to the
handout system.

Other housing programs which followed ap-

peared to be somewhat more ambitious.

Charles Booth, for

example, began with new methods of' acquiring housing.

He

20octavia Hill, Let.ter to My Fellow Workers:. to
· !fuich is Mded an Accoqnt of !>onations Received for \olork
ong tfie Poor Dgring 1903 (tanaon: 1964}~ pp. 8-9.
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saw these methods as: (1) acquisition of vacant land for
the construction of housing, and (2) promotion of inexpensive and swift means of access to districts where
building land was available. 21 While Hill's plan so.ught
to provide the poor with better housing, Booth envisioned
dispersed housing connected by a system of overhead and
underground transportation; Booth began with an issue
center~d

on the poor (slum housing) but developed a solu-

tion l'7hich he felt would, benefit the entire urban popu..;.
lation.
In 1880, housing, employment and education were only
a few of the needs which demanded the attention of such
individuals as the Webbs, the Barnetts, Hill and Booth.

As

in the preceding period, however, the "services" which were
offered in response to the demand varied widely.

The hand-

out programs prevalent throughout the nineteenth century
were- joined by better-organized but limited programs such
as Octavia Hill's rent collecting plan; larger programs
which sought not charity but a joint endeavor be.tween
classes (the educational settlements); .and philosophicallybased movements which stated that individual reforms. were
not bad, but were insufficient since society could only
benefit from mass change.

The presence of the Poor Law
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administration and the Charity Organisation Society was

(
~-.
~
~
~

!:

felt throughout.

The following section will examine so-

cial services which unlike those mentioned thus far, did

~.

not focus on one particular need but rather

r

response to the general condition of the times; education,

~--

dev~loped

in

housing and employment were grouped together and viewed as
one large- concern.
Social Service Agencies 1880 to 1203
Multiple_Attem.nts-to Correct
an Undefined Problem
The existence of' a large number of philanthropic
societies prior to 1880 suggests that the question of
whether or not the poor should be given some form of relief had been answered in their :favor.

It remained the

task of the last two decades of the nineteenth century,
however, to arrive a.t ·a. definition of "adequate relie:f. tT

-

r.rllis question concerned Poor Law administrators as well as
private phil.a.nthropists, and -it became one of the issues
considered by the Charity Organisation Society.

Since dif-

ferent individuals had a variety of needs as well as varied
abilities in

budge~ing

and meeting these needs, it was im-

possible to define adequate relief in concrete terms; what
was adequate f'or one individual was insufficient f'or another.
Some writers felt that it was necessary to first define theproper recipients of relief, and then define adequate re,...
lief based on their needs.

In Social Wreckage: A Review
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£f the Laws of En6land as they Affect the Poor, Francis
Peek took this approach:

f.

i.

i

They [the proper recipients of relief] are, without
doubt, all those who, from misfortune, or even from
past faults, have fallen into 'such a condition of helplessness as prevents them from providing sustenance for
themselves or those dependent on them. Among these are
orphan or deserted children, men or women who have been
rendered destitute by sickness or accident, artizans
out of work or compelled by necessity to dispose of the
instruments of their trade, men and women who have lost
their character, and with it employment: in a-word, all
the individuals of that vast mass of suffering poverty,
not actually resulting from present wrongdoing which
swells and surges around us, are more or less proper
objects of relief. And if we accept this definition,
then the meaning of the term "adequate relief" may be
very easily understood. It is such assistance as will
place a person, when fallen, in a position to rise
again; if with lost character, in a position to retrieve it, and in the future ho~~u~ably and honestly to
support himself and his family.
_
In this sense, relie.f was viewed as being temporary rather
than permanent; its goal was to make the individual selfsupporting.

Charity delivered to achieve this end was

more than the Christian virtue which pitied the individual
and sought to deliver him from his misery; it included
"econondcal science" which pointed to the danger of making
him totally dependent.
~tnimum

Reforms that _ sought to provide a

income were viewed as encouraging rather than dis-

couraging dependence; it was thought that the individual
l-muld be less willing to attempt to support himself if he
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kneW that his needs would be provided for regardless of
his own efforts:
All sound charity, whether dispensed by the State
or the individual, must take account of the essential
elements of human nature, and one of these is that no
great mass of human beings will work hard, and deny
themselves present enjoyment for the sake of distant
advantage if they are guaranteed against the consequences of their own idleness and folly.23
.
) This early attempt to encourage the poor to defer gratifi ...
cation was hampered by the fact that many had an income
which was ihsufficient to provide for even bare necessities;
the pauper saw little evidence to

sugge~t

that .his condition

would change regardless of any effort on his part.
In an attempt to make unemplqyment a

~ore

manageable

problem, a number of cities set up commissions to define
the term "unemployment" and to propose. appropriate solutions based on·this definition.
~

The corn.nU.ssions .were usu-

ally successful in defining. the term but were less succ.e.ssfUl in determining a solution.

In Liverpool, for example,

a Commission Report of 1894 divided the unemployed into
two classes •. Class A consisted of those" • • • steady and
capable_. men and women who could and would really do work if'
they could find it. " 24 This type of unemployment was viewed
23sa.muel Smith, The Economics of Charity {Liverpool:
Turner, Routledge and Co., 1888), p. 9.
. ·
· ·

~~

24c~mmission of Inquiry, Full Re~ort into the Subject
the Unemployed in the City of Liverpool. (Liverpool,
~· 1894 J, p. X. .
. .
·

r. Qf

r(
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as a purely economic problem largely dependent on the

~
~

economic condition of the co"Untry.

f.:

"· •• those who, from one cause and another, are in-

However, Class B,

I·

~·

~

capable of doing or ref'use to do steady work up to the

~·;

~ .

~

'

average standard in quality and quantity ,- 11 25 presented a
moral problem.

Any amount of inducement to work was usu-

ally insufficient to get this "class" o:f individual to
reave the bread line and to seek employment.
Although the adult pauper class was viewed as hopelessly bound to the gin palace, gambling hall and bawdy theater, some felt that the children l'tere salvageal:>le:
The English pauper class is an hereditary one, and is
of far larger dimensions than that of any other civilised country. I estimate it at two or three mil•
lions, counting all who rely on charity, public and
private. It will not be extinguished without drastic
reforms, and the chief of these is the improved education of the young. I use education in its broadest
sense as involving discipline o:f morals as well as
minds, as covering industrial training as well as
mental, and carrying over~5ght and control till the
age of childhood· is past.
In this perspective which conceived o:f the pauper class as
hereditary, education of the children would be viewed as
the onl_y form of adequate relief.

While monetary relief

and aid-in-kind were appropriate during times of national
disaster, especially economic depression, such relief given
on a regular basis to the pauper class was viewed as contributing to, rather than preventing, poverty.
26rbid., pp. 24-25.
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Although it was generally acknowledged that rradequate relief" was that type ·of relief which led to selfsufficiency, the means by which such relief was to be
given were not agreed upon. . Employment usually contributed to self-sufficiency, but the number of jobs did nat
correspond with the number of individuals eligible to work.
In an attempt.to compensate for this disparity, the Mansion
House Fund Conference held in 1887 and 1888 created the
Mansion Hause Fund.

)<

This fund (approximately f.50,000) was

raised by subscription and used to pay workers employed not
because their services were needed but because they needed
a job.

Although the fund equipped itself with all the

·"essentials" of goad relief work (committees, volunteers,
and written objectives) it was considered to be a failure.
It f'luctuated between providing work for all types of laborers and casual dock laborers, was unable to find a sufficient number of qualified individuals willing to work,
and spent most of its funds for the administration of the
program.

The work actually undertaken ended up costing

fifty pflrcent more than if it had been·carried out under
27
normal conditions.
.The failure of this private endeavor
I

however, did not mean that unemployment presented no problem.
.

Charles Loch estimated in 1893 that 500,000 people

27Helen Bosanquet, Past ~erience in Relief Work's
(London, 1903), p. 2.
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in London alone were either unemployed or belonged to
families in which the breadWinner was unemployed.

Echoing

critics of the Mansion House Fund, Loch felt that although
unemployment was severe, jobs created by either individuals or the state for the purpose of relief were not the
answer; it remained the responsibility of the Poor Law to
deal with these people:
Employment as a method of relief has a very limited
value; and the State should not, except under the
closest restrictions., be the employer of the destitute
unemployed. The maintenance of the individual should
as a rule be le-ft to t:he individual. We want no social experi~ent in this direction. • • • The Poor Law
should be trusted, and if necessary, its administration
reformed and improved. It should bear the brunt of the
difficulty whatever it be; and if Poor Law guardians
have not proper means for dealing with the unemployed,
they ~gould without delay, equip themselves for the
task.
.
Loch's suggestion that the Poor Law Administration equip
itself for the task of dealing with the unemployed however,
was easy to agree with but difficult to carry out.

Refonn

of the .Poor Law had been demanded almost as soon -as the Law
came into effect in.l834, but critics disagreed about
whether it was the Law itself, the machinery which it set.
up, or the individuals who administered it, who were in
need of reform.
In a series of lectures designed to explain this con•,
28charles Loch, The State and the Unemployed (London:
. Charity Organisation Society, 1893), pp. ·17-18 ..
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troversial legislation, Sophia Lonsdale enumerated the

.

three great principles which she viewed as underlying the
English Poor Law:
"(1) That it is the good of· the community at large,
and not the rights of the individual, which is the
proper reason for legal provision_ for the destitute.
"(2) The condition of the pauper, the person relieved
by the State, must not be made better or as good as the
condition of the independent labourer.
'' ( 3) The Poor Law should improve th~ condition of the
Poor by teaching and training the young for work and
self-dependence, by teaching morality, and by promoting industry, cleanliness, and temperance."29

These principles, in turn, fostered three ameliorative
:·measures: relief measures to. support the destitute, re· pressive measures to discourage. the abuses inherent in a
system of state relief, and remedial measures to prevent
·these abuses.

In short, emphasis was placed not on making

sure that the needs of the poor were met, but rather, on_
. seeing that they received not a shilling more·than the
· amount to which they were

entitl~d.

Although some critics

·Poor Law approached it from an humanitarian point of
they were by no means in the majority.

·-·

The major

of contention seemed to remain a question of whether
'

•· outdoor relief was more efficient and appropriate than inrelief, or vice versa.

The advocates of outdoor re-
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lief argued that it cost three times more to keep a pauper
in the workhouse than out

it.

In

addition~

indoor re-

lief was viewed as responsible for the dissolution of
familY ties.
~-

Supporters of indoor

relief~

however~

re-

, sponded to these charges:
They say: (1) though it is true that it costs more to
keep an individual pauper inside than outside the Workhouse~ yet Indoor relief if:l.far cheaper than Out-door
for this very simple reason-~experience shows that Indoor relief is nearly always refused~ while out-door
relief is eagerly $ccepted.30
.
_

t

~..·
!>
~
~·

f
~

o~

The workhouse

.· .

test~

that process through which an individ-

ual's eligibility for relief was

determined~

was viewed by

some as the only successful restraint on rampant poor relief.
· Individuals such as Sir William Chance felt paupers
in

fact~

were~

receiving relief by their own choice; they were

free to enter the workhouse if they were desti.tute, but they
were not forced to enter the workhouse.

Chance- did not com-

'
ment on the fact that the
real choice faced by the destitute

was one of giving up their freedom and pride to enter the
workhouse versus slowly starving and frequently dying to
avoid such degradation.

He was willing to allow some: out-

door rf{l.ief ~ but only under the strictest adininistration;
he viewed pauperism as being entirely· dependent· upon. overly
generous administrators.31

30ibid.~ pp. 71-72.
3lsir William Chance~ An Appeal to the Guardians of
the Poor (London, [1889)), p. 1.

Reform of the Poor Law, and its ability or inabilitY to distribute adequate charitable relief continued to
be debated until 1905 when a Royal Commission was formed
to study this issue.

The Commission, however, brought no

real resolution; the Majority and Minority Reports which
it presented both favored reform, but while the Minority
Report advocated the abolition of the Poor Law and the redistribution of its duties, the Majority Report acknow. ledged the fact that the ideas and machinery of the Poor
Law were

ou~

of date but did not favor a

mation of the system.

tota~

transfor-

While the Poor Law administration's

attempt to define adequate charitable relief was made more
difficult by demands that the Law as well as the Adminis-

t~r.~

tration be reformed, individuals involved in private phil8Jlthropic endeavors found the definition of adequate re-

~!·

r lief to be equally difficult.

In an attempt to define

adequate relief, it was thought that

a.

poverty line (which

. \would make a sharp division between those who were poor
and those who were not poor) could be established and then
used as a reference point; adequate relief would be that

-·

. relief required to bring the individual to a position above
the poverty line.

The approach was unsuccessful however,

for poverty ·line was as difficult to define as adequate
charitable relief:
The doctrine of the "Poverty Line" shows itself
peculiarly elusive to examination, because of the difficulty of ascertaining exactly what is. meant by it and
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where it runs. It has a false air of definiteness
which is difficult to question, until one finds that,
like the ray of light thrown by the moon across.the
sea, it shifts its position to meet the eye of the
observer wherever he happens to place it.j2
Such a nondefinition of poverty line, however, was favorable to a wide variety of philanthropic organizations

-

for each could justify its endeavor on the grounds that it
.

I

~

cater to those individuals below the poverty line, and

in doing so, provided adequate charitable relief.

L

r

',.

One organization which received a great deal of praise
but also came under attack for its methods of charity was
the Salvation Army.

Founded in 1878 by Rev. William Booth,

and formally named in 1880,·the Salvation Army began as a
religious campaign.

Booth, however, held that this reli-

gious endeavor to "win souls" could be combined with efforts
~o

alleviate poverty.

-

With the publication in 1890 of In

Darkest England and the Way Out, Booth

pre~ented

his pla.n

for change; he compared England to "Darkest Africa," complete with disease and destitution.

The English

condition~

however, was more desperate, for England considered itself
a "civilized" nation.
·- ~-·

Booth viewed himself as speaking in

behalf of those individuals who did not re.ap the benefits
of this civilization:
The denizens in Darkest England for whom I appeal, are
(1) those who, having no capital or income of their own,,.
32Helen Bosanquet, The "Povert:y Line" {London,.
[1903]), pp. 1-2.
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would in a month be dead from sheer starvation were
they exclusively dependent upon the money earned by
their own work; and (2) .those· who by their utmost exertions are unable to attain the regulation allowance of
food which the law prescribes as indispensable even for
the worst criminals i~ our gaols.33
These individuals, he stated, could not hope for the food,
clothing and shelter of common criminals; their standard
of living did not even meet that of the London Cab Horse •
. The horse was given food and shelter; if he "stumbled" and
fell, no one attempted to find a reason for his condition,
but rather helped him in his. struggle to stand up again.
.

.

The pauper was assured of neither food nor shelter, and if'
he "fell," his predicament became a point of discussion before any help was rendered.
"Darkest England," however, like all of the terms
created to make the problem of poverty more understandable
was, in fact, ambiguou§.

While deploring the lack of a

scientific study of poverty, Booth's definition was based
on emotion:
Darkest England may be described as consisting broadly
of three circles, one within the other. The outer and
widest circle is inhabited by the starving and the
homeless, but honest, Poor. ·The second by those who
live by Vice; and the third and innermost region at the
center is peopled by those who exist by Crime. Tne
whole of the three circles is sodden with Drink.3

~~

33Rev. William Booth, In :Oarkest England and the-Way.

(1890), quoted in Keating, ed., Into Unknown England
6-1913, p. 153.
34Ibid., p. 159.
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Boqth sought to help these individuals, relying on a
scheme of immediate assistance followed by employment.

His

lesser scheme, to be carried out at once, included: cheap
rood depots, shelters in large cities, workshops in cities,
. labor bureaus, a household salvage brigade, farm colonies
and overseas colonies.

A larger scheme, to be carried out

in the future, included: "Slum Sisters" (who would find
employment for the poor), travelling hospitals, prison gate
· brigades (homes for first-time offenders released from
prison), inebriate homes, rescue homes, preventive homes,
an enquiry office for lost people, day homes for children
of the streets, industrial schools, asylums for "moral"
lunatics, lodgings for single and married people, model
suburban villages, poor man's banks, poor man's legal advice, an Intelligence Department which would collect and
collate ideas concerning social economy, a matrimonial
bureau (a. training home for hpusewifery) and rrwhitechapel..;.
by-the-Sea," a vacation resort for poor people.35

In short,

Booth sought to provide virtually every type of aid imaginable; Jt .was this diversity in part which made Booth an,d
his scheme the subject of criticism.
Octavia Hill viewed Booth as offering society a panacea in return for thousands of pounds and total control of'
35charles Loch, An Examination of "Genera "
!ocial Scheme (London: Swan Sonnenschein and Co.~
pp. 16-36.
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the Salvation Army.

She viewed his organization as too

1arge to be successfullY controlled and too money-oriented
to be effective.· Donations and reform could not be equated:
• • no spiritual army, however pure and powerful, no
system of organisation, however perfect, however well
administered, can remove the canker from the social
life of a country, the citizens of which hope to contract by donations, however liberal, :for its re.form.36
Hill found Booth's program to be too regimented to provide
an example for the average citizen and too impersonal to
provide care fo.r those who had fallen by the waysid.e but
were good candidates for a productive life.
Another critic, Charles Loch, saw Booth as attempt:tng
to distribute neither adequate nor appropriate charity,
but rather, grasping at cases, fitting c.lients to charity
instead of charity to clients.

Other critics. of Booth,

however, were even more severe, for they attacked his method of recruitment and treatment of workers as well as hi.s
distribution of charity:
• • • he has his cattle [his workers} well in hand, and
not only can drive them where he pleases, but flick them
smartly on any part with his long-reaching whips. He
subjects them absolutely to his personal despotism.·
Every part of his soldiers' lives is regulated. They
must court ·and marry within the ranks.. • • • The General
wishes to breed Salvationists. He tells them what to
eat and what to wear. • •• When the General wants his
soldiers to vote or act politically, he will issue a
manifesto and every one of them is expected to "act in
36octavia Hill, Miss Octavia Hill o~ the Charit¥
Society (LOndon: Charity Organisation Society,
[1 91]) , p • 3.
.

Or~anisation
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harmony with the rules and rewulations laid down for
him by his superior officers.
These superior officers, who take their orders from General Booth, must
be perfectly obeyed, for nthey have the Spirit of God,
·
and will only command \'That is right. "37
Booth was viewed as a good organizer, but a despot; his
scheme for·social salvation remained entirely in his control.

At a time when the Charity Organisation Society was

emphasizing cooperation among charitable 1n£?titutions, and
calling for the training of workers, Booth's scheme stood
as a formidable obstacle; cooperation for Booth occurred
within the Army and not between the Army and other organizations, and training amounted to little more than indoctrination.
Like the Salvation Army which responded to the needs
of the times as it saw fit, other philanthropic organizations .continued to make individual rather than unified
responses.

A compilation of religious and philanthropic

institutions in Liverpool in 1898 listed twenty-two sep"

1

arate organizations:
n(l) The Liverpool Boys' and Girls' Religious Services
and Ragged School Union;

~~

t

II (

2) Church of England Temperance Society;

"(3) Church of England Incorporated Society for Providing Homes for Waifs and Strays;

~·.

J

37c.

w.

Foote, Salvation SyrUp or Light on Darkest
J England, 2nd ed. {London: Progressive Publishing Co., 1891},
~
p. 7 ..

t
~
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"(4) The Evangelization Society for Liverpool and
Neighbourhood;
11

(5) Liverpool Sabbath Morning Free Breakfast Mission;

"(6) Homes for English and American Women and Children
in Paris;
"(7) The Howard Association for the Promotion of the
Best Me.thods of the Treatment and Prevention of Crime,
Pauperism, &c.;

"(8) Liverpool Juvenile Reformatory Association;
,~' (9)

The Kirkdale 1Child Society;

{10) The Ladies' Parochial, Bible, and Domestic
Mission;
11

(

"{11) Liverpool Certified Industrial Schools;

"(12) Liverpool Central Young Men's Chris.tian.Association;
.· "(13) Liverpool Young Women's Christian Association;
11

(14) New Brighton.Y.M.C .. A. and Christian Mission;

"(15) North Liverpool Young Men's Christian Association, Technical. Institute and Gymnasium;
"{16) The Railway Mission;
R~ader's

11

(17) Royal Naval Scripture

11

(18) St. John's Ambulance Association;

Society;

"(19) Liverpool Seamen's Friend Society and Bethel
Un~on;

"(20) Seamen and Boatmen's Friend Society;

{21) The Stranger's Rest;
11
(22) The Liverpool Wesleyan Mission."38
11

3Bwilliam Grisewood, comp., Liverpool Religious and
Phila.nthrolic Institutions: Their Work and Neeqs (Liverp~ol:
J. R. Will ams and Co., 1898), pp. 1-24.

As numerous as these organizations were, however, they
represented only a fraction·of the total number or organizations existing in
country.

I~ndon

as well as the rest of the

Each had its own objective, clientele and stafr.

Each defined the needs of society differently, and patterned its services after its perception.
own method (or lack of method) or training.
itself in

competit~on

Each had its
Each found

for fUnds with a variety of organi-

zations ranging from reputable charities to temporary endeavors such as soup ki. tchens and bread lines.

And yet,

. many found uuni ty" .in the fact that services \'lere pat-

terned after needs, objectives were stated rather than assumed, and staff members were trainec;l rather than left to.
their own resources.
Unlike the majority of fragmented efforts which preceded it, charity during the period 1880 to 1903 showed
some potential for moving from a nonsystem of haphazard relief in opposition to. the

~oor

Law, to a system of semL-

organized relief which functioned not in opposition to, but
in

spit_~

of, the Poor Law.

Organizations whi.ch had a some-

what permanent staff and were willing to produce a financial
report were attractive to potential benefactors; this s·ense
of permanency .did not exist in the typical "handout" charities.

Although the organizations were becoming more so-

phisticated With regard to their own internal structure,
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they made few attempts to coordinate their efforts.
· several organizations did join

forces~

they showed little

interest in cooperating with other agencies.
itself as serving the poor in a unique

While

way~

Each viewed
this unique-

ness being based either on the religious sect to which members were

committed~

or the need viewed as most crucial to

the poor; the legitimacy of each organization was decided
by its.members and benefactors.

For this

organi-

reason~

zations which dealt with the financial needs of buttonmakers~

the educational needs of pauper

and the

children~

..

religious needs of inebriates were &11 viewed as valid social service agencie$.

The same specificity which char-

acterized each social service agency,

however~

made the

distribution of charity a most difficult task.

While

clever individuals might receive aid from a. number of agencies, persons who were equally needy but less knowledgeable
might end up being relieved by the Poor Law alone.

Al-

though" this 1.nequality was quite visible, it was ignored·
by virtually every social service agency; it became the

t·i

task of. the Charity Organisation Society to attempt to make
the distribution of charity more equitable.
Unlike the social service agenc.ies which preceded

it~

the Charity Organisation Society sought not to dispense
money~

food Gr other forms of charity, but rather to co-

ordinate that charity already in existence.

The

c.o.s.

was

.

as concerned with those individuals receiving too much assistance as with those receiying no assistance.

In the

words of Charles Loch, a key figure in the C.O.S., selfdependence was the goal:
As a rule, no work of charity is complete which does
not place the person benefited in self-dependence.
Obviously if this principle is true, the administration of most of our charitable institutions must be
altered; many must be reorganised. All gifts and all
forms of relief should be but parts of a treatment
having self-dependence and recovery from. distress a.s
its end. Relief given practically to all comers, without reference to the whole of the circumstances of the
individual, is given at haphazard, and is injurious.
Charity should abandon such relief and become a partner, as it were, in the work of thrift. "There is now
no such partnership." Convenience and opportunities
and possibilities for thrift and saving exist, but
charity does not use th~~. There is no organised relation b.etween the two.j~
Loch divided the distressed into two groups: (1) the indigent, habitually in want, and (2) the curable, who could
be saved from indigence.

He viewed the first group as a

hopeless object of charity; they would never change and,
for this reason, should be left to the resources of Stat.e
""';

''· charity.

He stated that the curable

proper focus of private charity.

~lone

sho\lld be the

Loch's approach to the

distribution of charity was new, for rather than ignor.ing
the Poor La.w and classifying charity according to a particular type of aid, he .included Poor Law provisions in his

f
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discussion of charity and classified charity on the basis
of client type.

He saw the C.O.S. faced with a difficult

~

f

task; it was to reconcile the

fervent and im-

independent~

pulsive traits of charity with the

sobriety~

temperance and

balance which characterized the concept of organization.
In order to achieve this

end~

the

c.o.s.

adopted three

methods:
It promotes a division of labor between charity and the
Poor Law. It promotes co-operation between charities
and private almsgivers 40 It helps forward the training
of voluntary almoners. .
.
.
In order to be-successfUl in these
c.o.s. needed to develop an

tasks~· however~-

the

framework;

a~~nistrative

workers' efforts would need to be coordinated before they
attempted to coordinate other charities.
London was divided into

thirty~nine

To this end,

districts; each district

formed a committee headed by a secretary.

The committees,

composed of individuals "serviceable"' for charity work and
·active in such organizations as the Invalid Children's Aid
Association, the Society for the Relief of

Distress~

and

the Metropolitan Association for Befriending Young Servants,
were responsible for dealing with local cases.

Together,

the secretaries of each district comprised the Council of
the

c.o.s.;

the Council was responsible for improving meth-

40sir Charles S. Loch, Charity Organisation (London:

Charity Organisation

Society~ 189~),

p.

1.
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ods of organization as well as
trict

committees~

charity~

supervising dis-

and supplying assistance in emigration.

While secretaries could be either honorary or
majority of work was done by volunteers.

the

paid~

It was felt that

the chief role of paid officers was to aid volunteers in
better fulfilling their task. 41 This task consisted of
interviewing aid applicants and then referring them to the
I

proper agencies of relief.

In addition, it was hoped that

the C.O.S.'s decision about a client's eligibility for
assistance would be accepted by various charitable so.;.;
cieties.

In this way, one thorough investigation could.be

substituted for individual investigation by each agency.
The C.O.S.'s suggestion, however, met with opposition; private charities.viewed the
~·

their privacy.

~·

~·

the aid of the

c.o.s.

plan as an intrusion into

Private charities had functioned without.

c.o.s.

and saw little reason to change.-

Aid

r
r recipients and their spokesmen viewed the c.o.s. as being
f

~\
I'

t
~.

}

unduly harsh in its decisions abou.t who was to receive help.
The

c.o.s.,

however, persisted in its belief that. the cur-

[•,

l'
~'

'r·

able cguld be brought back to self-dependence with adequate

(

t

assistance, while all other efforts were wasted on the indigent.

!

t,

Despite the criticisms directed at it, the

c.o.s.

provided charity reformers with a platform from which plans
for adequate charity, given in a systematic manner, on

41Ibid., pp. 2-3.
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a.n individual basis, and by a group of "trained" individuals, could be presented.
Social service during .the period 1880 to 1903 provided only a glimpse of the services to be offered by the
fUture

11

Welfare State, II bUt the legislation paSSed .dUring

this period was indicative of the fact that social service
··was no longer merely equated· with poor relief, but included
such variables as education, housing and employment.
some handout charities still e:xiste<I, _they _were

While

o~tnum

bered by agencies which met a particular need and viewed
l

.

themselves as "experts" in meeting this need.

These so-

cieties viewed the Charity Organisation Society's attempts
at coordination of charity as an intrusion, but would even..

·~

·- .

.

.

tua.lly become more"receptive to an organized effort which
promised systematic charity.
f',

What is more important, how-

ever, they gave increasing recognition to the belief that
the work of charity, like any other endeavor, required
training~

Since the societies were· not united, their
.

.

.

training "programs" varied, but their goals were similar;
they wanted ·workers who had expertise i_n the field of dis.:.

-·

pensing charity--good intentions were insufficient.

The

following chapter will exa.rn;tne the c:oncept of. training as
it existed during this period.

CHAPrER IV
THE DEVELOPMENT OF A SYSTEM OF

SOCIAL WORK EDUCATION
1880 TO 1903
Social work

education~

in the broadest sense of the

· term~ was not a product of the twentieth century.

Although

it remained outside of a formal framework until that

time~

.·and was perc_eived as a voluntary rather than a paid occu.pation~

education for the social services was increasingly

becoming a definable field.

While ·the key issue discussed

during the early nineteenth century was the role of good
intentions~

that

is~

were good intentions a sufficient re-

source for engaging in charitable work, the social workers
of the late-nineteenth century viewed this issue as irrelevant.

They assumed that most social workers entered

-

the field with good intentions and a desire to learn more
about their clients as well as the techniques developed to
aid them in working with these clients. -The ranks of social work were still filled primarily by volunteers whose
nmethods" included a variety of suggestions for dealing
with the client as he existed on paper rather than for
dealing with him as a living human being.

However, a sys-

tem of social work training was developing in a way that
was similar to preparation for the other helping fields of
102
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dicine~

nursing and education.

This chapter will ex-

amine this training system as it developed during the
period 1880 to 1903; it will focus on three important
I

·issues: (1) the rationale for setting up an education
program for social workers; (2) the evolution of this program as reflected in the writings of early social workers;
and (3)

th~

reasons for the great variations which existed

among training programs during this period.
Social Work Training 1880 to
A Rationale .· ·

190~:

·

The early social workers, who viewed training as a
•. prerequisite for a "working" system of social service, be. ·ueved this system depended on two criteria: (1)
and (2) sensitivity.

eff~ci_ency

Social service was considered to be

efficient when its main concern was the

org~ization

of a

system of charitable relief, and its -goal the dis.tribution
of a "proper" amount and type of relief to deserving individuals.

Sensitivity, on the other

hand~

required the

social service worker to become familiar with each of his
clients as individuals; their class

position~

the neighbor-

hood in which they resided and their personal history, as
Well as the effect that each of these factors had on the
other had to be considered before the client could be
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''· hel;ped.-1

While efficiency and sensitivity were infre-

quently thought to be of equal importance by various social
service agencies, they were not incompatible.

A smalier

' number of clients, for example, would allow workers to devote a greater amount of time to each client.

Advocates

of either approach however, were most strongly united on
one point: an untrained worker, no matter how wellintentioned, would produce more bad than good results.

In

a paper entitled Why I Joined the Charity Organisation
Society: A Chapter from a Lady's Autobiography, one

~uch

Wltrained worker wrote about her early experience in charity work:
I was a very young girl when I first began-to visit in
Westminster. I had no experience, and no one to advise me; I knew nothing about the Poor Laws, and had
not enough experience to be a good judge of character.
I saw want, and I did as my fellow-:workers did--gave
money, food, and firing--and yet it seemed to me strange
that the need never grew less; the grocery ticket, given
one week, was asked for again the following week. On
looking back, I can remember no one. family that I
helped so effectually that they ceased to require my
doles •
. After a· time I went into a richer part of London.
In my district there I expected to find no poverty, the
little houses looked. outwardly so prosperous and well
cared for; but unfortunately my predecessor had always given away soup, grocery, meat, and coal tickets,
and I found these apparently well-to-do people much
,
lAlthough the growth of psychology and psychiatry
t·which would play an important role in social work education
t after 1930 had not yet begun, there existed an increasing
~ recognition of the fact that the individual was shaped by
many f'actors--he ~·as more than a mere product of society,
but society played a role in his development.
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disgusted if I did not leave a ticket of some kind with
them on every visit. I was known as the "relieving
lady," and my friendly attempts at conversation were
generally interrupted by "Have you a grocers' ticket.
today, Miss?" or of stories of the 11 kind lady" who
used to visit, and "never left without giving something." 2
alizing that her method was not working,.the volunteer
to work in Octavia Hill's rent collecting scheme •.
Within this system she found herself collecting money from
·the poor, rather than doling it out to them,. and discovered
that service separated from relief encouraged a stronger
·. :relationship between worker and client.

She joined the

Charity Organisation Society on the grounds that some

·sort·

of learning process was necessary for effective social
service.

In doing so,. one more voice was added, to the

growing group which emphasized the futility of attempting
to provide for the needs of the poor without receiving proper training:
I CE,Ul!lot think why training is thought necessary for
all other kinds of·woma.n's work--nursing, teaching,
needlework--but the knowledge of wise means of helping
our poor is supposed· to come to women· naturally; and .
strongly do I feel how fatal have been the results of
the error in the past. A woman studies before she
touc.hes the physical wounds of the poor. Ought she to
do less before she attempts the healing of their moral
sores? Is it wonderful that, coming ~11 unprepa·red to

lo6
her work~ her tenderness~
so often fail?3

patience~

wisdom and courage

The "effective charity" for which such training was
necessary was a chief concern of the Charity Organisation
society.

The

c.o.s.

viewed this effectiveness as being

dependent on the internal working of the organization as
well as its expertise in dispensing charity.
to look at the Charity

Organisat~on

One need only

Society's title to see

that the organization of diverse charities was considered
essential to a system of effective relief.
zation,

however~·was

Such organi-

overshadowed by the C.O.S.'s other

function: "thorough" assistance for every poor person who
"needed" ass.istance. 4 Unlike other societies~ the C. 0. S.
did not base "need" on the poor person's request alone., for
this system was largely responsible for the chaotic charity which the

c.o.s.

was attempting to alleviate.

Rather,

· it viewed a thorough investigation of the potential recipient as a prerequisite for receiving relief; the concept
·of investigation was not a new one--it had been used a.t
Elberfeld, by the St. Vincent de Paul Society and by various.
members of the clergy.

A successfUl investigation, however,

could only be carried out by an individual who had some idea
of exactly what he was looking for.
3rbid., PP. 9-10.

It was insufficient to
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·trai.n only

c.o.s.

leaders and of:f'ice workers; the field

workers needed aslmuch, if' not more, training.

This need

_- was explained by early social work lecturers:
• • • for the improvement of the general condition of
the poor we do not want to produce only enough trained
workers to carry on our own office work, but -to make
all work in our different districts e:f'ficient. Trained
workers are needed to serve as Guardians; to visit the
workhouse and infirmary; to act as school managers; to
take part in the management of School Banks and Collecting Banks; to visit in connection with the many_
Reformatory and Rescue and other Societies; to work
under the clergy and ministers; _to act as visitors to
the hospitals, and as workers for Evening Clubs for
boys and girls, for ~anitary Aid Committees, and for
many other purposes.
·
·Even such lists

o~

potential "pla.cementsu as ,the one given
.

..

.

above, however, did not address themselves to what trainirig·
actually encompassed.

The skill of investigation was cer-

tainly high on the list, but some concepts of training for
investigation amounte.d to little more than memorizing a.
list of questions to be a$ked a client.
The realization that the charity wJ:U.ch "meant well"
which had existed prior to this period, had to be replaced
with the charity that "does well" was not a concern solely
,.
I

\ of the ghari ty Organisation Society.

Other reformers such

as Helen Bosanquet advocated a charity that had set ideals
but was in a sense, "scientific''--it had to be realized
that certain actions brought certain results--charitable
5Mrs. Dunn Gardner, The Training of Volunteers
(London, 1895), p. 197.
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ctions were not inevitably creatures of chance.

Bosanquet

·proposed that charity workers had to first ask themselves

----

.:what it was that they wanted to accomplish; did they
c ure poverty?

~

Bosanquet maintained that the "Lady

ti:f"Ul" spirit so prevalent during the early-nineteenth
'century and still present during_the late-nineteenth cen·;tury was, in fact, an attempt to perpetuate the dependence
of the lowerclass on the upperclass:
To a certain extent., and especially Jin those parts of
our large towns where the rich have played with them,
it is true that thE\ poor ~ like children; but. this
is largely because they are treated as such and prevented in every way from develo8i!lg the manJ..y qual±tie·s
which spring from independence.
To be a "true" social worker, the individual had to become
less conscious of what involvement in charity work would,
mean for him, and more conscious of what the poor indiv1.dual could do to free himself from this restrictive beneyolence.

In this sense, the charity work which had pre-

viously demanded

11

good intentions" alone and rewarded one

'·with grateful expressions of the "good children" it helped.,
now demanded a total reexamination of the worker's motives
as well -·as his qualifications for service.

Although it may

be argued that such charity which prompted "independence"
was more concerned with efficiency than sensitivity--the
major question was still one of how the group known as the
6Helen Bosanquet, Rich and Poor {London: Macmillan
and Co., Ltd., 1896), p. 140.
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dese1~ing

poor could be decreased and their needs met with

the least amount of financing:--there was a

~reater

recog-

·nition of the fact that clients were people and should be
treated as such.

Groups such as the Humanitarian League

attacked charities which had not recognized this fact, and
consequently, had been ineffective in meeting the needs of
the poor:

·
J

. • • the League seeks to express the newer and more
advanced humanitarian feeling of the present day--an
altogether different thing to the old-fashioned ~phi
lanthropy" on the one hand, or "kindness to animals"
on the other, which is now perceptibly on the wane.
This older humanitarianism was a form of benevolence
which regarded the objects of its compassion, whether
the "lower orders" or the "lower animals,rr with a
charitable and merciful eye, but from a.·rather superior
standpoint of unapproachable respectability. It lopped
assiduously at the branches of the tree of.human suffering, but had no real insight into the underlying.
economic causes; nor did it even consider the vast
ethical vistas opened· out by the new phase into which
the animal question, no less than the human social
question, has been carried by the modern democrati~
ideal and the discoveries of evolutionary science. ·r

,,
[To be effective, the social· worker had to be open to the
!

!

·• needs of the individual, and at the same time, had to
come to terms with the social forces which determined, to
>some extent, the degree to·which these needs could be met.

-·

In addition, some knowledge of "office procedure," note
taki~g

and case reporting was necessary to insure some

uniformity of service standards, as well as continuity;
the system had to be dependent on certain positions that
7Henry S. Salt, eq., Cruelties of Civilization: .A Program of Humane Refo!1Il (London: William Reeves, 1897), p.· vi:
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could be filled with any trained individual, rather than
one particular person.
An

ability to empathize with the individual, know-

ledge of social reform and expertise in.organization and
management, all essential to the provision of social work
service, nlight be learned to some extent, after many years
of service with a social work agency, but neither the needs
of the time nor a social philosophy which expected immediate results, allowed such a luxury.

The only alter-

native was a system of training, and yet this training- supported in theory was slow to become a reality.

The fol-

lowing section will examine the evolution of social work
training as presented by social_workers of the period.
1880

Although Hill's workers were expected to gain some expertise in the field of housing management, they were
trained in the techniques of "visiting."

~lso

Unlike those vis-

itors who preceded them however, Hill's visitors were
cautioned to disregard neither the theory nor the practice
which when united formed the basis for successful visiting.
The "leisurely, generalising thinkers," and the "loving,
individualising doers" needed to join forces.

"Each has
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knowledge the other requires; separated, they are powerless; combined, they may do much."8
None of Hill's visitors were paid and few devoted all
of their time to charity.

Consequently, they wer.e less

_likely to become discouraged by the poverty and misery
which surrounded their task; and, at .the same time, they
did not develop a vested interest in keeping the system
alive for the sake of employment.

"If we establish a sys-

tem of professed workers, amateur or paid, we shall quickly
begin to hug our system; and perhaps to want to perpetuate
it even to the extent of making work for it."9

Hill's.

separation of paid and voluntary workers, and her preference for the latter, shaped the type of training which
would be given to each group.

Since she believed that her

system of rent collecting and the work done by the Charity
Organisation-Society were compatible, she saw little difference in the guidelines needed to assist each group of ·
workers.

Her plan for the delivery of social services was

based on three principles:
(1) . • • • if the poor are to :t>e raised to a permanently
bet.ter condition, they must be dealt with as individuals
and by individuals; (2) that for this hundreds.of
workers are necessary; and (3) that this multitude of

8 octavia Hill, "District Visiting," in Our Common Land
and Other Short Essays (London: Macmillan and Co., Ltd.,·
1877), pp. 22-23. . .
9Ibid. , pp. 26-27.
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helpers is to be :round amongst volunteers •.

Hill :felt that a system of' social service should be almost
entirely dependent on volunteers rather than paid
~
f

~

workers~

but she wanted these volunteers to be organized and trained.
Hill saw record keeping as an important part of' organization;
written records were to include a general statement about
the :family (knowledge gained :from the initial investigation)

; as well as a monthly update on the :family's activities.
Even at this early

stage~

conf'identiality was an important

issue--only visitor and ref'eree (supervisor) were to have
access to the record book and visitors were instructed to
exclude anything of a private nature :from the record.
Training came chief'ly from a. sort of' "apprenticeship
system.n

Rather than dividing up their

districts~

visitors

were requested to assume the responsibility for training
a young volunteer who would then help the visitor with her
work.

The trainee's education was to be

practical.~, rather'

than theoretical {it appears that workers were expected
to use theory but were not allowed to help formulate it);
she was to perform some of the more rou.tine tasks, leaving
-·

the visitor free to see her clients.
tion

ine~uded

A typical job descrip-

the following:

She is too young to visit alone~ or to judge what. is
wise in difficult cases, but she will write your monthly
10octavia Hill~ Homes of the London Poor~ new ed.
(London: Macmillan and Co.~ Ltd.~ 1883), p. 56.
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reports, will be a friendly messenger to.pay pensions,
will call to ask if' children are at school and report
to the School Board, wi~l collect savings and keep
accounts of' them, will write about admissions to Convalescent Homes or Industrial Schools, will give notice
of classes and entertainments, and register the window
plants before our flower shows.· In short, she will
form a friendly link between you and the people, will
save your time, and be herself' trained to take the lead
hereaf'ter.ll
·
Hill wanted her volunteers to be trained, but viewed
training in practical terms •. On the surface, one might assume that in doing so she neglected their need for an education (as opposed to training), but in reality, she assumed that they were educated prior to their training.
Hill 1 s volunteers were largely members of the upper and
upper-middleclasses--individuals who did not need employ•·

ment for survival.

As members of' these classes, they were

also the individuals· most likely to be educated. Although
' most volunteers were women, 12 and their- education in-

~- eluded
r
~-

.

~-· .

as much or mere training in "women's" tasks such as

sewing, child care, and the budgeting of' household expenses,
a.s in the basic skills of reading, writing and arithmetic,
they possessed the very skills which many members of' the
lowerclass lacked.

Their ability to transmit these skills

was compatible with the concept of social service of the
time.
11 Ibid., p.' '65.

l2While a number of' men were active in the field of
social work, they were in the minority. This position has
not changed significantly in the last ninety years.
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Octavia Hill's desire that her volunteers be able to
transmit practical knowledge.to their clients was also expressed by other early social workers.

Mrs. Barnett, wife

of Samuel Barnett, in discussing the role of the visitor
of the Association for Befriending Young Servants, stated
that she must attempt to "win the girl's heart," but must
also be able to gain information about the girl's daily
routine, encourage her to open a savings account, and advise her about proper and attractive clothing and appropriate amusements. 1 3 The approach taken by Hill and Barnett
assumed that volunteers would enter the "field" with a
basic education; this education would then be supplemented
through practical training gained under an apprenticeship
.system.

Initially, this practical approach was viewed as·

the best possible system for educating social workers.

Its

acceptance, however, was due perhaps as much to the fact that
~

there existed no viable challenger as to the fact that the

li ·. system

actually worked..

A formal system. of educ~tion

1-

needed a place of "residence" as well as a boqy of estab-.
lished t'heory.

The ancient universities regarded social

work as unworthy of university affiliation, and. the bodies
of knowledge (social economics, sociology) which social work
13name Henrietta Octavia Barnett, The Work of' the ~dy .. ·
Visitors: Written for the Council of the Metro olitan As. sociation or efriendini Young · ervants London·: The Metl.;opoiitan Association foref'riending Young Servants, 1881),·
p. 5.
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would later draw on were infant disciplines.

It is for

·reasons such as these that early social work. educators.
grasped at bits of· information, attempted to weave th·ese ·
.·bits into something vaguely resembling a curriculum, and .
~

•·

established educational programs for social workers in a
variety of locations.
Since Charity Organisation Society members were in·. sis tent on the fact that charity, in order to be success. ful, had to be well-organized, it is understandable that
they were among the first to stress the need for a system
. of education which sought to combine practical experience
_·With theoretical knowledge.

In an 1890 publication en:..

titled How to Help Cases of Distress: A Handy Reference Book
·for Almoners and Others, Sir Charles Loch stressed the fact
that the individual involved in charity work assumed a responsibility.

Only a well-trained worker was entitled to

make an enquiry into a client's s·i tua.t:ton; and· training im"plied the acquisition of two types of knowledge:
• • • a knowledge of the social life of the class of
which the person_ in distress is a member • • • and a gen-.
eral knowledge of character--a discernment of the value
of evidence, combined with a knowledge of the ~odes and
possibilities of charitable assistance • • • • 1
· Unlike many of the social workers who preceded him, Loch rejected the idea that anyone with good intentions could be
l4si_r Charles S. Loch, How to Help Cases of Dis tress:
A Hand Reference Book for Almoners-and Others, 4th _ed.
London: Chari y Organisat~on ociety, 1 90 , p. ix.
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trained for social service.

He remarked:

Many have no aptitude for almo~er's work; none can do
it to good purpose without study and training. Doctors
have to be registered and certificated. Charity is the
work of the social physician. It is the interest of
the community that it should not be entrusted to
novices or to dilettanti, or -to quacks.l5
.
Although he regarded inquiry (the initial process of interviewing

a client

and gathering-information to determine his

.-· eligibility for assistance) as difficult, he regarded visiting as even more difficult; if done improperly it amounted
to nothing more than a waste of time.

It involved the abil-

ity to transmit practical information and guidance divested
. of any sort of religious teaching, and although the visitor
was to share her expertise with the client, the relationship
wa!=l to assume the quality of fr:i.endship:
_ To be competent to visit the poor, the visitor
should be able to show th.em how to economise, how to
prepare and where to buy cheap and nutritious food,
where to put their savings. She ought to be an authority in domestic business, able to do before them what
she wi.shes to teach them.- --She ought to know what are- the requirements of sanitation. She ought to have that
combination of authority and gentleness which wins respect and friendship and can stimulate to_ duty without
giving offence. "Friendly love perfecteth man." She
should not be an almsgiv~r,_ but a friend.l 6
Since tne visitor was to be an informed friend (her well-intentioned but ignorant advice would serve only to discourage the client) she_ needed to know a few basics: an elementary knowledge of the history and administration of the
Poor Law and poor relief as well as its rele.tion to social
16Ibid., p. xv.
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life and social economics.
learned during her own

While domestic skills might be

education~

the worker usually needed .

some assistance in gaining specific knowledge of poor
'lief.

~e

It was expected that a portion of the knowledge .

should come from her own

reading~

a paper entitled The Cost of'·Good

as well as practice.
Work~

J.

w.

In

Pennyma.n pre-

sented a number of questions, the answers to.which he felt
the visitors responsible for discovering:
The problems of the causes of distress and how to meet
them are so complex that if we want to solve them we
ought to equip ourselves for the fight with every advantage we can lay hold of. Probably most of us have
worked amongst the poor~ and gained the personal·experience that is one great desideratum. But how much
do we read on the subject? [italics mine] How many of
us could give any account of the principal schemes that
have been tried 1 and of the measure of success or failure that they have met with? I have heard people with
funds in their hands to administer come out with some
bright idea, some plan that will solve every difriculty,
in perfect ignorance of the fact that similar plans
have been tried again and again and always failed. On
the other hand, how many of us have read, to give an
instance, the evidence given before the Parliamentary
Committee on the Unemployed? • . • Now, surely~ if we
read such things as these, and think them o).lt in the
light of our own work, we shall be all the better
equipped next time there ~s severe distress to meet.
Again, the publications of the London Society touch on
most of the difficult problems of charity.l7
The "publications of the London Society" mentioned by
Pennyman referred to the large number of penny pamphlets
published by the London Charity Organisation Society.

These~

together with pamphlets and a few books written by individ17J. W. Pennyman, The Cost of Good Work {London:
Charity Organisation Society, 1895), p. 7.
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uals not formally connected with the C.O.S., provided
social workers with a fairly. large body of literature from
. which to draw theoretlcal as well as practical infor1r1ation.
A paper published in 1895 entitled How to Take Down a Case,
. for example, cautioned the worker to guard against both
ambiguity and minuteness of detail.

The worker had to be

made to realize that being interviewed by a stranger was
difficult in itself; when the client was expected to bare
his soul during the first interview, the situation became
almost intolerable:

'

When people tell their troubles to a stranger
whom they see for the first time, it is far from easy
for them to make a fUll disclosure of their affairs.
Many causes combine to make the~ reticent, and due allowance must be made for each. ~maps a man has come
down in the world, or has been cast off by relatives
more fortunate than himself. If so, pride may induce
him to suppress facts which may be of great use when a
scheme for helping him has to be devised. Or a woman
may be naturally shy and reserved, so that she will not
tell her story fUlly, save to one of her own sex, and
not then, unless she receives much encouragement. The
fear of giving trouble often prevents an applicant of
this type from naming the persons most likely and
l'lilling to render assistance. Others again may be so
ignorant or mentally def'icient that they cannot give a
coherent account of themselves and merely echo what is
said to them. Such persqns, if plied with leading
questions~ will, probably, make a statement quite at
variance with the real facts. Once more, a feeling of
shame may deter some from disclosing their own or
others' misdoings, and thus an important f~ctor in.the
causation of distress may remain unknown.
The worker was expected to put the client at ·ease, obtain
key information and finally, summarize his findings--a
13w. G. Martley, How to Take DO'tm a Case {London:
Charity Organisation Society, 1895), p. 1...
·
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formidable task for someone whose only education was to
come from observation and

se~f-selected

readings.

In addition to learning how to deal with the
accompanying paperwork and office

procedure~-

expected to "pick up" additional information.
the functions of the Poor

Law~

mentioned

worker 1..ras to learn about the School
Council and the
charitable

Vestry~

l'

~··

the worker was
Along with

previously~

Board~

the

the County

as well as the various voluntary

agencies--hospitals~

which were in operation.

client~

homes and institutions--

She was to have knowledge of self-

help movements--the friendly societies and the trade so-'
cieties, preventive work--done in connection with schools,
house

management~

clubs and savings societies, and general

economic information, such as the wages and prices of the
time.
Those individuals who favored a system of social work
education were met with a dilemma.

On tbe one hand, they

had to "justify" the system to those forces which considered charity work too simple to require training.

On

the other hand, they had to formulate a. more precise

-·

training program.

While the legitimacy of social work

training was questioned into the twentieth century, the
need to formulate a definite training program seemed to pose
a greater problem.

The need for theoretical study as well

·as practical work was recognized; proposals for new li.:.
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braries of social work publications, located in

c.o.s.

of-

fices, were eagerly acceptea; there was even recognition
of the fact that some workers were better suited to particular types of social work than others (an early movement
towards specialization), and yet one important factor was
missing--there existed no single unifying force which could
link the theoretical and the practical into a viable educational program.
While the Charity Organisation Society preached the
linking of theory and practice, and cited the need for
trained workers, it appears that the university settlements
assumed a greater portion of responsibility for the actual
task of training workers.

In an article published in

1~9~,

Margaret Sewell and E. G. Powell, members of the Women's
University Settlement at Southt-rark, claimed this responsibility:

'-

The question of training is an· important one.
Both resident and non-resident workers can hardly avoid
becoming trained in a greater or less degree, if they
stay long enough, by the mere process of steadily
doing a bit of work until they ~ee wpat it means, what
is behind it, or what it might lead to, how it is only
pa.Ft of much larger schemes, how little, and at the
same time, how important, it is as a link in the whole.
But this is very partial, and for "professional"
workers, ~s 'they may be called, much more regular... ·
teaching is desirable and possible •. In this way Set-.
tlements ma
if the will do much for the furtherance o their o ects b
efini e
settin before themselves1
of their main o jects 2 the e ucation of
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the workers of the future. (Italics mine.)l9
Selvell and Powell viewed this assumption of the educational process as a privilege of both men's and women's
settlements; both groups were capable of serving in this
female-dominated task, but only if they were properly educated for their "profession."20

Some supporters of social

work training within the university settlements pursued the
question even further.

Bern~rd

Bosanquet, for example,

looked to the settlements to provide a general training
program instead of concentrating on ind::t.vidual. endeavors:
In this settlement, indeed, I know how skillfully and
resolutely a curriculum of practice and theory is
planned and executed. · I believe·· that· conferences occasionally take place at least among the women's settlements. Could not this question of a definite
training for workers be brought up at such a conference,
the practice of different settlements be compared, and
some attempt be made to arrive at a clearness as to
the methods and objects of settlement work?21
Bosanquet's goal of uniformity was gradually to become a
reality.

The training program at the Woments University

Settlement, which consisted of ten lectures by the Warderi,
19Margaret A. Sewell and E. G. Powell, "Women's Settlements in England," in University and Social Settlements,
ed. Will Reason (London: Methuen and Co., 1898), p. lOO.. ·
20While·social work's claim to professional status
remains in question even at the present time, Sewell's reference to "professional" workers appears to be one of the
first claims to the title.
21Bernard Bosanquet, ed., Aspects of the Social
Problem (London: Macmillan and Co. , Ltd., 1895), p. 25.
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on the subject of existing local agencies, four lectures
by

Bernard Bosanquet and

f~ve

conferences in 1892, became

more carefully planned and executed each year.

In a paper

written by Margaret Sewell, the Settlement's plans for

1894 were presented:
• • • each year's experience has shown the need of a
more definite course of reading and more carefUlly
planned and supervised practice. The Committee hope,
therefore, to provide this year a definite and or- ·
ganized course of training, both for those who come to
work in Southwark and those who wish to prepare for
work elsewhere. During three terms in the year they
hope to arrange for lectures upon such subjects a$ the
following: Economics, Poor Law, Local Government, Education, Sanitation, Principles of Organization and Relief, Thrift, etc. Courses of reading will be prescribed and students w.ill be asked to write papers.
Alongside of the book-work will be practice under-experienced workers .22
·
Two scholarships had already been

o~fered_

:ln 1893 for two

women unable to afford social work training without assistance, and in the same year, the Settlement published a program of lectures to be given.

A year later, the Settle-

ment's work was communicated throughout England; leaflets
and lectures were used to explain the program as well as to
suggest the possibility of its expansion into .other areas
of

th~

country.

In the same year, the Settlement received

a b2,000 bequest for the establishment of a scholarship
fUnd.

The Settlement continued full courses of lectures
22Margaret Sewell, "The Beginn:t,ngs of Social Training;

1890-1903,n in The E ui ment of the Social Worker ed.

Elizabeth Macadam

1925), p. 28.

London: George Allen and Unwin, Ltd.,
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until 1897 and the lectures were received with increasing
enthusiasm.

Only one factor presented a problem: Southwark

was not centrally located, and only a central location
could make training
ers.

accessibl~

for a large number_ of work-

To this end, the Settlement, the Charity Organisation

society and the National Union of Women Workers united to
form the

11

Joint Lectures Committee."

'!'he Committee was

charged with the task of arranging courses of lectures to
be given in Central London.

Several years later, a paid

lecturer who traveled throughout the provinces delivering
lectures, was added to the staff.

In 1901, the Joint Lec-

tures Committee was replaced by the "Committee for Social
Education," a subcommittee of the Charity Organisation Society, but it continued to be controlled by the same group
of individuais.23
Although the system of training for social work was
in its infancy, its supporters had achieved a great deal in
a short period of time.

They had attempted to design a

curriculum, choose an appropriate faculty and sel.ect and to
some degree, support a student body.

Their next goal, uni-

versity affiliation, would be achieved in a few years._ The
training program initiated by the settlement workers had
been unlike any which preceded it.
I

The following section ,

will examine the reasons for the variations in training pro23rbid., pp. 29-32.
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grams during the

period~

and attempt to show why the uni-

versity settlement possessed the ability to link theory and
practice~

and consequently to establish a

viable~

well-

defined educational program for social workers.

After considering a number of groups dedicated to
some charitable

task~

it appears that the Charity Organisa-

tion Society and the university settlements were most persistent in the belief that successful workers were the product of a combination of good intentions and some form of
training.

Both groups struggled to pinpoint exactly what .

this training was to be.

The Charity Organisation Society

was initially a coordinating effort; it attempted to foster
cooperation among already existing charities, by acting as
a clearinghouse for the distribution of chari t.y.

In ad-

dition, it worked for the delivery of appropriate charity:
F,

The Charity Organisation Society • • • has two
functions : .one is to bring together all the charitable
agencies of a district, and get them to act in concert,
so that there shall be no overlapping of almsgiving;
th~ second is to :lnduce the .donors. in a given neighborhood to consider every case of poverty so thoroughly
as to decide in what way, if any, the poor person can
be thoroughly helped. The first of·these two functions
is one mainly of.good will and of organisation, but the
second is a very difficult business, and ~nlls for the
best powers of heart, and soul, and head.
While the C.O.S. had to depend on existing charities to
24Hill, The Charity Organ~sation Society, p. 1.
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achieve cooperation, the delivery of appropriate charity
could be achieved largely by C.O.S. personnel.

This task,

however, required a competent staff, as well as offices in
which the staff could operate.
the

c.o.s.

Unlike other organizations,

utilized a number of paid employees; an Inquiry

Officer (an individual usually of lowerclass rank and experienced in the "ways"' of the poor) and a Secretary (someone capable of coordinating office routine as well as
other workers-) were frequently e'mployed in C.O.S. of:fices •
. volunteers predominated, but paid workers were given a key
task: the selection and training of new vo1Unteers. 25 Since
paid workers were vastly outnumbered by

part~time

teers, they were faced with a formidable task.

t,

'
;

volun- ·

The :fact

that many volunteers were part-time meant that they were
already devoting themselves to other occupations (raising
a family and running a household); they were willing to offer their services as visitors, but hesitated to spend additional time in training.

c.o.s.

leadership recognized

I

the importance of training, but circumstances did not always yield
to logic:
.,_.
From its earliest days the London Society has laid great
stress upon the need for trained workers, and it has had
no small share in influencing public opinion in this
direction. The difficulties, however, are still very
g~eat--first, of persuading the workers that any train25Pennyman, The Cost of Good Work, p. 6.
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ing is e~gential, and then, of enabling them to obtain it.
Although many

c.o.s.

members were educated, they were in-

frequently associated with formal educational agencies, that
is, universities.

In short, the

c.o.s.

wa.s·faced with·a

dilemma: on the one hand, training was viewed as crucial-its absence gave charity work the haphazard quality which

c·.o.s. had so long condemned; on the
c.o.s. found it difficult to establish a
the

other hand, the
basis for syste-

matic training--many volunteers were unreceptive to the idea
of training, and even if they had desired training, the num·ber of paid.worker.s responsible for this task was minute
compared to the number of volunteers to be trained.

It ap-

pears that the C.O.S. had no set framework in which to
place its training program; .it remained the task of another
group, the ·unj,.versity settlements, to establish this needed
framework.
The unive.rsity settlements, first established in 1884,
had as their main goal, the development of communication
between classes; this communication, through which the preble~~

of society could at least be partially alleviated, was

to be based on a system of education.

The settlements main-

tained a strong link with the universities; members were re. 26H. V. Toynbee, The Emplo~ent of Volunteers (London:
Charity Organisation Society, 18 ), p. 1.
·
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cruited from Oxford and Cambridge; courses offered at the
settlements were, in many instances, extension courses.
Settlement recruits were not only full-time workers; many
were residents of the settlement.

Consequently, their as-

sociation was natural--they did not have to make special
f , provisions for periodic meetings.

r

Workers were in con-

stant contact' with one another, a luxury not afforded Charity Organisation Society volunteers.

This close proximity

along with meeting rooms found in each settlement house
made the delivery of lectures on topics of charity work
easier.
Despite the fact that the Charity Organisation

So~

ciety recognized the importance of training and had existed ror fifteen years be.f"ore the first settlement house
opened, it was the settlement and not the

c.o.s.

which was

responsible for the first formal training program.

c.o.s.

The

was staffed by competent individuals, capable of con-

tinuing a training program (this was proven when the

c.o.s.

subcommittee, The Committee for Social Education, replaced
the Joint Lectures Committee in 190l),.but these same indi-.
---·

viduals appeared unable to start such a program.

After

considering all variables, such as type of. membership and
facilities, the one factor which differed between the two
was the concept of education.

The development of settle-

ments was a university-based response to a social problem;

r
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it followed, therefore, that preparation for such a pro-

gram might be gotten within.a pseudo-university system, if
not the university itself.

Such a system assumed that

workers were well-versed in areas other than rrcharity
work"--workers were not merely trained, they were educated.
The

c·.o.s.,

on the other hand, was ndt a product of the

universities; volunteers came from all walks of life.
While the

c.o.s.

recognized some responsibility for train-

ing workers, it did not offer an educational program.

One

might argue that the

c.o.s.

did in fact success-

fully maneuver social work into the university system--The
Committee for Social Education led to the creation of the·
I~ndon-based

School.of Sociology in 1903--but this success

is questioned by the precarious status which social work
clung to during the decades which followed.

Perhaps the

settle.tnents might have provided the impetus for the acceptance of social work education on the university level,
but the power and practicality of the

c.o.s.

served to per-

petuate the ·struggle betw·eeh social work training and social work education. 27
-·

27A comparable situ~tion existed in the United States.
Samuel McCune Lindsay, a political science professor at
Columbia. Up.iv.ersity .and director of the New York School of
Philanthropy from 1907 to 1912 favored the creatio~ of a
university-based school of social work near Columbia, but
was overruled by the C.O.S.'s Committee on Philanthropic
Education which opted for a more limited, less academic
program. See Roy Lubove, The Professional Altruist (New
York: Atheneum, 1972), pp. 144-145. ·
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During the period 1880 to 1903, social work received inc;reasing recognitiC?n as a field which required
some form of preparation; good intentions were not sufficient qualifications.

Responses to this need, however,

varied widely; variations were usually the product of the
organization's main goal combined with the type of workers
--

which it attracted.

When agreement was finally reached on

the types of information necessary for social work--knowledge of' the Poor Law, Public Health Laws,·case recording
and interviewing--methods for presenting this information
remained ·in question.

Lectures, observation, and practice

under supervision were the generally accepted methods, but
organizations could not agree on the relative importance of
each.

Even the two organizations most instrumental in the

development of systematic preparation for social work, the
C~arity

Organisation Society and the

~niversity

settlements,

found agreement subordinate to personal-preference.

Despite

all of these drawbacks, however, social work education as
it existed in 1903 was significantly different than the
paration which had preceded it.

-·

The

m~jority

pre;~

of social

workers continued to be trained by agencies,28 but _social
work education had found .a place, however precarious, in the
28Agency training continues to play a large role in
· social work education in Great Britain--the demands of society outweigh the number of workers that can be educated
in the universities.
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university system.
The following chapter.will examine the social services .which developed in response to the needs of society
during the period 1904 to 1930 and which, in turn, shaped
social work education of that period.

-·

CHAPTER V
THE EMERGENCE OF.SOCIAL WORK SERVICES
AS A RESPONSE TO THE NEEDS OF
THE TIMES 1904 TO 1930
While the period 1880 to 1903 was characterized by
the actualization of the paper legislation which preceded
it, the period 1904 to 1930 brought forth legislation which
expanded the concept of social service as well as the population to which this service was directed.

The poor as

well as the workingclass were becoming increasingly articulate; they were no longer willing to place their fate in
the hands of the benevolent rich.

Rather, these individ-

uals looked to the state for the legislation they viewed as ·
a right.

According to historian WalterArnstein:

There was an increasingly widespread acceptance of the
idea that poverty, unemployment, and ignorance were
neither crimes nor necessarily the personal fault of
the victims but rather the evil products of an illeducated society whic:h demanded the attention of the
leaders of government. 1
Parliament met the challenge by passing a number of pieces
of legislation.
_,

The Old Age Pensions Act of 1908 and the

National Insurance Act of 1911, for example, are viewed
by some as the basis of the present welfare

state~

And

lwalter L. Arnstein, Britain Yesterda and Toda :.
180t to the Present{ 3rd ed. Lexington, Mass~: D.
Hea hand Co., 1976;, p. 178.
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yet, workers, represented by the Labour movement which had
evolved from trade clubs to separate unions to a socialpolitical movement, were not appeased.

Dissatisfaction

was shown in a variety of ways: an apparent lack of interest in the workingclass, by both Liberals and Conservatives, led to the formation of the Labour Party in 1900.2
Union leaders were also more inclined to call strikes--the
mass labor strikes of 1911 and 1912 posed a threat to the
entire economy of the country, but were only a prelude to
the strikes of 1919 to 1921.

Likewise, bette.r educational

opportunities were demanded by members of this previously
neglected population.

Such conditions in themselves were

difficult to deal with, but the country faced additional
perils: the two most devastating being the loss of approximately one million men in World War I (an additional two
million were wounded), and a depression which kept the unemployment rate at 11 percent between 1923 and .1928 and
raised it considerably 1n 1929.

Control o:r the government

was held by each of the three major political parties:
Conservative, Liberal and Labour, at

v~rious

times, but

changes in government appeared to be based more on dissatis2The Fabian Election Mani:festo of 1892 called for the
formation of a workingcla·ss party. While the Independent
Labour Party was formed the following year, it remained
more a socialist-propaganda organization than an actual
political party. The Labour Party, formed in 1900 and
named 1n 1906, won only twenty-nine seats in Parliament in
1906, but continued to gain support.
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faction with the party in pm-1er than on the belief that any
of the parties were more capable of arriving at a solutcion
to the country's many problems.

This chapter will briefly

then examine some of the major events of the time and the
legislation which these events precipitated; it.will also
investigate the social services which were shaped by the
needs that the country manifested and the field of social
work sought to meet.
Brit~sh

Social Problems 1904 to 1930:
An Overview

When Queen Victoria, who had ruled for sixty-four
years, died on January 22, 1901, an era ended.

Although

the workingclass and the poor had made demands during her
reign (in most instances, not directly but through such
organizations as the Fabian Society), her death seemed almost symbolic; the moralistic monarch who had met the needs
of her subjects as she saw fit, was replaced by her less
rigid and less adept son, King Edward VII (he had been virtually excluded from participation in government until
Victoria's death.)
·-

Open protest bega.I?- to be viewed as a

..-

legitimate means of communicating dissatisfaction with
society rather than as a conspiracy.

At the same time it

became more obvious that Edwardian prosperity was, in fact,
prosperity limited to the upper and middleclasses.
cording to Arnstein:

Ac-
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The most paradoxical aspect of Edwardian prosperity was that unlike the middle and later years of
Victoria's reign, wages only barely kept pace with
rising prices and that real wages for a majority of
English workingmen did not rise at all.3
Such prosperity which raised middlecla&s profit, while
keeping workingmen's wages low, served only to convince
further the lowerclass that power, not dependence on benevolence, was the route to happiness.
While private philanthropy had directed its energies
at the problems of the poor, it had left the workingman
large·ly to his own efforts.

The Fabian Socialists were not

workingclass members, but felt that their programs would
benefit all strata of society, including the workingclass.
Unlike Marxist Socialists, they believed in nonviolent
methods,. and considered government machinery capable o.f
usinglegislation to achieve economic equality.

In at-

tempting to show that socialism was, in fact, already ex.istent in British society, Sidney Webb produced the following
example:
The practical man, oblivious or contemptuous· of any
theory of the general principles of social organization,.
has been forced, by the necessities of the time, into
an ever-deepening collective channel. Socialism, of
course, he still rejects or despises. The individualist
town councillor will walk along the municipal pavemen~,
lit by municipal lights and cleansed by municipal
brooms with municipal water, and seeing, by the municipal clock in the municipal market, that he is too early
to meet his children coming home from the municipal
3Arnstein, Britain Yesterday and Today: 1830 .to the
Present, p. 197.
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school~ hard by the county lunatic asylum and the
municipal hospital, will use the national telegraph
system to tell them not. to walk through the municipal park~ but to come by the municipal tramway, to meet
him in the municipal reading-room~ by the municipal
museum~ art gallery, and library, where he intends to
consult some of the national publications in order to
prepare his next speech in the municipal town hall in
favour of the nationalization of canals and the increase of Government control over the railway system.
"Socialism, sir~tr he will say "don't waste the time of
a practical man by your fantastic absurdities. Selfhelp~ Sir, individual self-help~ that's what had made
our city what it is." 4

Although. the Fabian Socialists had a small number of formal
'
followers, their belief that government could compensate

for some of society•s·inequities increased in popularity.
The attractiveness of this philosophy to the workingclass
did not go unnoticed by political parties.

While the

Labour Party had been formed in 1900, it was not strong
during the election of 1906.

The Liberals still continued

to attract many workingclass votes.

Support,

however~

was

dependent not on promises, but rather, on what. the Liberals
could actually deliver.

The two most significant pieces

of legislation passed during the final period of Liberal
control5 were the Old Age Pensions .Act of 1908 and the
,,

4sidney Webb (1889)~ quot~d in .Arnstein, Britain
Yesterday and Today: 1830 to the Present, p. 186.
.· ·
5The Liberals,held power from December 1905 until
May 1915. Coalition governments headed by Liberal H. H~
Asquith (until December 1916) and Liberal David Lloyd
George (until 1917) were replaced with alternating periods
of control by the Conservatives and the Labour Party. The
Liberals never regained power.
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National Insurance Act of 1911.

A pension for the elderly

had been proposed by Charles Booth as early as 1891.

.

A

report issued in 1885 by the Liberal government's Royal
Commission on the Aged Poor outlined the evils of not providing a pension, but failed to arrive at a definite plan
for providing one.

It was not until 1908, three elections

later, that the plan-was actually put into effect.

A sum

of ±.1,200,000 was set aside for the purpose of providing
a pension of one to five shillings per week for every individual over the age of seventy years who had an annual
income of less than ±.31 per year.

In 1910, approximately

607,000 individuals were receiving these non-contributory
old age pensions; the figure rose to 785,833 in 1920 and
1,373,331 in 1930. 6
The National Insurance Act of 191.1 was established··
on a contributory basis; incorporating the friendly societj_es into a national scheme, the government attempted to
provide sickness and death benefits for all workers earning
less than ±.160 per year.

Weekly contributions consi.sted

of twopence by the National government, threepence by the
employer and fourpence by the employee.

The Act was much

broader than the Old Age Pensions Act had been; it covered
approximately fourteen million people (one-third of the pop6A. H. Halsey, ed., Trends in British Society Since
1200 (London: The Macmillan Pr-ess, Ltd .. , 1972), p. 406.
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ulation), and would form the basis for the National Health
Service established. in 1948.

In addition, the Act pro-

vided approximately 2.5 million workers in the construction,
engineering, shipbuilding and vehicle-building industries
with minimal unemployment insurance (seven shillings per
week for up to fifteen weeks.)7

The National Insurance

Act was only a shadow of what it would become, but its
potential was recognized by individuals in the field of social service.

A comment made by Charles Loch prior to the

bill's acceptance demonstrates this realization:.
The National Insurance Bill, if it is passed,
will af~ect the social interests of the peop_le as a
whole more--far more, probably--than any act of the
last hundred years. Other Acts have introduced far· reaching reforms in the industrial conditions of large
classes; and the. Poor Law Act of 1834 enabled the.nation to free itself from the burderi of an overwhelming
pauperism. But this Bill introduces a new system of
medical provision that, under the form of insurance,
places in the category of recipients of State help
practically all those who are not income-tax payers.
It does not limit its intervention to those who have.
hitherto been considered the poor or the poorer classes.
It entails a reorganisation of the Friendly Societies
and may profoundly affect the development of the Trade
Unions. 8
Loch viewed the Act as a death warrant for the friendly
societies as well as for the sense of responsibility which
had brought these societies into existence.

In addition,

7Arnstein, Britain Yesterday and Today: 1830 to the_
Present, p. 216.
8Charles Loch, The National Insurance Bill: A Pa er
(London: Charity Orga.nisat on Society, 1 11 , p. 1.
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such legislation redefined social service as well as social service worker; the worker was expected to look to
the government for standards.

Loch described this

government-domination in the following way:

~· .

't

• • • the spirit of enterprise in social matters has
passed from the people to the State, and the people's
enterprise, as must naturally follow, becomes . • • the
enterprise of a sub-service. What the Government has
established, be it rightly or wrongly, assumes such
large proportions and involves so many interests that
the people, or those interested in any branch of relevant work, have, by a kind of social compulsion, to
arrive at a conclusion that they must make an effort to
back the Government venture and do their best to make
it work well. I notice, too, with some interest, that
the most recent proposals for charitable progress are,
in the main, proposals to link Charity or social work .
locally to municipal bodies and generally to Government Departments. Thus the entrepreneurs of charity
are running to shelter, like creatu~es out in a storm.
The status of Government allian~e gives them protection
and a certain sense of dignity. ':3 ._ _ .
__ .
_
Loch felt that such government-affiliation robbed the social.worker of an opportunity to risk himself for the sake
of the client; mass programs, on the other hand, held that
individual efforts aimed at meeting individual needs might

''

fail, therefore, it was best to refrain from such experimentation.

While Loch had always assumed that the Sta.te-

w_ould p'Iay a role in taking care of the poor, he objected
to State intervention in areas which had traditionally been
the domain of private philanthropy.
9charles s. Loch, "The Spirit of Enterprise" (1913)
in A Great Ideal anci its Cham ion: Pa ers and Addresses,
with a reface by Arthur Clay Lon on: George Allen an · ·
Un~in, Ltd., 1923}, p. 212.
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Such legislation as the Old Age Pensions Act and the
National Insurance Act alone.could have significantly altered the type of social service offered as well as the
training for these services, and yet, other factors were
to come into play.

The Poor Law of 1834 had been the sub-

ject of opposition from one front or another since its inception.

In an attempt to bring the nineteenth-century

Poor Law in line with twentieth-century thought, the government formed the Royal Commission on the Poor Laws in 1905.
The Commission-studied the problem of the poor until 1909,
but failed to arrive at .a unified conclusion.

Instead, it

produced two separate reports, a Majority Report and a
Minority Report; neither report was embodied in legislation.
The Ma.jorityReport centered on the principle of deterrence,
seeking to make it difficult for the poor to get relief save
ltithin the framework of the Councils of Voluntary Aid, organizations similar to the Charity Organisation Society.
The Minority Report held that Poor Law machinery should·be
abolished, and responsibility transferred to already existing agencies capable of dealing

wit~

specific problems;

for example, dependent children dealt with by the educational authorities, the dependent insane and feeble-minded
by lunacy authorities, and the unemployed by unemployment
commissions. 10

It condemned workhouses, outdoor relief

J.ORobert Cloutman Dexter, Social Adjustment (New York:
Alfred A. Knopf, 1927), pp. 54-55·
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whiCh it considered only sufficient for people to starve on,
, and poor treatment of the sicJc.
As might be expected, Loch supported the Majority Report:

,_·

In this question of poor relief two statements of objects might be made. One would express that of the
Minority report. It would be that everyone who wants
relief should get it without difficulty. The other
statement, that of the Majority, might be set down thus:
that everyone who is in distress and cannot, by his own
exertions, or with the aid of others, .meet the wants
from which he suffers, should be assisted in such a way
that he may regain his independence .11
..
His approach seemed the most reasonable, until one looks at
the writings of equally concerned, but totally opposed, in-

f dividuals.

!~
~·

Beatrice Webb; a contributor to theMinority

Report, for example, viewed the program as capable of
dealing with the poor on a more humane level.

Individual ex-

I

pertise combined with a preventive approach could offer effective services to the poor:
Instead of the officer, or voluntary worker, concerned
with the destitution of the whole family, and not coming
until destitution has set in, we shall have the officer,
or voluntary worker, of tt_le Educationauthority, the
Public Health authority, or the Unemployment authority,.
who will come into the home at a much earlier stage,
with a specific purpose and with sp~cific experience in
respect to that purpose. We believe that such a person
l'lill be more capable of thinking out the problem of the
family as a whole than a mere relieving officer, or a
mere charity worker, who at present arrives at the eleventh hour, with no specific knowledge or experience, to
relieve the destitution which has overtaken the family
11charles Loch, The Re~ort~ of the·Roya.l Commission on
the Poor Laws and Relief ofistress (LOndon: Charity Organisation Society, 1909),p. 1.
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for lack of the earlier preventive measures that we
advocate.l2
While the supporters of each report were

far apart ideo-

logically as well as in the programs which they sought to
establish, they could agree on one issue: the legitimacy of
volunteers in a system of social service.

Loch' s organiza-

tion had always relied on a large. number ofvolunteers.

He

i

viewed volunteer workers as a viable part of any system of

f

social service, but continued to separate clientele into

~

~
~-

two groups: those served by "public assistance" and those

f

supported by private charity.

r

Minority Report support·ers

r·

also· recognized the need for volunteers •. This needwa.s expressed by Bishop Wake.fi·eld:
Indeed, our whole scheme, if it is to be successfully
carried through, will require a very great deal of vol- ·
unta.ry service and is based upon the idea of that service being readily forthcoming.l3 . ·
Like Loch, Wakefield did not want volunteers utilized for
tasks whi.ch were. State responsibilities (basic financial
assistance), but instead of dividing clientele into two
groups--those to be dealt with by the government and those
helped by private charity--Wakefield

v~ewed

the destitute

as a single group, eligible for assistance from both bodies.
12Beatrice Potter Webb, A Crusade Against Destitution
(London, 1909}, p. 2.
·
13Henry Russell Wakefield, Bishop of Birmingham, The
S here of Voluntar A encies Under the Minorit
London: The National ommittee to remote the
of
the Poor taw, 1910), p. 3.
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Both the Minority and Majority Reports generated a
great deal of discussion upon their release, the former
, being accused of Socialist tendencies, the latter of being
unresponsive to a changing society'.

Within a few years,

however, the issues had not been resolved, and attention
, was

turn~d

to the·imminent war.

A fundamental change did

not occur until 1929 when Prime Minister Neville Arthur
Chamberlain's Local Government Act abolished the Poor Law

ceived social service as a right.

The introduction of na-

tional programs, which when taken together would form the
-·

I

'

basis for the welfare state, created the need for new workers to administer these programs.

Whether recruited rrom

voluntary agencies or hired without previous experience,
these workers needed some form of training, preferably one
·Which helped to develop an attitude compatible with serv-
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ice delivered as a right rather than service based on personal whim.
While the government passed legislation which supported the individual's right to have various needs
citizens from the
perclass

lowerclass~

spokesmen~

as well as some of theirup-

demanded more equality and were not

willing to apologize for their "rude" behavior.
to some

writers~

met~

According

these individuals were merely following

the example shown by the rest of society:
People talk at large some times about the greed
and avarice of the working classes--their unwillingness
to give service without payment and their.exorbitant
demands in respect of wages and hours. I have never
been able to accept such a point of view at all~ for it
seems to me all the old bad rules which govern our in. dustrial relationships are inherent in the system. What
I mean is that~ given a society where men and women are
expected to compete and scramble for a living~ it tfi. inevitable that cheating and meanness should follow.
While the_lowerclass had provided-much of the human fuel
for English
example~

industry~

they had reaped few benefits.

For

it was not until 1918 that all property qualifi-

cations for male voters over the age of twenty-one.were
eliminated; laborers were least likely to own property.
The mo$t obvious
cational system.
to an

education~

imbalance~

however,.existed in the edu-

Theoretically all individuals had a right
but education

was~

in

reality~

class-

linked:
14George Lansbury~ Your Part in Poverty (London:
George Allen and Unwin~ Ltd.~ 1916) ~ p. 37. ·
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Education, usually a solvent, produced in &1gland, a
further hardening of class lines. Education for All
was an obvious _democrati.c slogan, and in one sense a
success~11 one.
After 1918 all children received fulltime education to the age of 14. An increasing though
still small, proportion continued their education in
adolescence, and an increasing, though very small, proportion went to universities. This was, however, not
achieved by opening the existing educational doors
wider and wider until they admitted everyone. It was
done by developing a different and mainly inferior,
education for those who had previously received none.
Thus class differences were not only maintained. They
were made clearer and more effective than before. 1 5
While upperclass children went to boarding schools, lowerclass children went to free day schools.

There was a par-

allel at the secondary level: upperclass children attended
the "Public" schools, while only a minority of lowerclass
children attended free secondary day schools.

Grammar

schools attracted mainly upper-and middleclass students.
At the university level, Oxford and Cambridge were reserved largely for the upperclass, while lowerclass students (fortunate enough to reach a university level of education) attended new universities in large towns.

A dual

system of education persisted from the elementary through
the secondary and into the univers.ity level.

And yet, edu-

cation;· which was obvious in its inequality, was regarded
by some as a viable, and perhaps the only, method by which
members of society could aehieve equality or at least the
freedom to seek equality.

Proposals for the use of education.as an agent for
a better society came

from~

tutions and organizations.

number·of individuals, instiThe Workers' Educational As ...

sociation (established as the Association for the Higher
Education of Working Men in 1903, and renamed in 1905), attempted. to bring a semblance of organization to the demands for education made by members of the workingclass.
The W.E.A. sought to utilize the University Extension
movement already in existence, and set up additional evening classes for workers, but requests were also made of
the universities.
people

W~nt

In a 1907 paper entitled What Work-

Ox:ford to Do, Walter Nield, President of the

North-Western Co-operative Education Committees' Association, presented the :following suggestions:
We hold that what is wanted in Oxford is a real
living acquaintance with working-class conditions, and
that this must come from a union of labour and learning
in the University itself. We are of the opinion it
can best be brought about in two ways:
1. By securing that the best sons of workmen proceed to Ox:ford easily~-men who will go there for defi- .
nite work, and not as idlers.
2. To make it possible :for these men to come I
believe.there should be facilities given through the
primary and secondary .schools, th~ due pro~ision of
scholarships' with maintenance aliowances.lb
·Nield viewed such education as essential: w·orkers were
destined to play a role in the country's future and would
16walter Nield,
(London: The Workers'

, p. 4.
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do so with or without the benefits of education.

They

recognized their shortcomings in this area, but they were
not totally responsible for their fate:

[

We workpeople are prepared to admit our educational shortcolllings. We fully realise that we should
be 'better equipped if we possessed a wider culture.
Still, the fault is not altogether the fault of the
workers. Great numbers of them have lived up to their
opportunities, and considering how meagre those opP9rtunities have been, they have achieved a fair measure of success.l 7
·

f.

f _University representatives, such as Sidney Ball, Tutor at

r

St. John's College, Oxford, agreed that workingmen had not
been properly prepared to profit from a university education.

He acknowledged the close relationship between edu-

cation and social reform,_as well as the universities' responsibility for directing this reform, but seemed to be
thinking in less equalitarian terms then Nield:
This • • • is one thing that Oxford can do for
working men; it can {in co-operation with other UniversitiesJ put itself at tne head of a natiQnal movement for liberalising" the education of the working
classes from the beginning. I will go further; it is
as much the interest as the duty of Universities to co-.
operate in the "removal of hindrances" to what some at
any rate of the new Universities have declared to be
their ideal--the ideal of a "University education for
all." Not indeed that it is necessary to conceive
Universities, still less any single University, as .
charged with the education of all; but rather as giving
stimulus and guidance to all educational agencies.
But thi.s they cannot do wi thou·t realising the inseparability of educational and social reform.. We are
often told that the social P.X:<>blem is an edttc$tfonal
problem; but the converse-is equally true. :ft'_the
Universities are interested in educational, the;y m.ust
17Ibi d • , p. 5.
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interested in social reform.
Although Ball's concept of solution did not correspond
with Nield's, it was significant in that it supported the
'idea that universities had a responsibility for social reform.19
While the demands of the workingclass for a more
equitable system of education were met to varying degrees,
for example, adult education became a permanent part of the
educational system while workingclass children continued
at a disadva11tage, a new attitude had

been established.

Workers were now defining their educational needs- as well
as the ways of meeting these needs.

As the workingclass

became more organized and more articulate, the need for
such organizations as the university settlements diminished •.
The settlements, faced with the alternatives of change or
extinction, were not alone.

Although private philanthrop-

ic organizations continued to exist during the period 1904
to 1930, they were faced with a rather harsh reality; they
could either continue in their old ways,

obliv~ous

to the

social·legislation which dubbed their'efforts as piecemeal, or they could redirect their efforts,

changing their

For Wor
ation, 1

, p.

19while university responsibility had been emphasized by the settlement work~rs, the.Labour movement and
social legislation expanded the universit.!es' client base
as well as their tasks.

l::t..
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methods, their clientele and perhaps even their philosophy.

The following section Mill examine the attempt by

social

s~rvice

organization leaders to redefine social

service as provided by private organizations.
Voluntary vs. Paid Social Service 1904 to 1930:
A Need.for Definition
While the social legislation of the period demonstrated that the piecemeal efforts of private charities
were inferior to ah organized approach, and pseudoSocialist ideology and social reform

sp~ke

of rights and

"equality," neither effort aided in the formation of a
generally-accepted definition of social service or social
worker.

There continued to be discussions ofwhat the so-

cial worker was not supposed to do.

In an article written

in 1908 and entitled "The Jrunction of Visitors, n for example, Samuel Barnett emphasized the belief that visitors
had to justify their place in modern society: " • • •

~ld

days of personal relationship are gone, and the new days
of organisation and individual independence have begun."20
Visitors were expected to have an object for their visits
and to "prepare"·themselves, using such materials as the
handbook in which Barnett's article appeared, but areas or
potential employment were regarded as almost unlimited.
20 samue1 A. Barnett, nThe Function of Visitors," in
Social Service--A Handbook for Workers and Visitors in
London and Other Large Towns.~ ed. G. M. ~ell (London:·
Longmans, Green and Co., 190~), p. 1.
·
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While such an attitude might have done much to demonstrate the ":rlexibility" of· social work, it did little to
help the worker define the limits of her job; she could
easily step beyond the bounds of her expertise, because
the boundaries were never clearly defined.
While Barnett attributed such a nnonsystemn of social service to the absence of a unifying force or social
movement, writers such as W. Edward Chadwick raised an issue which had confronted British social.work since Octavia
Hill had used a small number of workers in the mid 1800s:
what was to be the relationship between paid workers and
voluntary workers?

The workers themselves seemed un-

willing to establish a relationship on a cooperative basis:
To-day we often hear voluntary work described as
"amateur," and paid work as "professional," and both
words are apt to be pronounced in a somewhat sneering
tone. It is assumed that voluntary work must be more
or less inefficient, and that paid work must be done
simply for the purpose of making a living. Neither of
these assumptions need be true, and neither is justifiable • • • •
But, unfortunately, we do find very often the
voluntary and the paid worker acting independently of
each other. The one is apt to take little or no account of what the other is doing. The expert paid
wo-rker is apt to ignore, sometimes to look down upon,
the efforts of the voluntary worker. On the other hand,
the voluntary worker often pursues his self-appo~~ted
task oblivious to what the paid worker is doing.
·
While both types of workers might have entered the field
out of similar convictions,

thei~

belief that there existed .

21w. Edward Chadwick, Social Wo.rk {London: Longmans,
Green and Co., 1909), pp. 116-111.
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a difference between them, made the similarities difficult to discover.
The Social Worker's Guide, written by Rev. J. B.
Haldane in 1911, divided social work into three categories:
public, professional and institutional work, and volun.i

tary work.

While public service was concerned basically

with Poor Law administration and inspection, professional
and voluntary work covered a variety of categories.

A

brief definition of both types follows:
PROFESSIONAL AND INSTITUTIONAL WORK: of various
kinds, for which training. is required, full-time is
necessary, and for which a salary or its equivalent is
given.
VOLUNTARY: Part-time occupations, principally
falling under (a) Secretarial and ~~ganising, (b) visiting and research, (c) e~ucation.
.. .
Virtually every type of social service organization employed both types of workers; some

volunteer~

were per-

forming tasks defined as more appropriate to paid, that is,
trained, workers, and vice-versa..

Written definitions did

.not in themselves guarantee that these
honored.

categori~s

wou14 _pe

While there existed a theoretical differentiation

• between paid workers and voluntary workers, and each group
was inclined to underrate the other, they were in fact, frequently involved in similar duties.

It is not surprising,

therefore, that the public might confuse the two types of
22 Rev. J. B. Haldane, The Social Worker's Guide
(London: Sir Issac Pitman
Sons, Ltd., 1911), p. 1+65.
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workers.

In such confusion, it was even more difficult to

comprehend the importance

o~

social work education as ob-

tained in a formal educational setting.

While such work-

ers did exist, their numbers were few and they continued
to be overshadowed by "trained" as well as untrained workers.
The search for a definition of "social worker" was
undertaken in a number of arenas.

The National Adult School

Union, for example, began by considering the.social worker
in terms of ideological context.

Purity of ideology was

·obviously not one of its criteria:
Before we come to consider in particular what kind of
social serVice is called for at the present time and
what kind of service we can render, there are some gen-·
eral considerations which must not be wholly forgotten.
In the first place, he who would render useful and
constructive service must not be anxious to define him-·
self' too exactly, either as Socialist or as Individualist. The fact is that both the possibility of, and
the occasion for, exact differentiation on this issue
is not now as manifest as it was a generation ago. We
are all Socialists nowadays in many ways and on many
subjects; and yet, in other ways, we are Individualists.23

\

The social worker was to be mindful of the State '.s role in
the individual's life--it was a reality· and could not be
ignored.

In fact, the State's growth was a specific concern

of the social worker (in thia instance, the voluntary worker.)

In defining the sphere of the social worker, the· Union
2 3Natio~al

Adult School Union, Adult School Social
· §ervice Handbook (London: National Adult School Union, l914),
p. 7.
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asked and then answered two questions:
<.

exactly, is his bu$iness? Where and how may he
make his contribution? The answer to this question
is • • • two-fold: It is his business to help build
the State. This is the Service of Citizenship. It is
also his business to help in the ameliorati~U of suffering. · This is the Service of Compassion.

~~at,

While this "definition" added little to the explanation

oi

. what comvassion-in-operation constituted, it. supported the
idea that the social worker was not functioning in opposition to or in spite of the State, but rather, in some sort
of barmony with it.

Such harmony had not been possible

when the. State's only offering to the field of social serv-

t ice had been the harsh provisions of the Poor Law.

And yet,

the State's new benevolence was not sufficient in itself to
replace the social worker, paid or voluntary.

In an arti-

cle entitled The Problem of Private Benevolence in the
Modern State, Rev. Hensley Henson, Lord Bishop of DurhaJil,
stressed the continued need for the social worker:
Human needs are almost infinitely various, and no general scheme of meeting them, such as the State must
necessarily apply, can ever provide an adequate .satisfaction. If' along with the public assistance, there
went ever the exercise of' private ·charity, administered
with intimate knowledge in the privacy of a friendship
gairied by patient personal ef:f'ort, the relief of povert:v
would·be both more adequate and less morally perilous.25
While the State would provide financial assistance, it re2 4Ib1d., p. 11.

.

25Rt. Rev. Dr. Hensley Henson, Lord Bishop of Durham,
The Problem of' Private Benevolence in the Modern State
(London: LOngmans, Green and Co. , Ltd. , 1927), pp. 28-29.
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mained the duty of the social worker to provide individual
attention and assistance to its clientele.
Instead of becoming an easily definable

concept~

term social worker became increasingly obscure.

the

Depending

on the user's perspective, it could refer to the universityeducated worker, the agency-trained worker,. the trained or
. untrained volunteer, or the well-intentioned individual who
;. worked outside of any formal agency and met· the needs o:f
socie-ty· as he

s~w

fit.

While-some agencies attracted

university-educated individuals, other agencies had neither
the "appeal" nor. the finances to attract these elite of the
social work profession.

Although social work education

within the universities continued to grow~ 26 such students
• represented only a sma.ll portion of the total number of
workers in the field.

Their influence, however, did not go

unnoticed; initially they might have possessed less practical knowledge than agency-trained personnel, but they were
well-versed in material which "trained" social workers
studied sporadically, if at all.

University-educated so ...

cial workers studied the background of ._all types of social
service which had been attempted up to this time.

They

tlere as knowle.dgeable about the social conditions, economic

theory and political philosophy which shaped these move26By 1920, there were Departments of Social Science
and Administration at the Universities of London, Bristol,
Birmingham, Leeds, Liverpool, Edinburgh and Glasgow.
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ments as they were of the actual agencies which had developed.

Consequently~

theY. were better

prepar~d

to eval-

uate current agencies as well as the types of service delivered by these agencies.

In

addition~

their source of

information was not one-sided; their teachers included
historians~

economists~

political scientists,

sociologists~

and educators, as well as social work practitioners.
Social work, oftentimes criticized as unsystematic
and based in feeling rather than-

fact~

was making a slow

but concrete move towards a new status, a status which
would eventually seek to adopt the term "profession."
While a social work agency might be using the services of
only one university-educated social worker, the worker
would come in contact with virtually every other worker at
that agency.
potentially

Staff meetings devoted to in-service training
could~

and in many instances did, utilize the

university-educated social worker as a lecturer.

While uni-

versity training was available for only a relatively small
number o:f

individuals~

its ideas were semi-formally com-.

municated to a much larger number o:f workers.

The :following

--·

section will examine the development o:f specific social
service agencies during the period 1904 to 1930, placing
emphasis on the skills which these agencies demanded o:f their
workers.
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The Evolution of Social Service Agencies
1904 to 1930: A Cpntinuing Statement
of Purpose
While national legislation had broadened the concept
of social service to include government-supported insurances
and pensions, and the Labour movement had demanded "rights"
rather

th~n

benevolence from·society, individual social

service agencies tended to group themselves into three bas't

ic categories: (1) those whose goal was the organization of
charity; (2) those who were attempting to meet

~

specific

need; and (3) those who sponsored a n1,1mber of activities;
but envisioned a broad concept of social reform.

While the

first two types employed "social work method-s," the third
sought a broader knowledge base upon which

~ts

program was

· to be formulated.
Perhaps the best example of an a.gency·dedicated to the
c.oncept of organization and coordination was the Charity

f Organisation Society. In a book entitled Charity and Social
\Life: A Short Study of Religious and Social Thought.in Re~
Jation to Charitable Methods and

In~titutions,

Charles Loch

again stressed this importance:
The springs of charity lie in sympathy and religion,
and, one would now add, in science. To organize it is.
to give it the "ordered nature" of an organic whole, to
give it a definite social purpose, and to associate the
members of the community with it for the fUlfilment of
that purpose. This in turn depends on the recognition
of common principles, the adoption of a common method,
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sel~-discipline and training~ and co-operation.27

The desire. for organization .. necessi tated _the. developm_ent
of a rather well-defined bureaucratic structure.
this

structure~

applying for

Within

provisions were made for the process of

relief~

as well as dispensing charity:

All new cases of distress must be notified in the
first place to the Central Office~ to be visited from
there and a preliminary enquiry made.
The case papers
are then sent to the Friendly Visitor in charge of the
section in which the family reside. The Friendly Visitor calls on the family, as soon as possible~ but no
relief should be given until seven days after the date
when the family may have received relief from the
Central Office. Further papers, replies from employers,
etc.~ are sent on to the Friendly Visitor, who care.fully notes the same, and attaches them to the. other .
case papers. General instructions and books containing relief cheques are suppli.ed to the Visitors,
who may give relief if necessary, pe~ding the next
meeting of the District Committee~ an~ subject to the
rules and regulations of the Society. 8
While the visitor was charged with the responsibility of
gathering information, according to a procedure carefully
outlined by the

c.o.s.,

the District Committee made the

final decision on the client's eligibility for relief, as
well as the agency deemed most appropriate to dispense this
relief.

The administration, rather than the worker, wa.s
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entrusted with the task

or

judging individual cases.

Vis-

itors were encouraged to attend lectures sponsored by the
University

or

Liverpool School

mention was made

or

or

Social Work, but no

fUll-time training

pears that the chier source

or

or

any sort.

It ap-

enlightenment was the So-

ciety's administrative body, not the university.
To some

or

its critics, the

c.o.s.

was a "heartlessn

organization, intent on keeping the morally unrit destitute. To its supporters, its longevity29·as well as the
growth of other "organizing" agencies proved its effective-.
ness.

The ·British Institute and National Council of So-

cial Service, founded in 1918, for example, sought to first
classify and then coordinate the many voluntary charities
in existence.

'

Their task was formidable: a 1926 report by

the Charity Commiss1oners30 stated that no less than
45,348 charities acknowledged their existence; it was esti29The Charity Organisation Society, renamed the Family Welfare Association shortly after World War II, so~ght
to provide long-term counseling for family units experi, encing problems.
30The Charity C~~issioners, first. appointed in 1853~
were giVen the power to" • • • enquire into the administration of charities, receive and audit their accounts, receive
property left to charity into safe custody and see to its
due investment, and, finally, to form schemes to adapt the
use of charities to altered circumstances according to the
principle of cy-pres [if money given to charity could not
be used for the exact purpose for which it was intended, it
was to be used for the most similar purpose]". M. Penelope
Ha.l1, The Social Services of Modern England 6th ed.
(London: Routledge·and Kegan Paul, Ltd., 19G3}, p. 347.
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mated that less than half of the charities sent in reports, raising the actual numoer_of charity agencies to
over 100,000.31

The Council, which stressed the impor-

tance of voluntary charity, divided these efforts into
five categories:
Charities are numerous and diverse. Taken as a
whole they form a network of voluntary effort throughout the country, constituting an important department
of national service. Their scope may be indicated by
the following summary:--(a) Health: Hospitals, convalescent homes~ district nursing-associations, societies f'o:r the care of' invalid children, maternity
and inf'ant welf'are associations, institutions and societies for the blind, for the deaf and dumb, and f'or
the mentally defective. {b)_Distress due to poverty:
General relief societies, homes for the aged, homes
for children, pension f'unds. (c) Character: Police
court missions, societies for aiding prisoners, homes
for police court cases, rescue_ and preventive societies- and homes, societies for prevention of' cruelty
to children, reformatory and industrial schools.
(d) Social 1m rovement: Clubs {for boys, girls,
adults , educational charities (other than schools),
holiday and camping societies, settlements, etc., and
(e) local representative councils of charities, and
civic so§~eties for friendly visiting and personal
service.
While the classification of voluntary ef'forts was relatively s:tmple, it was much more difficult to coordinate
these efforts.

The Council realized that some sort of

central advisory committee would make voluntary charity
31Frederic D'Aeth, Social Administration (Liverpool:
Henry Young and Sons, Ltd., 1928), pp. 20-21. ·
32British
Service, Re ort

Appendice-~s~~o~n~~_,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

1921)' p. 3.

r!
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more efficient, but the voluntary charities were offered
little incentive for giving l!P their autonomy.
Another example of a coordinating effort was the
Liverpool Council of Voluntary Aid formed in 1909.

Ac-

cording to its constitution, the L.C.V.A. had five goals:
(a) to form a centre of communications between approved
charitable and benevolent institutions working in the
City, and also between them and the Poor Law and other
public authorities; {b) to make all help given as effective as possible; (c) to prevent overlapping and
imposition; (d) to consider matters of common interest;
and (e) to take such action as may be decided upon.33 ·
Each charity institution was entitled to membership in the·
Council, but membership was voluntary.
Like the National Council of Social Service, the
L.C.V.A. categorized its membership; in 191·1 there were six
divisions: (1) medical charities, (2) homes and other institutions for the aged andafflicted, (3) relief in the homes
of the poor, (4) children's institutions and homes, (5) reformatory ageneies, and (6) social improvement and education
agencies.3 4

By 1926 the divisions had changed and in-

creased·as follows: (1) medical. charities, (-2) institutions
for physical and mental infirmity, (3) .relief institutions,
. ·-"

33Liverpool Council of Voluntary Aid, Constitution
Approved at a Meeting of Representatives of the Leading
live ool Charities held at the Town Hall on November th,
~ Liverpool: Liverpool
ouncil o
oluntary Ai , 1 1 ) ·,
p. 14.
34tiverpool Council of Voluntary Aid, Annual Reports
· 1910-1915; 1a26-19B0 (Liverpool: Liverpool Council of
Voluntary Ai , 191 -1930).
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(4) children's institutions,_ (5) reformatory agencies,

(6) social welfare, (7) the Fegister committee, (8) the
Maternity and Child Welfare Council, and (9)
organisations Committee.35

t~e

Juvenile

The growth of these classifi-

cations pointed to the fact that the delivery of social

rr-

service was becoming more complex.

Such complex! ty called

for more intense study.
University-based education, represented first by
Elizabeth Macadam as a member of the social improvement and
education committee, and then by Professor A. M. Carr
_Saunders, a member of the social welfare committee, played
an active role in the L.C.V.A.s work, later using the Council as a field placement for several students.

While indi-

vidual volunteers were educated in the traditional manner,
that. is, they were agency-trained, the L. C. V.A. had, since
its beginning, recognized the need for university input.
While coordinating efforts such as the Charity Organisation Society, the National Council of Social Service
and the Liverpool Council of Voluntary Aid, could attempt
to work for cooperation among voluntary agencies, they

-·

could be no more effective than were the g-roups which they
sought to coordinate.

The era of social service defined in

terms of service to the destitute alone had _ended, but the
poor were not ignored, nor was virtually any other group.
35Ib1d.

•

i
~·

~
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Children became a new concern of social services; while
they had previously been considered only as the faceless
members of a socioeconomic group, they were now regarded
as individuals deserving of attention regardless of social
status.

In 1900, the infant mortality rate for England

and Wales was 154 deaths per .1,000 live births.

Approxi-

mately 90 of those deaths were attributed to common in'

fectious diseases {10.0), tuberculous diseases

(7~92),

di-

arrhea and enteritis (27.05), and congenital, developmental
and wasting diseases (44.4). By 1930, the infant mortality
6
rate had dropped to 6o. 3
While child labor had come under
attack, the Parliamentary Committee of 1903 reported that
200,000 children were employed before and after school
· hours; approximately 38,600 were between the ages of six.
and ten. 37 Three-hundred thousand children were provided

f

~·

for by the Poor Law.

The Standing Joint Committee of the

Independent Labour Party and the Fabian Society sought to
change these conditions by demanding for every child the
right".

. . to be

decently born, decently nurtured, and

decently educa.ted."38
-~

This goal was to be accomplished
.

through a six point program which called for assistance
36Halsey, Trends in Brltish Society Since 1900 1
pp. 338-340.
I
.
37c. M. Lloyd, The New Children's Charter (London:
The Standing Joint Committee of the Independent Labour
Party and the Fabian Society, 1912), p. 8.
3Bibid., p •. 12.
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rrom all quarters.

The recommendations were:

"(1) The removal of all children from the Poor Law.
"(2) The securing through the Public Health Authorities of a fitting nurture for all infants under school
age.
"(3) The securing through the Education Authorities of
adequate food for all children of school age.
"(4) The prevention and cure of disease in the school
children by the Education Authorities by means of
School Clinics, Open-Air Schools, etc.

"(5) The prevention of child labour by amendment_of
the-Factory Acts, prohibitionof Street Trading, etc.
"(6) The better education of the children by the
raising of the school age, the establishment o£ day
Continuation Classes, §.ttd the increase of facilities
for Higher Education. "3~
- i

r
~'

The Committee's demands covered virtually every vestige of
the child's well-being, but one can hardly argue that
these demands were unattainable or unreasonable.
the Committee the only spokesman for children.

Nor was
The Na-

tional Society for the Prevention of' Cruelty to Children,
based on the legislation of the Prevention of Cruelty to
Children Act of 1904 and the Children Act of 1908, sought
to protect children from physical and moral neglect or
abuse ...· Its duties were educational as· well as protective,
for the source of "cruelty" was frequentJ,.y ignorance.
While the Standing Joint Committee's Children's Charter
and The National Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to

Children took different approaches to the problems which

39Ibid., p. 20.

confronted children, they were united on one important
point--the services provided were the right of every
child, regardless of social class.
Groups such as the National Association of Boys'
Clubs were concerned not with the provision of physical
necessities, but rather, with

~ocial

development.

School-

leavers faced a difficult period of transition:
The change from school to industry is ruthlessl·Y
complete. From a sheltered world, adapted to his immaturity, he emerges abruptly into the open. His
working hours go up with a. jump from five-and-a.-half"
to eight, nine or more. From work graded to his capacity and intelligence he passes to tasks regulated
by adult standards, ln which he may be subject to
rushes of work or spells of idleness, to severe· physical strain or the stupefying monotony of tending
automatic machines. He may work in an atmosphere of
perpetual noise:, heat or smell, and be governed by a
discipline which, whether it be strict4ar lax, nearly
always seems arbitrary and capricious.
Since only about ten percent of the male population had
an opportunity for schooling beyond the age.of fifteen,
the difficulties which the transition presented were common to a. majority of adolescent males·.

If the individual.

club lived up to the ideals of the N.A.B.C., it wouldpr():vide adolescent boys with an opportunity fo·r recreation,
but athletic activities would be overshadowed by goals of
fitness for manhood, citizenship and work.
Social service, as envisioned by the N.A.B.C., did
40The National Association of Boys' Clubs, Princiiles and Aims of the Boys' Club Movement (London: The .
ational Association ofl3oys 1 ~iubs, .1930), p. 5.
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not seek to rescue hopeless members of society; rather, it
sought to develop the potential of those individuals capable of contributing to society.

A final example of the

new social services can be found in a book published by
the Student Christian Movement, and entitled Social Service:
A Survey of Opportunities.

The volume included an appen-

dix which listed 1?:3 London-based social service agencies·
with which the social service student could associate himself.

Perhaps the most interesting section of the book,

however, was the chapter entitled "Helping Normal People.''
The author, Wilfrid Rowland, defined social service in
terms which had seldom been used previously:
The first thought of service for others is usually directed towards those in most obvious need--for
the destitute and debauched, the disabled and disinherited. Yet there is also a field of service on behalf of ordinary people whose need of help is neither
so plain nor so pressing.41
Such preventive services included everything from nutriti.on
education to child care classes, to the train:Lng of .e:ffec' tive Boy Scout and Girl Guide leaders.
Rowland's approach did not revolutionize the field
of soci·a.l service, but it did serve to .restate the bell.ef
that service consisted of more than drastic emergency efforts; if individuals were reached "early enough" and "edu.;.
cated for survival," later rescue attempts would be less
4lwilfrid T. Rowland, Social Service: A Survey of_
(London: Student Christian Movement., 19~8).,·

Op~rtunities

p.

5.
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necessary and far less frequent.
this chapter will examine

t~e

The final section of

university settlement, a

social service agency which had opted for education over
rescue before such a position became popular.
The university settlement had developed in a framework of "communication through education;" it acknowledged the inequality present in the class system and focused attention on individuals who had suffered because of
this class system.

Its clients were not those persons

provided. for by the Poor Law and private philanthropists.,
but rather, they were the workers who had, for a long time,
received little attention from s9ciety.

Although the

Workers' Educational Association (1903) attempted to assume much of the responsibility for worker education held
previously by the settlements, the university settlements
did not become extinct; their activities were varied and
their concept of education flexible.

New settlements de-

veloped: the University Settlement Bristol,. established in
1911 provided a good example.

Hilda Cashmore, the main

promoter and first Warden of the Settlement had, for seven
years, ··held a position as history tutor at the Day Training
College for Women (Teachers) in Bristol.

In promoting the

new Settlement, she emphasized its close relationship to
the university, a relationship which had persisted since

1884.

According to Hilda .Jennings, Cashmore set up tt'IO

basic goals for the Settlement:
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"(i) To promote the general welfare of the neighbourhood in which it is situated; and
"(ii) To provide a center for th? systematic study of
social and industrial problems .. "Lf..2

.

While one of its predecessors, the Women's University Settlement at Southwark, had earlier sought social work education affiliated with the university, University Settlement Bristol advocated an even closer link:
The Settlement Committee drew up a training syllabus
and pressed the University to provide the theoretical
basis and.establish a Testamun Course in social study.
Miss Cashmore was appointed by the University as tutor
in practical work and tha settlement became the recognised training centre. 3
·
The Settlement had not forsaken a traditional link with
education, nor had it abandoned the community.

Instead, it

envisioned itself as providing the practical training for
such work, but in conjunction with a university.;.based program of theoretical study.
While settlements continued to engage in communityoriented activities, the link between the settlements and
social work education continued to grow.

In a 1921 art.i-

cle entitled What Educational Settlements are Doing 2 the
Educational Settlements' Association viewed this relationship in the following way:

The training of social workers has become a
characteristic fUnction of Settlement work. In this,
of course, the older residential settlements have been
the pioneers. Most of the Universities now have
Schools of Social Science. The Victoria Settlement,
Liverpool, is a recognised centre for students who are
working for their diploma • • • • The relationships between. the Social Science department of the University
of Liverpool and the Beachcro.ft Settlement have become
very close • • • • Woodbrooke has a year's residential
course in the theoretical side of' social science and
is a. recognisfifl school of Birmingham University .for
this purpose.
Although it might be argued that the settlements turned
to the education of' _social workers because the educational
tas.ks previously performed had been assumed by other agencies, such a statement ignores a basic issue: the settlements had begun.with a goal of communication through education.

They used their resources, human as well as finan-

cial, in ways most appropriate to the times. -In 1884,
Samuel Barne:t t ·responded to worldngclass needs for education.

By the end ·or the nineteenth century, ·these needs

were being met, to some degree, by other agencies.

In.:..

stead of decreasing, however, the number of settlements
increased, for the settlements had not _defined education ·
strictly in terms of workingclass education.

Rather, their

broad definition of education was a flexible one which inReleased from the
responsibility for worker education, the settlements could-

eluded allmembers of the settlements.

44Educa.tional Settlements' Association, What Educational Settlements are Doin (London: Educational Settlements Assoc~ation, 19 1 , pp. 15-16~ ·
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turn their attention to those individuals who had joined
the settlements, already

PX:iV:ileg~d

to have attended the

universities, but untrained for the tasks presented them
by this new environment.

The settlemen.ts did not disas-

sociate themselves from workingclass education, but sought
to educate individuals who could facilitate communication

between the worker and the university.
The educational settlements, coordinating bodies
and ind;tvidual agencies, which developed during the period

1904 to 1930, were products of their time.

While they

might have been initiated earlier, they had little choice
but to recognize and react to the legislation, social
philosophy and political realities presented to them by
British society.

The era0f social service defined in

terms of money and aid-in-kind was virtually forgotten.
Its successor, financial help combined with "wise advice,"
was viewed as unrealistic and outmoded.

Financial as-

sistance was now based on the rights of the individual,
rather than his moral condition.

Helpers were admonished

to seek training or to remain outside of the t,'ield of so.

-·

cial work.

The field continued to be flooded with numerous

volunteer workers, who although well-meaning and oftentimes "trained," frequently obscured the social worker's
role and expertise from public view.

Attempts at edu-

cating social workers, however, gained momentum.

While

the settlements had previously served as educational agencies for the workingclass,

~hey

now became field place-

ments for social workers educated at the universities.
Social work needed more than training in techniques for
the delivery of services; i,t had an obligation to ''understand" the society as well as the individual-s it served.
Such understanding implied a knowledge of that society's
history, its political system, economic system and social
system, as well as the ways in which these factors shaped
its citizens.

In addition, social work had to be cogni-

zant of its own beginning, development, successes and
failures.

The university appeared to be the most logical

source for such an education.

The following chapter will

examine the development of -univer_sity-based soc·ial work
education during the period 1904 to 1930.

_,

CHAPrER VI
THE DEVELOPMENT DF' A UNIVERSITY-BASED
SYSTEM OF SOCIAL WORK EDUCATION

1904 TO 1930

;,.
1.

the society in which they developed.

Each system was :rash-

ioned as a response to the particular

needs~·

prejudices of the time.

demands and

Since needs changed, demands be-

came more forceful and prejudices were verbalized, the sysJ

tern for social services., as well as their delivery, could.
not remain static.

The demands of the period 1904 to 1930

were not for alms, nor were they for a friend.

Assistance

during a time o:r need (for example, death 1 illness or unemployment) was viewed as a

right.~

right did not have to be preceded

For many, however, this
by·~

crisis.

The Labour

'··-'

movement, for example, viewed better education as the right
of those individuals previously ignored.
This mpre systematic and expanded type of social
service demanded social workers capable of responding to
these new needs.

While capability had been previously de-
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fined in terms of good intent, it became apparent that
good intentions alone were pot enough.

Workers had to

know how to determine and then deal with their clients'
needs.

"How-to" books and short courses were provided by

agencies, such as the Charity Organisation Society, which
employed these workers; but these aids proved to be insufficient.

The worker, frequently a member of the middle

or upperclass, went into the field with a moderate amount
of practical knowledge (basically, ·some information on interviewing techniques, more on record

~eeping,

and a good

deal. of information.on how he fit into the bureaucratic
structure

~f

the agency).

Moreover, the worker had little

knowledge of the current legislation affecting his clients
and virtually no knowledge of the economic, political and
social factors which shaped the social service system, and
brought him his clients.

While a number of agencies at-

tempted to fill these knowledge gaps, they possessed neither the expertise nor the personnel to do so.

They could

provide good practical training (and a number did}, but
they were incapable of providing

--·

theoret~cal

knowledge.

In their search for this second type of knowledge, a

number of social workers looked to the.institution most
capable of providing political, economic, historical and
social information, which could be integrated· with practical knowledge, and applied to inQ.ividual problems; this institution was the university.

Wlule the precedent for uni-
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versity affiliation with social work had been set during
the late-nineteenth century_ (the settlements represented
a w1iversity response to social problems), it was not until the early-twentieth century that universities developed formal programs for the education of social workers.
While these programs stood as a milestone in the history
of social work as well as social work education, university affiliation had an essential, although pernaps seldom acknowledged, implication: social work education was,
in part, a product of the educational system in which it
developed.

For this reason# it is important to compre-

hend not only the development of programs for educating.
social workers, but also the state of the university system in which these programs developed.

This chapter will

present a brief overview of the development of the modern
universities in Great Britain, a general description of
social work education programs which developed during the .
period 1904 to 1930, and a closer look at some of the spe-'
cific programs forl!lulated by a number of universities.
.

-·

The

Until 1825, the. "ancient" universities, Oxford and.
Cambridge, were the only English universities in existence.•
In 1825, there developed a movement for the founding of the
University of London, an institution aimed at education for
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the middleclass--nonresidential and with moderate fees.
Such a broad-based,institution
. was the only means . through
which many diverse groups--the Liberals, the NonConformists, Roman Catholics, Jews, and those who supported
the scientific and secularist movements and were excluded
from Oxford a.nd Cambridge--could be satisfied.

This insti-

tution, which was to be secular, provoked much opposition
as well as the title of "that godless institution in Gower
St."

In addition, it prompted the proposal of opening a

second institution which included religious. instruction.
King's College, chartered in 1829, opened in 1831, supported by the Tories. and the established Church, was the
result.

London College, supported by the Whigs and the

Non~Conformists,

til

~836

also opened, but it was not chartered un-

(as University College.)

Neither college, how-

ever, had the power of granting academic degrees.

The

University of London, on the other hand, was merely an organization for examining candidates and conferring degrees.
It was not a teaching body, and affiliated colleges had
little relationship with the University. ··The preceding
- -......•

events contributed to the state of unrest in English higher
education.

The Faculty of Medicine, for example, was met

with a _dilemma: many hospitals in London were capable of
providing practical training in medicine and surgery, but
could not provide.. equally effective training in general
science.

The majority of medical students were unable to
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read for a university degree in medicine. 1
versy as to whether the

Un~versity

The contro-

of London was an ex-

amining body or a teaching university continued.
Association for

Pr~moting

The

a Teaching University for London,

established in 1884, suggested that two universities be
created--one for teaching and one as an examining body.
The problem was not settled until 1900, however, when new
statutes were written, with a large number of insti.tutions ·
eventually becoming schools of·the University.
The development of modern universities followed a
rather typical pattern:• • . first the foundation through the generosity·of
one or more private persons, of a College designed to
teach chieflY scientific and technical subjects to the
population of a great industrial town; then its expansion by the addition of a medical school, "faculties" (departments of study) in the humane subjects,
and a department for the training of teachers, and
finally the securing of a Royal Charter, constituting
the College (or a group of College~) a University
entitled to grant its own degrees.
·
This process saw the development of the Universities
of
.
~

Wales, Birmingham, Manchester, Leeds, Liverpool, Sheffield,
Bristol and Reading by the year 1926.

These universities

. 1 This situation parallels, to some degree, the dilemma faced by social workers at the end of the nineteenth·
century; they were receiving good practical training, but
lacked the theoreti~al knowledge obtainable in the university system. While university degrees did not necessarily
assure competence, they did give formal confirmation of
an individual's expertise.

2J. E. Hales, British Edueation (London: Longmans,
Green and Co., 1940), pp. 40-41.
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lacked the prestige of Oxford and Cambridge but were capable of providing a university education of a variety unobtainable at either ancient university.

First~

the

modern universities did not discriminate against women;
while theUniversity of London granted degrees to women as
early as

1878~

it was not until 1920 that Oxford did so.

Cambridge~ however~

continued to corifer only

degrees on women.3

Second, many of the modern universities

11

tit1es" of

were situated in industrial cities, cities which demanded
of its workers a high degree of technical knowledge.

While

technical instruction fit quite easily into the still pliable curriculum of modern

universities~

it could not find

a place in the curriculum of either Oxford or Cambridge.
Third, it was less costly for students to attend the modern
universities; aside from the fact that fees were

lower~

the

situation of these universities in high-population areas
made it more feasible for students to cut expenses by living
at home.

Each of these factors was favorable to the de-

velopment of university-based social work education; the .
majority of social workers were
-

mi~dl~class

women working

---·

in what had always been a very practice-oriented field.
While each of these factors virtually eliminated the pos-.
sibility of social workers being educated at either of the
3rhe woman might be judged as meeting the standard
required for a degree, but could not consider herself a
graduate.
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ancient universities, they did little to prevent access
to the modern university system.

This did

~

mean that

the majority of social workers were to be universityeducated; their number was minute compared to that of
agency-trained workers.

Nor did it mean that social work

education programs would lead automatically to a degree.4
What it did signify, however, was that social work education could be a valid part of the university system.
The f'o].lowing section will take a closer look at social
work•s position within the system of' university education.
Social Work Education Programs
Withiri the. Universities
1964 to .1930
The evolution of social services, from the punishment and philanthropy of the early-eighteenth century to
the increasingly comprehensive government programs and
private "preventive" programs of the twentieth century,
was not a smooth one.

Individuals such as Octavia Hill,

the Webbs, the Bametts, the Bosanquets, and Charles-Loch,
who attempted to reform various aspects of the social
servic~

system, found themselves in opposition to those

4Although social work education drew from disciplines
which, when taken separately, formed the basis for degree
programs, education for soeial work like education for
teaching, wa!3 considered_to be technical rather than academic. In line with this trend of thought, certificates
and diplomas, rather than degrees, were awarded. It was
later assumed, however, that many students would earn de-·
grees before entering a social work program.
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segments of society which felt that reform was either un' .

necessary or impossible.

Despite such opposition, how-

ever, these reformers continued in their efforts and, in
~-

some instances, were eventually joined by the clients who

L
~

were the subjects of these reforms.

i·

The evolution of so.;.

f

~·

r

cial work education faced similar types of opposition.
If, as many believed, social service stood for little more
than providing alms or friendly advice, education for such
service was unnecessary. · Social work education, however,
found itself in an even more precarious position than the
field of social service; for, in many instances, education
for social work was opposed by social workers as well as
the publ:lc.

When formal social work education programs

were established at the be&inning of the twentieth century,
opposition had lessened somewhat; and in the words of
E. J. Urwick, Director of the School of Sociology, the

nee~

for such education was finally beginning to be realized:
It is always gratifying when an unpopular theory
in which one happens tO; believe begins to f:lnd its way
into the fold of orthodox doctrine. There are signs
that this is the case with a.theory which, for more
than a generation, has been held in opposition to the
che~rful· sentimentality of the age; I mean the theory.
that the impulse to do good may, if untrained, lead
stra:lght to evil doing; that the good heart, unschooled
by the good head, will probably f~ll into dangerous
paths--in a word, that training is as.essential for social service as for other kinds of service. Those who
·h~ve fought, with faithful pertinacity, to establish
this doctrine may at last congratulate themselves that
the end of the struggle is in sight. Sensible people,
even the people who write in newspapers, are beginning
to accept it as a commonplace that some experience and
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some knowledge are usefUl adjuncts to the equipment
the rerormer and social worker.5

or

Although pleased with social work education's new-round
acceptance, Urwick felt that contentment with initial

er-

forts would lead to static education· for a dynamic field.
Workers and students alike were evaluated in three essential areas: {1) their ability to formulate a proper attitude, that is, to regard clients as people; {2) their ability to estimate social values, especially, the relative
importance

or

character and comrort; and {3) their ability

to understand societal conditions, particularly
district in which they worked.

or

the

Urwick continues:

To these essentials have been added some knowledge or the recent history or methods or relier and
· administration; some acq~aintance with the selr-guided
efforts of the working classes to raise themselves
above the common vicissitudes of poverty; and some
fam16iarity with the agencies at work at the present
day.
He did not deny that this information was important, but
called it "practical training of a practical age.''

Soci-

ety, however, had become complex; it remained the task
of social work to meet this complexity.

Urwick saw. the

solution, in part, in social work's relationship to the
5Edward Johns Urwick, "A School of Sociology," in
Methods or Social Advance: Short Studies in Social Practice
E.l._~a.rious Authors, ed. Sir Charles S. Loch (London:
Macmillan and Co., Ltd., 1904); p. 180 ..
6Ibid., p. 181.
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newly developed discipline of Sociology.7
social life" examined a

num~er

This "science of

of relationships within so-

ciety, but its students were theoreticians; if social work
became content with being a theoretical discipline, it
would be as one-dimensional as_ the practical training it
sought to improve.

Sociological information, however,

could be valuable if the student applied it to the field of
social work.

Urwick opted for a curriculum which would

concern itself with both, the theoretical and the practical:
Passing by the advantages which would certainly result
from a fuller and more wide$pread understanding among .
educated people, of the science of social life, we will
side with the practical in insisting that there shall
be no divorce between practice and theory.. The chief'
value of social education, from our point of' view,
depends upon its close connection with experience and
practical work. The laboratory must be joined to the
study; the knowledge of principles which is to illuminate our practice must itself be brought to the test
of experience by the learner. In other words, it will
.· not be enough to establish a course of teaching on the
lines of a University curriculum leading up to a degree. This is one. side, but only one, of the necessary training. In close connection with it must be
the practical education, the laboratory work, in so
far as the analogy can be applied to work in which,
while all our efforts are experimental, wilful experiment is the last thing tobe allowed. The student
must study the concrete material to be found in existing social conditions. It is doubtful whether this
can· be done by simple observation; ·at any rate, it will
be done better, and without danger, if he is set to
work in some of the simplest and most natural ways un7It is interesting to note that the program affiliated
with the London School of Economics was, for nine years,
called the School of Sociolo~, not Social Work or Social
Administration.
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der the guidan~e of an experienced administrator or
social worker.ts
Urwick was not a lone crusader in his attempt to formulate
a social work·education program which included the theoretical as well as the practical; a number of individuals
had come to the same conclusion.

It is questionable, how-

ever, whether or not such a program of social work education could have become a reality if the modern universities had not developed along similar lines.

If modern uni-

versities had developed along the same lines as the ancient
universities, social work education,·as well as a.ny.type of
education which emphasized the application_of theory, would
almost inevitably

hav~

been viewed as unworthy of universi-

ty affiliation.
The relationship between education and social. work
seemed to be present at an even more fundamental level.
In a book entitled Social W.ork,
terized social work as ".

w.

Edward Chadwick charac-

something more

-

th~n

-

even the

sum of the efforts to deal in detail with the aggregate of
social imperfections."9

He placed emphasis on the role of

educati-on within the field of social work.

Education was

essential for the worker as well as the client:
The educatiop upon which I would here lay stress
Burwick, "A School of Sociology," pp. 187-188.

9w. Edward Chadwick, Social Work (London: Longma.ns,
Green and Co. , 1909) ,,. p. 10.
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must be directed towards supplying two very pressing
needs: first, the very general want of education or
training in the workers-themselves, which prevents
them from doing much more usefUl social work than they
may be doing at the present time; secondly, the want
of education among those for whom the work is being
done.lO
·
The worker, however, could not "educate" his clients unless
he himself had been educated for his duties:
To-day among both amateur and voluntary social
workers we be~r frequent expressions of disappointment
with the results of their work; they feel they have expended. their strength in vain and to no purpose. The
most usual causes of this want of success and consequent disappointment are! (1) a want of knowledge of the
conditions--of the complexity,, and so of the difficulty
--of the problem they are attempting to solve; and
(2) a want of skill--arising from want o.f training--in
expending their energy to the best possible effect. It
is no exaggeration when we say that a social worker
without some knowledge of the laws of social welfare
and of the conditions ot·social progress l'night be
likened to a man who, without a scientific knowledge of
physical and mechanical laws and forces·, should attempt
to construct a mountain railway. Until. recently it was
doubtless very difficult to acquire either the knowledge or the.training.requisite for usefUl social services. But that is no longe-r so. The opportuni tie.s for
obtaining both. are, or should be, easily available.
Where they are not so, it 1s the fault of those responsible for supplying themselves and others with thi~·
There is certainly no' lack of excellent material.

-

University-based education for social work was one of the
opport~ties

available to at least a portion of the work-

ers who were now told that they had a responsibility to be
educated for their profession.
One might assume that the link between social work
and education, and the development of a number of ur.J.versi tylOibid.

ll!bid., PP• 10-11.
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based social work education programs would automatically
lead to the acceptance of such programs as the norm for
educating all.social workers.

Such an assumption, however,

would occur only if one almost totally disregarded the
nature of English education, especially university education.

While the need for training was recognized, there

existed as many, or perhaps more, reasons for limiting
university-affiliation for social work education as for
expanding this relationship •.
.

The number of university-based programs might be
used as proof for the legitimacy of such an affiliation.
In 1903, the School of Sociology, headed by Professor E. J.
Urwick, was established in London.

This School was to be-

come, in 1912, the Department of Social Science of the
London School of Economics.

The following year, the School

of Social Science was established at the University of
Liverpool.

In 1908, the University of Birmingham regis-

tered "social students" and granted diplomas to successful
students.

It was followed by the University of Bristol

1'lhich .~stablished a testamur cour~e 12 .in Social Study, a.nd
the University of Leeds which offered a. diploma in Social

12A university course after which the studentreceived a certificate from the examiners stating that they
are satisfied with the student's work. See The Compa.c~
Edition of the Oxford English Dictionary (19'71), s.v.
11
Testamur. tt
·

Organisation and Public Service.

In 1911, the Edinburgh·

School of Cookery and Domestic Economy inaugurated a course
in social study, and in 1912, the Glasgow School for Social
study was established.

Although the programs had a similar

goal, that is, the education of social workers, they approached their task in a variety of ways, ways determined
by the idiosyncrasies of the parent university.

At the

University of Bristol, for example, training for social
work was incorporated into the Department of Education.
Elizabeth Macadam, apparently the first individual to systematically study social work education, presented the reasoning behind this decision:
In a s ta.tement by Professo.r Leonard, it is explained
that if a chair of public administration or of some
similar subject had existed in Bristol this would naturally have been chosen, but in the absence of such a
chair the most convenient department on the whole seemed
to be that of Education. The Professor of Education
therefore became responsible to the Senate for the social study testamur, and the Warden of.the University
Settlement _became a member of the staff of the Depart.ment of Educat1on.l3
At Glasgow, on the other hand, the School was headed by the
Lecturer in Social Economics.

·-·While

this lack .of uniformity might be attributed to

formal social work education's "youth," university-based social work education showed little numerical advancement.
In the fifteen-year period between 1903 and 1918, only 269
13Elizabeth Macadam, The Equipment of the Social
Worker (London:. George Allen and Unwin, Ltd., 1925), p. 39.
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students had qualified for diplomas or certificates in social work; thirty-one of the students were men. 1 4 BBsed on
such figures alone, university-based social work education
was a failure, but one must turn to general statistics·on
university enrollment before making such an assumption.

In

the academic year 1919-1920, 17.8 percent (2,243) of the
12,602 women enrolled in some form of higher education were
in programs which awarded diplomas. 1 5 Since many diplomas.
took two years to earn, one might assume that approximately
1,100 women received diplomas

~n

1920.

This figure, how-

ever, included all tea.che'rs trained in dipl.oma. programs.
While. the ·exact number of

so~ial

workers educated in

university-based programs in 1920 has not been established,.
such programs usually produced two or three students in
each university during its first few years, the number increasing as each department became more established.

One

might safely assume that the majority of this figure of 269
were graduated at the end of the fifteen-year period..

In

summary, although ·the figure was small, it is indicative ot
the seneral state ot university

--·

educa~ion

of the period;

university-based social work education reflected the
British educational system's a.tti tude regarding the
1 4rbid.' p. 36.

1990

desir~

ability

o~

easy access to a university education.

While the growth
cation was slow, the
o~

o~

university-based social work edu-

ef~ort

was not abandoned.

such a training program, however,

~orrnidable

~aced

Advocates

a number of

obstacles:

The practical bodies had genuine and not altogether .ill-~ounded fears that the universities were not
in a position to supply the experience which they considered essential. They ~eared that classroom study
would "choke out the real thing," the human approach;
they feared that training removed ~rom the centres of
activity to .the cloistered atmosphere of the university
would inevitably become less applied and realist in its·
bearings. Employing bodies • . . looked for solid
qualities such as capacity for hard work, technical efficiency, tact, a sense of vocation or missionary spirit
(an essential quality especial!~ in the eyes of those
wbo .offered very small salaries), whieh are not necessarily the product of the lecture room. Religious or-.
ganizations, mo£e narrowly segr~gated than at the present time, dreaded secular contacts and feared that the
religious motive. might be stifled by free discussion
and a scientific outlook on social problems.
On the other hand the universities, especially
the ol~er universities, while accepting.the respohsi-·
bility of education for well established professions-law, medicine, the Church, and education--were reluctant to admit the claims of an unfamiliar hybrid occupation even when it clQaked its humble origin under the
dignified title of public or social·administration.
Even the younger civic universities, which opened their
doors to students of architecture, town.planning, engineering, dentistry, agriculture, looked with misgivings
on __:the inclusion of a form of trsfging for so multifarious and ill-defined a career.
While university-based social work education was OJ?posed by
a variety of individuals, for a number of reasons, programs
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continued to grow.

But, more important, there was an at-

tempt made to coordinate the programs already in existence.
Early
o~

a

e~~orts

included a 1910

con~erence

held at the School

Sociology in Lqndon, during which the possibilities

uni~or.m

curriculum and methods

discussed; a similar

con~erence

practical work were

o~

held at· the Woodbrooke. Set-

tlement in Birmingham in 1911; and a
1918 by the Association
Oxford.

~or

Perhaps the most

the establishment

o~

cial Studies in 1918.

~or

con~erence

the Education

signi~icant

o~

held in

Women in

event, however, was

the Joint University Council for So~his

Council patterned

the Joint Social Studies Committee
first constituted in 1916.

~or

itsel~

after

London, which was

The Committee's fUnctions were

as .follows:
• • • to ensure "that there shall be provided adequate
cours.es of" instruction, including practical expe,rience,
for voluntary social workers; to review the provision
actually made by any o~ the constituent colleges of
the University o~ London and by other organizations, and
if these are not sufficient, to take steps 7o secure
any fresh provision that may be necessary. 1
Membership on the Committee was held by a number of independent social workers as well as facul·ty members . of the
-~

London School of Economics {including Professor E.
and Sidney Webb) and King's College .for Women.

J~

Urwick

Sir Cooper
Part•
, p. 4 ..
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Perry was Chairman while Elizabeth Macadam served as Sec.retary.

Although the Committee was dissolved in 1918 (com-

mittee membership lists point to the fact that some individuals were holding positions on the Committee as well as
the Council), i.t published a report .on part-time social
studies programs in London.· And even though its specific
concern was part-time programs, the Committee insisted that
such courses foll.ow the general format of full-time pr9grams; that is, there was to be a balance of academic in...
struction and practical work.

Aeademic instruction was to

include courses. in economic his tory, indus trial his tory,
social economics, social organization and social philosophy.

Practical work was to consist of two parts:
u(l) Actual work 1n connexion with various Organizations for So.cial Welfare tmder Direction. --In order
that the student should understand working-class life
in all its aspects. the practical work was selected from
the following five divisions. In every case, however,
his previous experience was taken into consideration.

"{a.) ·Adult life approached through normal standards,
through Workers' Educational Association, Co-operative
Guilds, Friendly Societie.s, .Labour Organizations,
Welfare Work in Factories, etc.
·
"(b). Problems of Childhood and Adolescence; ·through
Care Cor.pmittees, Juvenile Advisory and Skilled Employment Committees.
'

"(c) Health and Disease, through Care Committees (medical), Health Visiting, Invalid Children's Aid Association, Schools for Mothers.
11

(d) Organization of Social Welfare and Relief of Distress, as Charity Organisation Society, Guilds of Help,
·etc ..
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"(e) Problems of Disablement arising out o:f the War.
"{2) Visits to Institutions of Social Inte.rest.--These
are a necessary corolla.ry to the lectures on social organization, and form a link between the theoretical and
practical. They include institutions connected with:
"(a)

Mun~cipal

Government.

"{b) Administration of Justice, Police
dren' s Courts •

Court~, Chil~

"(c) Conditions o:f Factory Life, Industrial Law, Trade
Unions.
"(d) School Life--Elementary, Continuation, and Industrial.
"(e) Poor Law.
"{f) Hospitals_, Sanitaria, etc.
"(g) Employment Exchanges.
"(h) Housing."l8
While the Committee concerned itself initially with voluntary workers, with a limited amount of time for study, war
conditions increased the number of social workers, salaried.
as well as voluntary, who were in :q.eed of formal training.
The war generated new needs, but it also appeared to be responsible for a more receptive attitude towards social work.
The Committee attributed this interest.to:

(1)

a new concern

for the future and the changes which this futurewould
bring, and (2) the passage of the Representation of the
People Act, which extended the franchise to some women, and

,,

greatly stimulated the sense of responsibility for

18Ibid.,
.
pp. 6-7.
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the future that the war had already awakened among women." 1 9
While the Committee felt tha-t such an attitude would result
in an increase in the number of men apd women entering
formal p·rograms of social work education, it stressed that
University departments of Social Study should be fUlly utilized before "extension centres" were expanded. 20 A "University atmosphere," a better selection of courses, more
heterogenous mix of students, and inducement to extended
study, were the reasons given by the Committee, for this·
position.

The Committee did not reject education schemes

sponsored byvarious organizations, but felt that it was
vital for effective programs to be linked up with the University in some way.
During the period 1916 to 1918, the Committee found
that ninety students took the courses offered by theUniversity and Battersea Polytechnic.

Of this total, however,

only twenty-two presented themselves for examinations; .
twenty students passed.

Although the Committee felt that

the students, all adults and little-experienced in the
examination process, could not always be fairly rated by

·-·

examinations, such examinations (written as well asoral)
were deemed necessary to give the part-time programs the
19Ibid., p. 9.
20wartime demands for social workers trained in

dealing with war pension recipients had prompted the establishment of a part-time course of study at Battersea Polytechnic.
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same academic legitimacy sought by full-time programs.
The life of the Committee was short, but its work
was carried on and expanded by the Joint University Council
for Social Studies, which first met on April 27, 1918.
Like the Committee, the Council sought to organize and
bring a sense of unity to the university-based social work
programs already in existence.

Its first publication,

Social Study and Training in the Universities {1918) presented an outline 'of the Council's position.

Its major

points were summarized as follows:
"(1) Social Study should in some way be asEociated ·
with a University .•

"(2) The subjects of a Social Study course should include:-·
"(a) The historical account of the origin of existing social and economic conditions, with particular stress on the more recent stages of their
evolution.
.
·
"{b) A description of present day social and economic life.
"{c) The analysis of economic facts, together
with an introduction to methods of investigation.
«(d) The discussion of the principles and methods
of social administration, including industrial
law, the functions and organs of local government
and the working of voluntary agencies.
"(e) A philosophical statement and examination of
social
principles, aims and ideals •
. .•
" ( 3) Practical experience in different forms of social
work should be clearly related to the lectures and
should include opportunities of contact with normal
working-class life.
" ( 4) The teaching should be given as far as possible by .
persons who have themselves experience of social administration.

"(5) Provision should be made for post-graduate courses
as well as courses for non-graduate students.
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"(6) General all round instruction and practical experience should in every case precede any form of specialisation both for gr~duates and non-graduates.
"(7) Such schemes of social study should be utilised
for those desiring to enter the public social services."21.
..

· This report provided perhaps the first proposal for a unified system of social work education.

It sought to offer

an integrated course of academic and practical work to a
student body which included salaried as well as

voluntar~

workers, and degreed as well as non-degreed students; at
the same time, it recognized the fact that a social study
course of this type was
gram.

~

a substitute for a degree pro-

Students usually fell into three categories: (1) de-

gree program graduates, (2) experienced workers with little
or no previous academic training, and (3) students seeking
a career for which a university degree was not necessary ..
Furthermore, it

recpg~ized

specialization as valid,

~

only after the student had undertaken a general course,
which included practica.J.. experience in a variety of settings.

{In most instances, .the student spent the first year

in a general, course and the secon_d year. in a special area . . )
By advocating practical experience in a variety of

~ettings,

the Council appeared to be attempting to guard against one
of the

preble~

of agency-sponsored training programs, that

21The Joint University Council for Social Studies,
Survey of Wor~ Duripg the Years 1918-1~35 (London: The
Joint Univers ty Council for §ocial Studies, 1935), pp. 5.-7.
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is, over-specialization which left the worker with little
knowledge of, or ability

to~ork

in, other settings.

Although university-based education continued to
face a number of problems, for example, the superiority of
the degree versus the diploma and certificate, the number
of

university~based.programs

grew.

In 1919, Oxford estab-

lished a certificate course j_I:l social studies, in conjunction with its diploma program in Economics and Politieal· · Science.

During the same year, the Social Studies Depart-

ment was opened at Bedford College {University

or

London).

In 1920, the Dundee School of Social Study and Training
was begun under'the.auspices of the University of St.
Andrews; the program had both day and evening sessions and
awarded diplomas and certificates.

When the Council is-

sued another training report in 1921, the followip.g tnirteen universities were rcepresented: Belfast, Birmingham,
Bristol, Edinburgh, Glasgow, Leeds, Liverpool, London.
(King's College, Bedford College and the London School of
Economics), Manchester, Oxford., St. Andrews, Aberystwytn
College of the University of Wales and. the University Col---·

lege of South Wales {Cardiff).
university-based social work

In essence, it seems as if

education~

with its emphasis

on general skills followed by specialization, promised to
bring to social work at least a degree of the unity so obviously lacking in the field.
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While social work in general continued in the struggle to

de~ine

its

boundarie~,

social work educators seemed

most willing to lead this struggle. 22
the transition

~rom

a variety of short courses to "similar"

university-based education as,
essential.

These educators saw

o~

necessity, gradual but

In the words of Elizabeth Macadam, social work

education in 1925 possessed the potential to move in this
direction:
The aim of the social s~udy movement is to prevent innumerable ad hoc training schemes ~or each separate
aspect of social administration. The social services,
higher or lower, have ~ar too much in common ~or this .
• • • The association with the university gives the
safest guarantee that the training will produce in the
future worker that wide; liberal, and philosophic outlook which we regard as essential to every branch o:f
social service. ·. There is good reason, however, to hope
that the proposed provision o~ less advanced and shortened courses would be only a temporary expedient. Many
departments o:f social service are still in a state of
compa.rati,.e uncertainty. As they crystallize into recognized pro~essions with more assured prospects, there
. can be little doubt that standards of training will rise
and that students will refuse to be content with the
secon~ best .~orms o~ preparation for their future career. 3 ·
·
22Early social work c·ame :from a tradition of diverse

agencies, each with speci~ic objectiv.es and di~ferent de~i
nitions of "social work." lfhe result was a. large body of individuais who, in many instances, had little in common with
one another. Similarly, although the agencies oftentimes
recognized the need for training, their individual differences took preference over any cooperation for education.
The membership in a general organization, possession of a.
common .type of expertise and acceptance of a certain type of
education, which lent a.~ sense of unity to virtually every
other type of "profession 11 was all but absent from the
~ield of social work; the unive.rsity provided the common bond.
2

~cadam, The-Equipment of the Social Worker,
pp. 74-75.

r

I
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Although university-based social work education assam•d
that some information was to be common to all social workers~

it did not reject the idea of specialization.· Move-

ments such as the. Child Guidance

Movement~

which was intro.·
.

duced to Great Britain from the United States in 1927 ~ .,
wanted specialized social workers who were familiar

with~

the body of theory and practice developed by those medical
and psychological specialists who worked with "disturbed''
children.

The. London School of Economics was the first

university to respond to this specialized need.
Another special need for which workers were to be
trained was welfare work. ·Although "welfare workers" were
employed prior to the
.factories~

war~

the influx of women into the

..

especially munitions

factories~

between the

years 1914 and 1918 greatly increased the demand for these
individuals.24

Adequately trained women, however, were

dif.ficult to find.

In 1917, two con.ferences were held in

order that a solution might be worked out.

The first con-

ference was ·converted by the Joint Social Studies Committee
.for London and directed towards
-·

versify departments of social

repres~ntatives

~ork;

of uni-

the second was con-

vened by the Home Office, and attended by University rep24rn evidence given in 1892 before the Roya.l Commission on Labour, it was urged that factories which employed a nu::nber of women were also to employ a woman in a
position of "authority" who would handle the women workers'
questions .or complaints about diScipline, health and sanitation.
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·resentatives and others interested in the Government's.
stance on this issue.

Altho~gh

the same war conditions

which created the problem also disrupted the solution
{the placement of welfare work specialization into university departments of social
Institute~

work)~

the Welfare Workers'

formally constituted as a professional associa-

tion in 1919, insisted that members possess a certificate
or diploma f'rom an "approved" training institution. 2 5 In
most instances, the university was considered to be the
most logical agent.

In a 1921 report issued by the Joint

University Council for·social

Studies~

welfare work cur-.

riculum. was one of the topics discussed:
We are in agreement ·With the view that candidates for
welfare work should receive the regular training for
social workers,.with certain options in the second
year, and consider that in the first year there should
be as little specialisation as possible.26
Specialization in the second year included courses in Industrial Law, Business Organization, and Industrial Problems; practical work in the second year was to be under the
tuition :of an individual who had an extensive amount of
welfare experience.
While "specialization" ·had always been a trait of
social work (even the very early charities were set up to
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meet specific needs or serve ·certain groups of people),
the universities gave a sense
.. of legitimacy to this concept.· University-based social work education honored the
British tradition of specialized social services, but demanded a common base of knowledge from its students.

In

this sense, social workers were specialized first in the
type of skills they possessed, and then with regard to the
type of client they served.
While the university-based social work education
system of 1930 continued to be viewed with some distrust
from virtually every quarter, i t
part of the university.

h~d

become a .permanent

Loose definitions.of "social

study" would prompt departments of social science to provide courses for various sectors of the British population,
and turns in the economy would threaten programs, but the
commitment to social work education within the university
system had been made.

The following section w1.11 examine

the adoption (and adaptation) of social work education by
several universities.

-·

Specific University Res~onses to the
Educational N~e s of
Soc·ial Workers

The first British university to "formally" associate
itself with social work was the University of Liverpool.
Edward Gonner, Professor of Economics at Liverpool, representatives of the Victoria Settlement for Women, and the
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Liverpool Central Relief and Charity Organisati,on Society
joined together in the estab;t.ishment of the School of Social
Science in 1904.

According to Elizabeth Macadam, an early

faculty member, the relationship was ;'questionable," to say
the least:
It must be admitted that the connection of the School
with the University in those early years was rather
that of a poor and uninteresting relation than an honoured member of the University family group. The School
· had its own executive committee, it arranged its c~r
riculum and conducted its examinations independently o~
University control; it raised its own· fUnds, with considerable difficulty; its students were not registered
students of the University, and the lectures given by
members of the staff were entirely voluntary on their
part .27
.
.
While social work might not have entered ·the university at
the status level which social workers had aspired to, the
university did appear to make an effort to "present" the
program which did exist.

In the 1905 Calendar, the pro-

gram's purpose was defined:
The School of Training for Social Work in connexion with the University has been established with the
object of providing an opportunity of systematic .study
and training for those already engaged, or anxious to
engage in, a,ny o.f the ma.ny forms of social and charitable work.~~·
Five individuals were listed as faculty· members, and each
dealt with a specific subject area {three of the members
were from other departments).

They were as follows:

27Macadam, -The Equipment of the Social Worker, p. 34 •.

28The University of Liverpool, Calendar 1904-1905
(Liverpool: The University of Liverpool, 1904), p. 336.
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Social Ethics--Professor J. MacCunn (Philosophy)
.Practice of Charity--Rev. C. J. Rogers
Civic Administration--Miss Eleanor Rathbone
History of Administration--Ramsay Muir (Modern History)
Social Economics--Prof. E. C. K. Gonner (Economic
Sc1ence)29
The complete course, which cost

~1

ls for two terms, con-

sisted of lectures, classes and expeditions, and practical
work.

Lectures and classes, however, were open to any

person willing to pay 5s per term.

The program for that

year consisted of ten lectures by Prof. Gonner on "Society
and its Economic Functions," ten lectures by Rev. Rogers on
"Poverty and its Remedies," five lectures by Miss Rathbone
on "The Corporate Life of a Great City," and five lectures
by Prof. MacCunn on "Social Obligations."

Special evening

lectures on "Needs·of Social Work," nThrift," and "German
and American Systems of Poor Relief" were also sponsored.
Most practical work was undertaken at the Liverpool Central
Relief and Charity Organisation Society.
While the program continued to provide for the needs
of social workers, the obligation to also meet the needs of
other resi.dents of Liverpool seemed to be taken seriously
by the-University.3°

In line with this responsibility, the

School of Training for Social Work provided a series of
2

9Ibid~

30Professor Ramsay Muir, who lectured in the School
of Training for Social Work, was responsible for the establishment of a. University Extension Society at Liverpool in
1899·
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lectures which it felt would be beneficial to those· individuals involved in friendl;y societies, cooperative societies and thrift societies.

Courses of lectures con-

tinued to be open to individuals other than those enrolled
in the entire program (which had soon established a certif'
icate for students successfully
completing the one-year

course).
Although the university participated in the adulteducation movement, one would find little reason to state
that social work education had suffered as a result.
~;fact,

it appears to have prospered.

o:tfering a two-year course of study.

ln

By 1910, the School was
The progra..lTl continued

to consist of lectures, classes and practical work, but the
pace of the work appeared to intensify, and the social woEk
faculty grew.

In 1912, there were nine class categories

(Social Ethics,_ Social Economics, Social and Industrial
History, Aspects of the Social Problem, Poor Law History and
Administration, Local Administration,.The State and Education, Social Psychology and The Town and. its. Problems) and
nine faculty members.
was

gr~ted

A diploma,

rath~r

than a certificate,

to students who successfully completed _the pro-

gra.!Jl •.
While the School was initially concerned with a basic
.

'

education for social work, the move towards specialization
was not ignored·.
of 1915-1916:

According to a statement in the Calendar
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This specialised training must of necessity vary according to the type of work to be undertaken subsequently. The School, being in close touch with social
movements and practical wo1..k of different kinds, is
able to offer opportunities of combined academic study
and practical ex~erience suited to the varying needs
of the students.31
.
The School appeared to be well-suited to.provide training
for social workers who wished to work in the health f'ieHd;
special courses were undertaken with the School of' Hygiene,
and medical social work was to be an end result.
The f'irst decade of' the twentieth century saw the
expansion of' the School's program of' social work education,
but the end of' the second decade proved to be even more

-

signif'icant to social work education's acceptance as an internal part of' the University.

In 1917, the School was

fully incorporated into the University, and the following
· actions resulted:
• • • A University Board of Social Studies was constituted wi.th the following members: the Vice-Chancellor,
the Dean of the Faculty of' Arts, Professors of Bacteri·
ology, Hygiene, Philosophy, Civic Des.ign, Economics,
Education, Geography, Mediaeval and Modern History,
Lecturer in Methods and Practice of Social Work, with
the Wardens of the University Settlements and other
persons of appropriate knowledge and experience, not exceeding one-third of the total number of the members of .
the_.Board. The .composition of this· Board is stated in
full because it bore evidence to the realization of the
fact not fully grasped previously that "social stuqies"
embraced widely different aspects of university
teaching. Under the new arrangement the diploma. hitherto issued by the committee of the School beca:ne a diploma of th~ University Ol?en to students of graduate
3lunivers1ty of Liverpool, Calendar 1915-lt16
(Liverpool: University of Liverpool, ·19i5), p. r6.
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standing [italics mine] and the appointment of teachers and other matters connected with the School became
subject to the confirmation of the Senate. In addition to the diploma, the·University offered a certif-icate course for non-graduates.32
Without relinquishing its responsibility to individuals
other than social workers who wanted a "social educati"on,"
the University had placed social work education in a "respectable" position.33

Courses and lectures were joined

by at least three hours per week of tutorial instruction.,_
and written as well as oral examinations and observation,
were used as criteria for successful course completion.
By 1926, the Department had once again expanded to a
School, but not for the reasons of status which had previously kept it separate:
The Liverpool School of Social Sciences and Administration comprises four departments of the Faculty of Arts
--Economics, Commerce, Geography and Social Science.
These departments retain their independence, but have
been grouped together under a Common Board to achieve closer ~ooperation between essentially cognate subjects. 3 Programs in the School included: a Certificate in Social _
Science, a Diploma in Commerce, Geography or Social Science,
a

~.A.

(Ordinary Degree) in Economics,

~eography

or Social

32Ma.cadam, The Equipment of the Social Work~r; p. 40.
33The desire that diploma co~rse students be university graduates ended to some degree, the tendency to
characterize social work students as irtdivi.duals who were
either too lazy or too dull to pursue a degree.
_
34university of Liverpool, Calendar 1926-lt27
(Liverpool! University of Liverpool, 1926), p. 2 4.
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Science, a B.A. (Honours) in Economics, Geography or Social Science, and a M.A. in.the same subjects.

In addi-

tion, agencies could reques·t that the University present a
course of lectures to the agency's workers.

In summary, it

appears that the University of Liverpool recognized the .need
for well-educated social workers, but was unable to do so
without ignoring the needs of the community which had played
a large role in its growth.
Another of the early attempts at formal social work
education w.as begun at the University of Birmingham.

In

1905, an executive committee of the University fashioned an
evening course in social work.

Consisting of twenty-five

lectures, the course offered neither a certificate nor a
degree; no practical experience was included.

In 1908,

the course became a day course and students were able to
attend some of the lectures attended by degree students.
nvisits of observation" were added, and students who sue-·
cess fully completed the year's work were awarded a diploma •.
Two years later, the Social Study Committee, consisting of
professors as well as settlement leader-s, was instituted.
·-'

Practical work was extended and oral examinations in this
area were used.

Like Liverpool, Birmingham responded to the

call for specialization; in 1917 a set of special lectures
was arranged for those students who wished to become welfare
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workers. 35
In 1920, the program qpted .for a two--year, full-time
course of study.

Several years later, it joined with the

Commerce Department to become the Faculty of Commerce and
Social Science.

Course work, however, respected the.sug-

gestions made by the Joint University Council .for Social
Studies, and courses were, in .fact, quite similar to those
offered in Liverpool.
While it appears that the majority of universitybased social work programs were, from the beginning, legitimate social work programs, this was not always the
case.

Bedford College's Department o.f·Socia.l Studies rose

.from the ashes of the Hygiene Program.

This

progra~,

which

had originally been instituted for the purpose of training
workers 1.n the Department of Public Health, failed to attract more than twelve students a year.36

While the. De-

partment of Hygiene was replaced by the Department of Social Studies, hygiene remained the College's specialty;
Bedford College concentrated on training Health Visitors.
Certificates were awarded to students who successfully com35winifred E. Cavanagh, Four Decades of Students in .
Social Work (Birmingham: Research Board, Faculty of commerce
and Social Science, University of Birmingham, 1950), pp .., 1~2,.
36Marga.ret Tuke, A lUstor . of Bedford Colle e for
,
Women 1849-1937 (London.: Oxforc.t niversi y Press, 19
pp. 232-233-
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pleted the course.3 7
The .final example which will be examined is-the social
work program established at the London School o.f Economics
o.f the University o.f London.

The School of Sociology, as

stated previously, was an outgrowth o.f the C.O.S. Committee
for Social Education, which was in turn the descendant o.f
the Joint Lectures Committee (a team effort on the part of
the Women's University Settlement at Southwark, the Char.;.
i ty Organisation Society a..n.d the National .Union of Women
Workers).

Its director, Mr. E. J. Urwick, took a

loglcal··approach to social work.
speculate about this

choice~

socio~

Although one can merely

and the degree to which it was

followed,38 such a position would make the School attractive to the founders of the London School of Economics.
The Fabian Socialists were in obvious opposition to the
\

haphaza.rd type of social work which existed during the
nineteenth century.

If social workers could be "properly"

educated, they would work for societal change, rather than
continuing with a patchwork approach.

On the surface, the

·3Vsince Bedford College had been established in part
as a teacher training institution and had also trained public
health workers; little precedent had been set .for the
awarding of degrees.
38After a thorough search of the materials held by the
London School of Economics, the archivist of that School
concluded that the material has either been misplaced or destroyed. Marjorie Smith encountered the. sa.me difficulty in
1952. It is also interesting to note that the School is
not mentioned in the Calendar u~til 1912.
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L.S.E. Department of Social Science and Administration,
financed until 1923 by the Ratan Tata Foundation, had a
purpose stated in terms similar to those of any other
university-based social work program, that is, prospective
social workers were. to be trained in a progra.."ll. which united theoretical and practical knowledge, but L.S.E. seemed
to place a greater degree of
change.

emp~asis

on potential social

Courses of lectures given in 1912 included:.

"TYPes of State Assistance,"

~Recent

Social Movements,"

"Recent Social Reform," and "Working Class Lire. n39

Stu-

dents were also advised to take courses in economics, _economic history, statistics, law, politics, pubJ.,ic administration, and sociology.

Students who successfully com-

pleted a year's work were awarded a .certi:fi.cate.
certificates lacked the status of

de~rees,

While

the number of

certificates awarded by the Department during the years
1912 to 1932 rose steadily.

During this period, a total. of

708 Social Science Certificates were awardedi this accounted for approximately one-third. or the total number of
degrees, diP:lomas and certificates aw&!ded during this

period~·4o

Percentages of social work students at .other uni.-

39The London School of Economics and-Political Science
of the University of London, Ca.lendal;' 1912-1913 (London·: The
London School of Economics and Political Science of the Univ~rsity of London, 1912), p. 83.
40The London School of Economics and Political Science,
Reg!ster 1895-1932 {London: The London School of Economics
and Political Science, 1934), p. xv.
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versities did not even come close to meeting this figure.
Although the Departmeqt did not dilute its approach
to the study of society, it did not fail to respond to the
need for "specialu knowledge.

By 1930, it .had instituted

a "Course for Social Workers in Mental Health."

While

this move lagged behind the acceptance of psychiatry by
other nations, notably the United States, it is symbolic
of the flexibility which characterized British universitybased social work education. .While virtually every university that instituted such a program.brought a greater
degree of realization to the late-nineteenth-century desire
f-or the amalgamation of theory and practice; and the Joint
University Council for Social Studies broug.ht unity to those
universi.ty-based programs, each program was, in large part,
a product of the particular university system in which it
resided .. Universities such as Liverpool, which were intensely involved in adult education, provided education for
social workers, but in no way. excluded workingclass citizens·interested in "social study."

Schools such as Bedford

College reshaped . but did not abandon, a. program which had

·-·

fallen into obsolescence.

The London School of Economics,

on the other hand, saw the Department of Social Science and
Administration as a practical experiment in peaceful, but
substantial, social change.
To dismiss the advances made by social work education
during the period 1904 to 1930 as minimal, is to take them
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out of the context of education in general.

Within a

period of twenty-six years, .social work had moved from a
system of haphazard agency-based education to universitybased education.

The modern universities, which had been

comparatively favorable to the entrance of social work into
the formal educational system had, through their own idiosyncrasies, placed restrictions on the.type of social work
education that could develop.

A study which ignored the

first factor would have a difficult time accounting for the
appearance of a rather large number of social work programs
within a short pe.riod of time.

On

the other hand, a study·

which ignored the· secoild factor would be unable to account
for social work's continued insistence on specialization •

.!

CHAPTER VII

.

CONCLUSION
This historical study has examined the development
of university-based social work education in Great Brit&iti
between the years 1880 and 1930.

University-based social

work education in Great Britain was peculiarly British; a.l- .
though British social work had "exported" many of its agen;.,.
cies, such as the Charity Organisation Society and the settlements, and would import American and Canadian concepts
of casework, education for social work was a product of
more than social agencies.

Just a.s the social agencies

were responses to the nee-ds of society at a particular.
point in time, social work education was a response to the
needs of the workers within these agencies.

An additional

factor, however, came into play: the development of social
work education wa.s determined, in part, by the educational
system in which it resided.

University-based social work

education became a·reality because society "demanded" it
and

th~.

educational system encouraged 1 ts development.

Any .

study which disregards either of these factors will arrive
at distorted conclusions about how and why universitybased social work education began, grew, and became a permanent part of university education.
A studyof social service prior to 1800 reveals a
208
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An individual in distress

relatively simple structure.
could seek outside help

fro~

two sources: the government

and members of the upperclass.

The government might sup-

ply him with indoor or outdoor. relief, governed by the provisions of the Poor Law of 1601.

Private citizens, on the

other hand, might give him money or aid-in-kind such as
clothing, food or shelter; the
. "pattern" of such assistance,
however, was determined entirely by the benefactor's sense
.

of obligation as well as his estimation of the recipient's
merit.

The indigent were locked into this non-system of

assistance; society had created it, and allowed the client
no means of escape--even if educat;onal aspirations existed, the educational system did not allow for their fulfillment.
A study oC social services after 1800, on the other
hand, b.ecomes increasingly complex with each decade studied.
The government response to the needs of the poor became
less liberal; the Elizabethan Poor Law was replaced by the
Poor Law of 1834 which virtually forced the destitute to
choose between the dehumanizing workhouse and starvation •
.

·-·

The harsh nature of the Poor Law was criticized by its
"victimsn but attempts at compensation came from a number
of areas.

Some members of the upperclass continued to ap-

pease the poor {and in some instances, their own consciences) with sporadic gifts of money a....l'ld .aid-in-kind, but
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a new type of assistance was also being given.

Working on

the assumption that monetary aid and aid-in-kind served only
to mask, not alleviate poverty, members of the upperclass
began to offer the poor "wise" advice, ranging from lessons
in nutrition and hygiene to
behavior.

gu~des

for socially-acceptable

Although this system of social service main-

tained that the poor needed more tha..Yl financial help, it
continued in a tradition that accepted, as a matter of
fact, benefactor superiority_a.nd client inferiority.

The

beginning of the nineteenth century, however, also saw the
formalization of a new type of assistance: self-help movements.

Although an

e~ement

of·· self help had been present

in lowerelass British society prior to this time, it
not until the 1830s that friendly societies were

w~s

orga..Yli~ed;

they wert:! followed by the development of' cooperative societies in the 1840s.

This development was significant in

at least two ways: (1) the poorer members of society proved
themselves capable of organizing to provide for some of
their own needs--they were not totally dependent on the
upperclass; and (2) the benefactors were shown that life

·-·
which was one step above starvation was not to be graciously embraced by the poor.

In the 1860s, the Poor Law and self-help movements
continued in the tradition in which they had begun. Voluntary social service, however, developed in a variety of
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directions.

Private philanthropy, that is, monetary aid

and aid-in-kind,! was in no \'{ay abandoned.

Nor did "wiserr

advisers give up their mission to teach the poor, but they
were joined by·individuals who
sistance and advice were

~elt

that

insu~~icient.

~inancial

One such group led

by Octavia Hill viewed decent housing, cared
~or

by the poor (under the

supervision.o~

tors) as the key to assistance.

as-

and paid

~or

Hill's. visi-

Although Hill's plan was

an important initiative to remedy the problem

o~

poor

housing {the government did not take any action until 1884
when. the Royal Commission on Housing was formed), it also
'

assumed that the visitors.who were to

sta~~

the plan would

be trained. ·
Training was also the concern
the system

o~

tion Society.

o~

another segment

voluntary social work--the Charity OrganisaFormed in 1869, the C.Q.S. envisioned it-

self as a body which would bring some semblance
zation to the wide array
time.

o~

o~

o~

organi-·

charities. in existence at the

It assumed that clients should receive assistance

which was appropriate to their needs as well as thei.r. ability to provide

~or

these needs.

This determination of ap•

propriateness, however, could be made only
ough investigation of the client.

a~ter

Investigation could

only be undertaken by a trained investigator;
·was to achieve its objective,

~t

a thor-

i~

the

had to be staffed by

c.o.s.
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trained investigators.
While Hill and the C.G.S. added to voluntary social
work's scope (in terms of' the type of service rendered),
they made a commitment to some form. of social work training.

It appears at the present time that neither the

w~de

range of services offered nor this commitment to training
have been disregarded.
Hill's housing scheme and the

c.o.s~

continued to

develop, but they were joined.by other social service efforts, efforts which were the result of' societal changes.
The workingclass, which had begun in th.e . early-nineteenth
.

-

.

..

·-

century to meet its own needs through self-help movements,
began demanding he1p from society.

A large percentage of

this assistance was defined in educational terms.

Al-

though the government responded with such measures as the
Forster Education·Act of' 1870 which made the promise of
universal elementary education, and the University Extension Movement begun in 1873 made university education
at least a remote possibility f'or members of the workingclass .....and
women, neither social service clients nor their
•
representatives were satisfied.

Groups.such as the Fabian

Society wanted'a non;..revolutionary redistribution of' the
rewards of society.

The fact that all citizens of' British

society had similar needs was beginning to be verbalized.

The growth of the Fabian Society did not stand as an
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isolated effort to right societal wrongs.

A response also

came from the universities .. Toynbee Hall, begun in 1884
by Samuel Barnett, was the first in a long line of settlements which brought the university face-to-face with a
troubled society.

This response was made possible, in

part, because the mod€rn universities were situated in industrial cities; they could not escape the problems which·
surrow1ded them.

The involvement of the university set-·

tlements gave social service an even broader definition and
presumed a different type of relationship between worker
and client.

A settlement approach, based on education.

through companionship, viewed all·parties on a somewhat
equal footing; that-is, each possessed a. uniqueness which
could be communicated to the other.

In addition, the set-

tlement worker's university education had presented him.
with a theoretical view of society; work in the settlement
"actualized" the economic., sociological,

politica~

torical information which he had acquired.

and his-

In an attempt to

integrate these two types of information, the settlements
established. lecture programs for its workers.

The first

-

such program was established in 1892 by the Women's .University Settlement at Southwark..
as the

c.o.s.,

Sett~ement--the

Other organizations such

which also stressed training, joined with the
result being the creation of the Joint Lec-

tures Committee in 1897 and the Committee for Social Edu-
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cation in 1901.
The settlements initially intended to extend educational opportunities to the lowerclass.
ho~ever,

Their efforts,

were being surpassed by groups such as the Work-

ers' Educational Association.

While lowerclass children

were finally beginning to benefit from legislation affecting elementary education, their parents were utilizing
the

exis~ing

agencies of adult education and organizing

educational programs which would best meet their needs.
The settlements did not abandon their educ.a.tional work
within the community, but turned a greater portion of their
attention to the education of social workers.
The first decade of the twentieth century saw the
growth of social s-ervice.

The gove.rnment established the

Royal Commission to study poor relief in 1905--although the
Commission's Reports did not foster legislation, they did
point to the :f'act that the system of poor relief created by
the Poor Law of 1834 was totally ineffective in twentiethcentury Great Britain.

Legislationsuch as the Old Age

PensiOJ1S Act of !908 and the National Insurance Act of 1911
demonstratedthe commitment of the government to meeting the
basic financial needs of its citizens.

While such legis-

lation merely foreshadowed the measures which would eventually lead to Great Britain's welfare state status, this
legislation did a great deal to shape the. development of
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social work as well as social work education.

Social

workers could be helpful to.the client if they were aware
of what the client was entitled to by virtue of his British
citizenship, and what additional needs the client manifested, which were not being met by government programs.
Early

~oc:l.al

workers had demonstrated that needs

could be defined in a number of

ways~

This point . of view
.

led to the creationof a number of-social work speciia.lties.
While some

o~

the "specialization" borderedon t:Qe ridicu-

lous, such specialization as hygiene and hospital social
.work and·work with factory laborers attracted a large
ber of pot·ential social workers.

num~

This new specialization,

however, demanded_ a broader knowledge base.

Early hospital

almoners, for example, were initially expected to determine
the patient's ability to pay for his hospital care.

Medical

social workers, on the other hand·, were expected to master
the

technique~

of social work as well. as a knowledge-of

hospital administration and basic problems encountered by
· patients who entered the hospi.tal.
The most obviou.s agent of such an education was the

-·

university; while it possessed the ability to provide the
social work student with a general· knowledge of society, it
was also responsible for the education of those professionals who would be in frequent contact with the social
· worker.

Unlike the ancient universities of Oxford and
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Cambridge, the modern universities were willing to define
education in broad terms.

The university settlement work-

ers had made a commitment to the field of social work education, and university faculties were willing to assume
this commitment.

University settlements, which had at one

time been a primary source of training for social work,
were to become key field placements for the practical aspect of social work education.

By 1930,

tw~lve

universi'-

ties had established programs for the education of social
workers.

Although these programs had a common identity

(each belonged to the ·Joint University Council for Social
Studies.· and Public Administration, and as a result, was
committed to a similar core program for general social work
prescribed by the Council) each was shaped by the university in which it resided.

Programs such a.s the one at the

London School of Economics followed the School's research
orientation and social perspective, and took an approach
which emphasized social administration and policymaking.
Other programs, such as the one at Bedford College), followed in the footsteps of another department'· in this par-·--·

ticular case the Hygiene Department.

Programs located in

the universities of industrial cities such as Liverpool re-:
sponded to the needs of factory workers, a primary concern
of the university.

By 1930, British universities had committed them-
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selves to the education of some social workers.
the number of programs

woul~

Although

continue to increase, many

social workers would continue to be agency trained.

A

recent article in The Times Higher Education Supplement

1

stated that half of all social workers would hold professional qualifications by the 1980s.

Although· such quali-

fications were not equated with a university degree, they
did presume a university certificate or diploma obtained
after a two-year course of study {reduced to one year lf'
the student had a degree in the social sciences.)
British social work, in response to an increasingly
socially-oriented society,

h~d

eXpanded to an almost unbe-

lievable degree between the years 1880 and 1930.

While the

government or late-nineteenth-century Great Britain set up
programs to deal with specific social problems such as
housing and unemployment, government programs during the first three decades of the twentieth century focused on additional but less problematic needs;. the welf'are state as
such was not yet created, but its foundation was laid.
Great Britain might have rejected an out-and-out embrace of
-·

socialls~,

but its leaders instituted the. first. of many pro-

grams designed to meet virtually
from health care to holidays.

.!ll. of its citizens' needs,

These massive government-

1 "Half of' Social Workers to be Qualified by 1980s,"
The Times Higher Education Supplement (Lond_on), 6 August
1976, p. 20.
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sponsored programs joined with the numerous private programs already in existence to form the most encompassing
social service program in a country which still accepts the
idea of private property.
$uch programs demanded financing and manpower--in
order to function effectively, workers had to have some
knowledge of the

pol~tical-economic

eral scheme (since such

~gh

rationale of the-gen-

expenditure met with demands

for an- explanation), as well as the workings of their
specific program.

The worker needed a qualified source for

such information; this source was found in the university.
The nature of British education, especially university education, did not allow for as rapid an increase in universitybased social work education programs, but an increase in
the number of programs designed for this task

de~onstrated

the university's commitment to social work education.
While British social work and social workeducation
are "peculiarly" British, a study of their development has
implications for the study of social work and social work
educat~.on

systems of other countries. ·.The British system

began with a unique combina_ti.on of factors: a very early
government commitment to deal with the problem of poverty
(.the Poor Law of 1601); a diverse assortment of private
charities supported by the upperclass; rather early and increasingly better-organized attempts at self help (first
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the

~riendly

and cooperative societies and later, the

Labour Movement); a shi~t ~rom·a laissez-~aire to a semisocialist philosophy (both within the

~ramework o~

archy); an educational system which evolved

~rom

a mon-

an upper-

class privilege to a classless demand (although its actual
equality remains in question); and a. university system
which included degree courses at Oxford and Cambridge,
degree, certificate and diploma courses at the modern W1iversities and non-credit courses

~rom

a variety of sources.

And yet, it was the combination of these factors, not one
factor alone, which made British social work unique.
Prussia had begun with a much more comprehensive system

o~

government programs; Canada and Australia . had adopted many

ot Britain's private charity measures; the United States
rejected the concept of welfare.state, but embraced the programs which implied the title.

Each of the factors was

present in a.t least one country besides Great Britain, but
only Great Britain felt the presence of all.

The pressure

· created by the interaction of these factors could not be
ignored--i~

the response had not come

f~om

a. feeling of com-

mitment~·to humanity, it would have come out of ~ear (the

workingcla.ss,

~or

example, could virtually immobilize

British society by striking).

British leadership (political,

social and educational) had opted to meet £1:11 basic needs,
plus additional, non-essential needs; its definition of
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social service had to be equally broad.
While each country defines its needs differently it
must in the end, define these needs as well as ways of
meeting. them; it must design its own system of social work.
In a socialist country, for example, needs a:re frequently
defined by government leaciership alone; citizen demands
are viewed as threats, and individual needs are nonentities.
Such a system.6f social work needs administrators, not
caseworkers; a.n education for such social' webrk': :rocuses ·on
administration.
States, on the

In countries such as C&nade. and tl1e United
oth~r

hand, needs are divided into two cate-

go·ries : s·ocia.l ana individual.

Social needs a..re usually

met by broad programs, staffed by administrators (who might
be social workers).

Individual needs, on the other hand,

are dealt with on a one-to-one basis by social workers.
While training programs are .available for administrators,
the majority of social workers aretr8.1ned to meet individual needs.
The country might borrow from another nation, but it
cannot s.dopt.a. social.service system without.in some way

-·

adaptin&

it~

The settlement, for example, was adopted by

the United States, but then adapted to meet the needs of
American.society; the imrnigrant, not the indigenous workingman, was the primary focus of the Americansettlement.
In much the same way, systems.of social work educe.-
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tion set up to meet the needs of social workers must adapt
to the educational system ia which they seek residence.
The British and American systems provide an example.
While the British university system permitted an earlier
entry of social work educati.on (under the influence of the
university
level.

settle~nts),

such education was not at a degree

The social work student earned a diploma otJ a cer-

tificate, and was not expected to take a degree prior to
social work study.

While the social work student of the

present usually completes a degree before entering a certificate or diploma program, this is not always the case.
The American university system, however, had eodopted the

German gra.d1.1ate school; while .early social work education
was unsuccessfUl in (and perhaps not desirous of) university affiliat1.on, present-day programs a.re established in
universities as graduate schools of social work.

Under-

graduate programs are an important aspect of social work
educati.on, but the Mast-er of Social Work degree. is demanded
for many positions.
Taking these factors into consideration, countries

-·

.

designing systems of social work and social work education,
'·

as well as foreign "experts" urtdertakihg this task., must
examine the historical dev:elopment of a definition of so•
cietal needs, the forces which meet these needs and the
educational system's willingness to educate these agents
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of change.
pendent

This task is especially crucial in newly inde-

countries~

c9untrie~

which previously have had so-

cial service systems and educational programs imposed on
Independence usually creates new

them.

calls for deciding budget priorities.

needs~

but also

A country with a

limited income would probably meet those needs most crucial to its survival; social service defined in terms or
·sophisticated.services such as comprehensive health care
(including psychiatric help) is not a priority.

Further,

in a country where elementary education is limited, uni~ersity

education is usually unobtainable for all but key

government leaders. ·Disagreements with rormor rulers
might even decrease the university-access enjoyed previously.

In such a

system~

social work. education is virtually

nonexistent in the country; if' it is obtained outside or the
country, it is frequently inappropriate (there is virtu ...
ally no evidence to suggest that schools or social. work
make any effort to teach about the social service systems
of other countries) •
. The
_.. field of the history of social work education
.....

is vastly underdeveloped.

Social worke'rs are trained to

look to the future; they are rarely encouraged to remember
the past.

And yet, whether one studies British, American,

Canadian, or any other system of social work, it becomes
apparent that the basis for each system was set long before
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any formal program developed.

Urban renewal, a definition

of "poverty line" and goverrunent-created jobs are among the
many "ne'\-r 11 ideas which were present dur:Lng the nineteenth
century--they are not twentieth-century creations (although they are frequently regarded as such).

Solutions

\

to social problems are rarely new; rather, they are reworded and restructured to conform to contemporary society--they remain, however, historical products.
In much the same way, social work education programs
are products of history as well as the educational system.
In Great Britain's case, social work education was promoted
long before it was formalized--the modern universities accepted it, but made it conform to the requirements of
British university education.
A lack of interest in social work education by social
worke.rs as well as educators presented the .author w1 th a
limitation: the literature dealing with the history of social work education is minimal.

Most universities possess

little more than academic calendars which include an outline

o~.

social work programs; while we· know how programs

were formally set up, the individuals most capable. of providing further information, have failed to publish (and
perhaps even write) their accounts.

While authors
seeking
)

to examine the history of social work education in other
countries will most likely be faced by this same problem,
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such studies might be the only link which will allow us to
move toward the fUture with0ut repeating the mistakes of
the past out of ignorance of these same mistakes.
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DAME HENRIETTA OCTAVIA WESTON BARNETT--(1851-1936)
Social reformer--An early interest in the poor and
experience gained in Octavia Hill's rent collecting scheme
along with her marriage to Samuel Barnett, a curate in a
local parish, guided Henrietta Barnett in the direction of
a life-long dedication to social work.
dren.was especially

no~able--she

Her work with chil-

served a.s manager of

Forest Gate district school from 1875 to 1897, was instrumental in the formation of the State Childrents Association
in 1896, served as honorary secretary of the Whitechapel
branch of the Metr9politan Association for Befriending
Young Servants from 1876 to 1898, and founded the London
Pupil Teacher's Association in 1884.
While Mrs. Barnett assisted her husband in his work
at Toynbee Hall, she was instrumental in the transfer of the
settlement to the United States.

In 1920., she was elected

as honorary president of th,e American Federation of Settlements.
Although Mrs.

Barne~t

co-authored a number of works

with: her husband, her major work was Canon Barnett, His
·-'

Life, Work and Friends, a two-volume account of her husband's life, published in 1918.

Source: Dictionary of National Biograph~ 1931-1940, s.v.
11
Barnett, Dame Henrietta Octavia eston," by L. F.
Ellis.
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SAMUEL AUGUSTUS BARNETT--(1844-1913)
Clergyman and social reformer--Born into a rather
well-to-do family, Mr. Barnett was educated at Wadham College, Oxford.

In December 1867, he became curate at St.

Mary's, Bryanston Square, London.

In 1873, after his mar-

riage to Henrietta, he was appointed to St.

~ude's,

chapel, said to be the worst parish in the diocese.

WhiteAl-

though Rev. Barnett was made a canon of Bristol in 1894,
his association with Whitechapel was a life-long commitment.
Working on the premise that education, to be effective, had to be preceded by improved material conditions,
Rev. Barnett advocated better housing, more efficient poor
relief and universal pensions.

His greatest achievement,

however, was the founding of Toynbee Hall, the .first university settlement, in 1884.

Barnett's initial effort to

bring university men in contact with the harsh realities of
the city was reshaped by his followers, but university settlements flourished throughout Great Britain.
AJthough Rev. Barnett published a number of volumes,
his most famous were Practicable Socialism (1888), Worship
and Work {1913) and Vision and Service (1917).

Centur
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CHARLES BOOTH--(1840-1916)
Social

commentator--Wh~le

much of Booth's early life

was devoted to the management of his shipping business, in
middle age, he turned his attention to social issues.
Using the census f,igures of the period 1841 to 1881,. Booth
attempted first to portray the life of the worker in Great
. Brit!ain and Ireland.

Finding this population to be too
J

broad, he turned his attention to the city of London.

In

1887 he published The Tower Hamlets, the first part of a
sixteen-year study in which Booth would study the social
condition and occupations of the people of London.

The en-

tire work, entitled Life and Labour of the People in
London, included four volumes on "Poverty," five on "Industry," seven on "Religious Influences," and a one-volume conelusion; it appeared between 1891 and 1903.

Booth's work

coincided with an increasing effort to combat poverty, and
formed the basis for a number of programs of social reform.
While Booth's primary concern of Life and Labour

~f

the People in London was to portray social conditions ra.ther
than

su~gest

specific social reform, he· publicly advocated

the establishment of a system of old age

pe~sions

in 1891.

His plan was partially carried out with the passage of the
Old Age Pensions Act in 1908.

·Source: Dictionar
1912-19

--Twentieth Centur
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BERNARD BOSANQUET--(1848-1923)
Philosopher--Educated·at Ba11io1 College, Oxford,
Bosanquet spent his early years as a fellow of University
College.

In 1881, Bosanquet gave up his fellowship and

took up residence in London, with intentions of devoting
more time to philosophical writing and the practice of social

work~

His membership in the wndon Ethical Society

and the London School of Ethics and Social

P~losophy

aided

him in the attainment of his former goal,.while his second
goal was achieved in connection w:tth·the Charity Organisation Society.

Bosanquet became affiliated with the

c.o.s.

through his half-brother Charles Bosanquet who had been a
secretary of the Council from 1870 to 1875, and his ·Balliol
friend, Charles Loch.

He served as a member of the Socj.e-

ty's district and administrative committees and presented
lectures which were published in the Charity Organisation.
Review.
Although Bosa.nquet's interests were primarily philosoph~cal,

he published a number of works which were refer-

red to J>y social workers.

They included: Aspects of the

Social Problem_ ( 1895), and The Social Criterion: or, How to
Judge of Proposed Social Reforms. (1901).

Source: Dictionary of National
Bio~ra.phy 1922-1930, s.v.
"Bosanquet,Bernard, 11 by A. • Lindsay.
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HELEN BOSANQUET--(1860-1925)
Social worker--Daughter of Rev. John Dendy, a Unitarian minister from Manchester, Helen Bosanquet was edU··
cated at Newnham College, Cambridge, where she achieved
First Class Honours in the Moral Sciences Tripos.

In 1895,

she married Bernard Bosanquet and joined him in working with
the Charity Organisation Society, where she served as district Secretary until 1897 when the Bosanquets left London
to live at ca'te'rham.

She did not ternii.nate her relation-.

ship with the C.O.S., but expanded her participation in the
field of social work, becoming a University Extension lecturer and in 1905, a member of the Royal Commission to
study the Poor Law.
She was a prolific writer in the field of social work;
her works included: Rich and Poor (1896), The Standard of .
Life and Other Studies (1898), The Strength of the People:
A Study. in Social Economics (1902), and Social Work in
London 1869 to 1912: A History of the Charity Or3anisation
Societ~

(1914) ..

·-·
Source: Who Was Who 3 1916.:.1928, s.v. "Bosanquet, Helen."
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OCTAVIA HILL--(1838-1912)
Philanthropist and

ho~sing

reformer--Grandaughter of

Dr. Thomas Southwood Smith, a well-known authority on fever
epidemics and sanitation, Miss Hill became familiar with the
·'

problems of the poor at an early age.

She began work with

the Ladies Guild, a cooperative association organized by
the Christian Socialists in 1852, and was soon put in charge
of a, branch which taught ragged
toys.

sc~ool

children how to make

Her early contacts with Frederick Denison Maurice

and John Ruskin encouraged her to continue in her work with
the poor.
In 1856, she was made secretary to'the women's classes
at the Working Men's College, and a few years later, she and
her sister began their own school for the poor.

At this

point her general interest in the poor became more specific,
and she focused on the problems of housing.

In 1864, with

fUnds procured from Mr. Ruskin, she purchased the first tenement building which she and her followers renovated and
managed.

By

establishing her scheme on sound business prin-

ciples as well as concern for the poor,_ she managed to in-

--·

crease the number of tenements under supervision.
Miss Hill's expanding program as well as her diminishing health made the delegation of duties her only alternative.

Working on the assumption that success depended on

· ski~l, however, she made an effort to train her volunteers.
This effort was later expanded on by the Charity Organisa-
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tion Society and the university settlements, and eventually developed into formal

~rograms

for social work educa-

tion.
Miss Hill's works included: Our Common Land and
Other Short Essays (1877), Homes of the London Poor (1883)_,
and The Charity Organisation Society (1889).

--Twentieth Centur

'·

.

---·
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SIR CHARLES STEWART LOCH--(1849-1923)
Social worker--Plaguea by periods of ill health while
a student at Balliol College, Loch gave up his original
interest in the Indian civil service, and turned to a career of social service in England.

He became a clerk at

the Royal College of Surgeons in 1873 and joined the
Islington branch of the Charity Organisation Society.
1875, he was appointed to the C. 0. S.
small when Loch first joined it, the

J~ouncil.

In

Although

c.o.s. grew under the

guidance of his enthusiastic but careful.administration;
his efficiency complemented and influenc.ed the

.c.o.s. s at1

tempts to bring some order to the chaotic field of public
and private charity./

This efficiency was balanced by Loch's

insistence that all requests for aid be investigated by a
·corps of volunteers recruited largely from the upperclasses.
Loch was interes·ted in the government 1 s response to
the problems of the poor and was an active member of a number of royal commissions, including those which investigated
the aged poor (1893-1895), the
the

po~r

feeble-~nded (1904~1908)

and

laws (1906-1909); he was largely responsible for the

Majority Report issued by the Royal Commission to study the
Poor La.w.

Although Loch recognized the need for government

inves.tigation of the problems of the poor, .he opposed government intervention; he criticized the social legislation
of the Liberal government of 1906 to 1914 as freeing the individual from responsibility whichwa.s inherently his.
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Loch's many
Distress

(1883)~

w~rks

included: How to Help Cases of

Charity Organisation (1892) and Methods of

Social Advance (1904).

Source: Dictionary of National Biography 1922-1930, s.v.
,
"Loch, Sir Charles Stewart," by R. B. Mowat.

-·
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EDWARD JOHNS URWICK--(1867-1945)
Political economist and social work educator--Educated
at Oxford where he received a First Class in Literature,
Urwick became involved in the field of social work through
his participation in the efforts of Toy.nbee Hall--he served
as Sub-Warden between 1899 and 1902.

In 1903 he was ap-

J)Ointed director Qf the School of Sociology, later to.become1 a department of the London School of Economics.

He

remained a Professor of Social Science and Administration
at LSE until 1924.

Orwick's belief that to be effective,

.social work education had to combine the theoretical and
the practical, was demonstrated

by

his willingness to assume

the directorship of the School of Sociology, ··as well as his
w~itings,

which included a number of passages on social work

education.
Urwick authored a. number of ·books including: Luxury
and Waste of Life_(l908), A Philosophy of' Social Progress,.
(1912) and The Social Good (1927).

Source: Who Was Who, 1941-1250, s.v. "Urwick, Edward Johns."
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BEATRICE POTTER WEBB--(1858-1943)
Fabian Socialist--Born into an upperclass Gloucester
family, Beatrice Webb was educated by governesses; she sup·plemented this education through extensive travel and reading.

Influenced by her close

relation~?hip

with Herbert

Spencer, she began working with the poor, first through
rent-collecting and later in connection with Charles Booth's
social survey (Booth was married to Beatrice's cousin.)
She became interested in the cooperative movement, publishing The Co-operative Movement in Great Britain in 1891.
She also began reading the Fabian Essays and developed a
great admiration for Sidney Webb; in 1891 they were m,arried.
From tha.t point on, Sidney and Beatrice Webb's work became
a joint endeavor.

Their work in the Fabian Society and al-

most endless list of publications pointed to the fact that
this endeavor was to be life-long.
Perhaps Beatrice Webb's most-remembered achievement
was the Minority Report of the Royal Commission· on the. Poor
Law, an effort for which she was largely responsible, and
whose end she would witness before her .death.
among her many WQrks were My
Partne rsbii> ( 1948) •

~pprenticeship

Included

(1926) and Our
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SIDNEY JAMES WEBB--(1859-1947)
Fabian Socialist, soci.al re.former and social historian--Born into a lower-middleclass London .family, Sidney
Webb was educated at the Birkbeck Institute and the City o.f
London College.

In 1878 he entered the Civil Service, and

advanced rapidly; in 1886 he obtained his LL.B • .from
London University.

In 1885, under the in.fluence of George

Bernard Shaw, Webb joined the Fabian Society; his efforts
in organization as well as propaganda work were unequaled.
'

He was to become Fabian socialism's chie.f proponent and his·torian.
Although one o.f Webb's earliest interests was in the
history and operation of the trade unions, he sp:ent a great
deal of time in the study of educational issues.

At the

elementary level he worked .for educational reform; at the
university level, he was instrumental in the establishment
of the London School of Economics and Poli ti.cal Science,
where he served as honorary professor of public administration from 1912 to 1927.
Included among Webb's best-known works are The.History
of Trade Unionism (1894), Industrial Democracy (1897),
English Poor Law Policy (1910) and

~ethods

of Social Study

(1932).
Source: Dictionary of National Biography 1941-1950,
s.v.
.
"Webb, Sidney James, Baron Passfie1d, 11 by Mary Agnes
Hamilton.
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